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SUMMARY
Computational creativity is a field focused on the study and development of behaviors
in computers an observer would deem creative. Traditionally, it has relied upon rules-based
and search-based artificial intelligence. However these types of artificial intelligence rely
on human-authored knowledge that can obfuscate whether creative behavior arose due to
actions from an AI agent or its developer. In this dissertation I look to instead apply ma-
chine learning to a subset of computational creativity problems. This particular area of
research is called combinational creativity. Combinational creativity is the type of creativ-
ity people employ when they create new knowledge by recombining elements of existing
knowledge. All existing computational approaches to represent combinational creativity
have relied on human-authored input. Thus I develop a new combinational creativity ap-
proach I call conceptual expansion.
The central statement of this thesis is:
For creativity problems that require the combination of aspects of distinct examples,
conceptual expansion of generative or evaluative models can create a greater range of
artifacts or behaviors, with greater measures of value, surprise, and novelty than standard
combinational approaches or approaches that do not explicitly model combination.
By creativity problems I indicate problems that require creativity to solve, which I fur-
ther specify into these problems that require the combination of aspects of distinct exam-
ples. I investigate two primary domains that fit the requirements for this type of prob-
lem: video game design and image classification, and further investigate it in the domains
of video game level design and image generation. Thus by generative models I indicate
machine-learned models that can generate video game levels, complete video games, or
images and by evaluative models I indicate models that can evaluate video game level style
and classify images. I specifically identify value, surprise, and novelty as they have been
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previously identified and applied in prior work as components of creativity, and I indicate
measures of these components due to their subjective nature. By standard combinational
approaches I mean existing approaches to combinational creativity, and by approaches that
do not explicitly model combination I mean appropriate, domain-specific baselines.
This dissertation document covers my novel approach to learn a complete model of a
video game design in terms of an existing games level design (how the structure of the
game is laid out) and mechanics (the rules that run the game). I then describe my novel
combinational creativity approach: conceptual expansion. I demonstrate conceptual expan-
sion on this novel video game model and on learned deep neural network models for image
classification and image generation.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Computational creativity is a field that studies issues at the intersection of artificial intel-
ligence and creativity [1]. This includes artificial creativity, the ability for computers to
demonstrate behavior that a neutral, human observer would think of as being creative. As
a field it stands at odds with more traditional artificial intelligence (AI), particularly ma-
chine learning (ML) approaches. While these approaches have shown great success on
tasks with large datasets and strong question-answer bindings [2], they often struggle to
handle content outside of their training data. I can clarify this statement by defining a class
of problems that modern AI and ML approaches would struggle with: invention problems.
I characterize invention problems as problems in which the agent cannot achieve a
desired solution with its available knowledge. “Available” in this context refers to the
information that an agent has access to prior to the problem, not whether this knowledge
exists. For example, the ability of an image classifier to correctly label a class it has not been
trained on without the meta-knowledge required to identify new classes. Or alternatively
the creation of a new class of video game level based on training on existing video game
level classes. In both cases these problems are possible to solve, but not without inventing
new knowledge, thus: invention problems.
The source of the knowledge does not factor into the invention problem definition,
whether encoded by experts or learned from a training set. However, it can be difficult
based on the domain to differentiate between intelligence of the system or intelligently
encoded human knowledge. For example, in making the choice of what to encode and how
to encode it, a human can cut down on the complexity of the invention problem by removing
what they think of as extraneous detail. Therefore I prefer machine learned-knowledge
for the knowledge base of the invention problem, with the caveat that the learned, initial
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Figure 1.1: Example of three combinational creativity techniques. Two input spaces on left with
example output from the three techniques on the right.
knowledge is still insufficient to solve the problem.
This concept of individual invention can be seen as related to Boden’s concept of ‘p-
creativity’ [3], a descriptor for output that a creator views as creative, even if the output
would not appear creative historically. This class of problem covers a large subset of design,
scientific discovery, and general intelligence problems. If it were possible to create general
approaches to address invention problems this could allow for the application of artificial
intelligence-based solutions to more domains.
Boden defines creativity in terms of surprise, novelty, and value [3]. Given the connec-
tions between invention and creativity, these criteria can help to evaluate potential solution
techniques to the invention problem in a domain independent way. We can now redefine
the invention problem with these criteria for cases without an explicit desired solution: an
invention problem is one in which the given knowledge base is insufficient (given non-
computational creativity approaches) to achieve a novel, surprising, and valuable answer.
1.1 The Case for Combinational Creativity
The term combinational creativity, also called combinatorial creativity, refers to creativity
that takes the form of a combinational process merging familiar ideas in an unfamiliar
way [4]. The field of computational creativity focuses on research questions formalizing
creative problem solving. Within this field there exist many formalized techniques for
achieving combinational creativity including conceptual blending [5], amalgamation [6],
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and compositional adaptation [7]. At a high level these techniques allow the recombination
of items from within a knowledge base to create new items, while retaining some of the
structure from the parent items.
Figure 1.1 gives examples of illustrative output from three combinational creativity
techniques given the two input concepts, represented as graphs, on the left. The inputs rep-
resent encodings for the concept of a house (Input 1) and a boat (Input 2) in terms of their
uses and locations. The three combinational creativity techniques are: conceptual blend-
ing, amalgamation, and compositional adaption. All three can be generally understood as
functions that take some number of input concepts and a knowledge base, and return novel
concepts. Conceptual blending merges elements that are similar to one another according
to the knowledge base, but can include non-merged elements as well, thus leading to the
“Houseboat” blend [8]. Amalgamation incorporates as much information as possible from
both input spaces without merging, instead choosing between sufficiently similar elements.
Compositional adaption breaks apart the individual elements of each input and composes
novel concepts piece-by-piece, which allows it to generate smaller, novel concepts [9]. The
output concepts illustrated in Figure 1.1 are a single output of many possible combinations
from each technique.
Notably there are differences in the types of new knowledge created by each of the
three approaches. Amalgamation cannot create new components, edge or node values in
the example of Figure 1.1, but can connect previously unconnected components, forming
novel concepts. Compositional adaptation similarly cannot create new components, but can
create concepts with novel global structure (e.g. new graph structure). Conceptual blending
is the only approach of the three that can create new components, but cannot vary structure
like compositional adaptation.
Combinational creativity techniques are well-suited for invention problems. The con-
nections between invention and creativity are self-evident, but beyond that this set of tech-
niques are modeled on human problem solving processes [5]. Further, given that the tech-
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niques can generate a space of combinations they have an advantage over techniques that
generate a single optimal answer for the criteria of creativity over time.
1.2 The Case for Combinational Machine Learning Creativity
Combinational creativity techniques cannot create new knowledge out of thin air; they re-
quire a knowledge base of concepts or cases. This knowledge base has historically been
encoded by domain experts. Due to this authorial input, it is difficult to demonstrate that
the success of an agent arose from the combinational creativity technique and not cre-
ative knowledge encoding from the domain expert. For example, consider the convenient
similarity in structure of the inputs in Figure 1.1. As an alternative one could consider au-
tomatically deriving a knowledge base through machine learning techniques. One reason
machine learning is not applied to combinational creativity techniques is that such tech-
niques historically have required well-formed knowledge as input. Most combinational
creativity techniques could not easily adapt to the messy input of most machine learning
techniques. Beyond the knowledge acquisition issue, that combinational creativity tech-
niques can produce a space of possible outputs rather than a single answer has historically
been considered a drawback. Computational creativity researchers have developed heuris-
tics, rules, and processes to limit the space of acceptable outputs [10]. This assumption, by
its nature, limits the output and potential applications of such techniques.
1.3 The Case for Video Games as Domain
Much of this dissertation focuses on the domain of video games. A particular subset of
video games can be understood as a simplified version of reality, those with a consistent
structure and underlying physics system. The nature of this class of games allows one to
anticipate that techniques developed in this domain could apply to more complex domains.
This notion has been the primary motivation behind automated game playing research,
varying from retro Atari games with Deep Mind [11], to board games such as Go [12], and
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more modern games like DOTA2 [13] and Starcraft 2 [14].
Video games of this type can be understood as being composed of two things: (1) a
series of challenges across a single space referred to as a level, and (2) the rules that de-
termine how the game elements interact. Solving the invention problem in the domain of
video game design requires a knowledge base composed of models of both these categories
of knowledge.
1.4 Thesis Statement
I focus on approaches to solve invention problems in two primary domains: video game
design and image classification. In particular I address these problems through the devel-
opment of a novel combinational creativity approach I call conceptual expansion. This
approach is designed from the start to work with messy, machine learned-knowledge as
its input and to address several other key limitations of historic combinational creativity
approaches.
Thus in this dissertation I investigate the following statement:
For creativity problems that require the combination of aspects of distinct ex-
amples, conceptual expansion of generative or evaluative models can create a
greater range of artifacts or behaviors, with greater measures of value, surprise,
and novelty than standard combinational approaches or approaches that do not
explicitly model combination.
By “creativity problems” in the above I mean problems that an outside observer would
consider to require creativity. I then focus on the sub-domain of problems require the
combination of aspects of distinct examples, which can be considered analogous to the
invention problems defined above.
The “generative and evaluative models” in the above refers to machine learned models
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that either generate or evaluate content. For example models that can generate images or
video game levels (generative models) or those that can classify images or evaluation video
game levels (evaluative models).
Value, surprise, and novelty have been identified by Boden as important elements of
creativity. I specifically identify “measures of” these elements as they are not possible to
objectively measure in some domains.
For this dissertation I define value as a domain dependent measures of utility. In the
video game domain this might include subjective measures like appropriate challenge, en-
gagement, and fun. For an image classifier one can instead draw on the objective measure
of accuracy. I define surprise as the amount to which the behavior of a model defies user
expectation. Novelty I define as the degree to which the behavior of a model differs from a
training, inspiration set, or initial knowledge base. Therefore, for example in the case of a
machine learning system for generating computer games a low-surprise, high-novelty game
would be a game that was an average of its training set. Comparatively a high-surprise, low-
novelty game might be a game composed of a novel combination of uncommon elements
from existing games.
I identify conceptual expansion, amalgamation, and compositional adaptation as “stan-
dard combinational approaches” due to the fact that they are all domain-independent com-
binational creativity approaches with distinct outputs from one another that have a body
of prior work investigating their applications. I compare my approach against these for
problems in which the input can be treated as composed solely of symbolic features. By
“approaches that do not explicitly model combination” I indicate domain-specific base-
lines, which I compare against as appropriate.
1.5 Outline
In Chapter 2 I discuss prior work related to this dissertation. In order to address the video
game invention problem one would first need learned models of video game level design
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and video game rules, as these two elements are the minimum needed to represent a game.
I discuss learning models of level design in Chapter 3 and models of a game’s mechanics
in Chapter 4.
Learning models of game design has been covered previously in the field of Procedural
Content Generation via Machine Learning (PCGML) [15]. Moving beyond this area of
work, I drew on conceptual blending to combine the machine learned models of level design
to create models capable of generating novel, surprising levels. I describe this work in
Chapter 5. This stands as a case study in the application of combinational creativity to
machine-learned models. Leveraging conceptual blends leads to generated models capable
of better evaluating novel and surprising levels from the original human level designer,
representing a limited solution to the invention problem within the domain of level design.
In Chapter 6 I introduce my novel combinational creativity technique: conceptual ex-
pansion. I demonstrate conceptual expansion’s superiority in the range of its output space
through a comparison with three existing combinational creativity techniques for the video
game level invention problem. In Chapter 7, I extend this to generate entire video games,
including both objective and human subject study evaluations. I demonstrate the appli-
cation of conceptual expansion in non-game domains in Chapter 8, recombining image
classification and generation deep neural networks (DNNs), Unlike for video games I do
not need to develop new approaches to learn deep neural networks. Conceptual expansion
applied to DNNs out-performs standard transfer learning and few-shot learning baselines.
I end this document with Chapter 9, stating conclusions, contributions across the areas




In this chapter I summarize prior related work in the development of artificial intelligent
game designers, machine learning focused on games and creativity, and computational
creativity. Notably I focus on the most relevant prior work, and especially prior work
that relates to my own in technique or subject matter.
2.1 Computational Creativity
The field of computational creativity represents the overlapping of fields like artificial intel-
ligence and cognitive science, concerned with problems that one would consider requiring
creativity if attempted by a human [1]. Combinational creativity represents a sub-field of
computational creativity.
2.1.1 Boden’s Theory of Creativity
Boden defines creativity in terms of surprise, novelty, and value [3]. Given the connec-
tions between invention and creativity, these criteria can help to evaluate potential solution
techniques to the invention problem in a domain independent way.
Boden defines three particular forms of creativity [16]: combinational, exploratory, and
transformative. In combinational creativity two existing exemplars have their elements or
features combined. In exploratory creativity an existing conceptual space is explored for
novel exemplars (e.g. a new chair in a design space of all possible chairs). In transforma-
tional creativity a conceptual space is transformed (e.g. redefining what it means to be a
chair). The definition of combinational creativity used in this paper does not cleanly fit into
any one of these categories. This is due to the fact that I focus on systems with learned
conceptual spaces that then recombine elements not of exemplars from these spaces but
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recombine these conceptual spaces themselves. It may be argued that this represents trans-
formational creativity. However I focus explicitly on defining new conceptual spaces via
combination and not through any other strategy. Thus I instead extend the definition of
combinational creativity given by Boden to include recombining approximations of con-
ceptual spaces (machine learned models and representations). In Chapters 7 and 8 I employ
a search-based approach to explore the space of possible combinations, thus it could also
be argued that these particular approaches represent exploratory creativity.
Boden identifies two distinct evaluative perspectives one can take when it comes to
creativity [17]: p-creativity and h-creativity. P-creativity stands for personal creativity.
In other words something that would be viewed as creative (e.g. novel, valuable, and
surprising) from a particular individual, whether or not it had previous existed elsewhere
(perhaps not truly novel). Comparatively h-creativity is truly novel creativity, some artifact,
action, or idea that has never existed before. H-creativity is, of course, incredibly difficult
to identify and can often be misattributed based on the background of the particular person
doing the evaluation. Therefore for this work I focus entirely on p-creativity. In other
words, I judge the output of a system as creative in terms of the knowledge base it had
access to (e.g. is it novel, surprising, and valuable compared to its knowledge base?).
2.1.2 Discovery Systems
Discovery Systems refers to attempts to create new knowledge artificially [18]. In the
context of this document, these systems can be thought of as being built to solve specific
invention problems. The most well-known and successful discovery system is Lenat’s AM
[19], which output helpful mathematical concepts. However, despite initial praise, AM did
not lead to an era of “super-intelligent artificial mathematicians” [18]. Lenat would go on to
build Eurisko [20] in attempt to explore AM’s shortcomings. AM and Eurisko are related to
my work as they also took in some input and tried to create novel output, though primarily
through exploratory creativity (heuristic search) instead of combinational creativity. Lenat
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eventually concluded that AM’s success had more to do with how knowledge was encoded,
which meant that even his random operators could lead to useful output [21]. Essentially
Lenat, via his authoring of the operators, initial input data, and chosen representation, had
authored a space of possible output that was sufficiently rich that it was trivial to find high
quality output. I demonstrate results that relate to this in a random baseline outperform-
ing other combinational creativity approaches with high quality, hand-authored input in
Chapter 6.
2.1.3 Analogical Reasoning
Analogical reasoning is the study of the ability in humans to draw analogies [22], structural
metaphors that connect two distinct domains. In terms of computational creativity, compu-
tational models of analogical reasoning have been applied in similar problem domains as
combinational creativity in terms of inventing new knowledge via reuse of old knowledge.
While there are many implementations [23], perhaps the best known computational ana-
logical reasoning approach is Falkenhainer et al.’s Structure-Mapping Engine [24]. In this
approach a “base” domain is generalized and then adapted into a “target” domain with the
purpose of creating innovative new knowledge. Analogical reasoning has shown success in
a number of domains, but is typically limited to modifying a single hand-authored repre-
sentation and requires a domain-specific function or knowledge representation for general-
ization. Thus, given my focus on combinational creativity I do not engage directly with this
concept in this work. However, transfer learning can be understood as similar to analogical
reasoning, which I address in Chapter 8.
Analogy-based design focuses on the application of analogiocal reasoning in design
problems [25], which notably includes the invention of new designs given a corpus of old
designs. For example a recent example of analogy-based design is the Design Evaluation
through Simulation and Comparison (DESC) AI agent [26]. This agent looks to aid in
the creation of novel designs in the context of biologically-inspired design [27], a type
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of analogy-based design. The design models are placed in a Structure-Behavior-Function
[28] representation, which can be understood as similar to the game graph representation
I present in Chapter 7. The structure relates to the construction of a device, the behavior
relates to what a device can do, and function relates to how a device can do it. All of the
game graphs I make use of have the same behavior in this framework, but differ in terms of
their level design knowledge (structure) and rules (function).
2.1.4 Combinational Creativity
One common feature across combinational creativity techniques is the need for some ability
to map between elements of individual cases [24, 29]. Analogical reasoning has tradition-
ally been one of the leading conceptual mapping approaches, as it maps concepts based
on relative structure instead of surface features [30]. This type of structural mapping has
proven popular as it tends to better match human problem solving [27, 31]. However, such
analogical reasoning systems require a non-trivial amount of human input, as a human
author must encode concepts in terms of their structure and how to compare structural in-
formation within a domain. As an alternative I focus on work that automatically learns the
structure for a given domain.
There have been many approaches to combinational creativity over the years, which I
will attempt to briefly summarize. Case-based reasoning (CBR) represents a general AI
problem solving approach that relies on the storage, retrieval, and adaptation of existing
solutions [32]. The adaptation function represents a large class of combinational creativity
approaches, which one can place into the categories of substitutional adaptation and struc-
tural adaptation [7, 33]. Essentially, whether components are substituted or whether the
structure of the case is adapted. These techniques tend to be domain-dependent. For exam-
ple for particular domains like text generation or tool creation, focusing on rules, heuristics,
or constraints that encode the domain-specific knowledge needed for adaptation [34, 35].
Murdock and Goel [36] combine reinforcement learning with case-based reasoning, which
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aligns with my work combining computational creativity and machine learning research.
The area of belief revision, modeling how beliefs change, includes the function to merge
prior existing beliefs with new beliefs for a variety of domains [37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. Belief
merging has been applied to CBR as an adaptation function [42], further aligning it as
a combinational creativity technique. However, due to the focus of belief merging the
process ends with single final merged belief state, while I focus on spaces of combinations.
The mathematical notion of convolution has been applied to blend weights between two
neural nets in work that parallels my desire to combine computational creativity and ML,
but without conclusive results [43].
Combinational creativity algorithms tend to have many possible valid outputs. This is
typically viewed as undesirable, with general heuristics or constraints designed to pick a
single correct combination from this set [44, 6]. This limits the potential output of these
approaches, I instead employ a domain-specific heuristic criteria to find an optimal combi-
nation from a space of possible combinations.
Genetic algorithms, also referred to as evolutionary methods, have traditionally proved
popular with computational creativity work [45]. Part of this can be understood as due to
the inclusion of the crossover operator [46], which takes typically two inputs search points
and combines them to produce new search points. The crossover operator can therefore
be understood as a combinational creativity function. However, these operators are nearly
always domain-dependent. At best they may be general to a particular representation, such
as a one-dimensional array [47].
I identify three specific existing combinational creativity techniques for deeper investi-
gation, due to the fact that they are well-formed in domain-independent terms, and output
distinct and large spaces of combinations: conceptual blending, amalgams, and composi-
tional adaptation.
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Figure 2.1: Representation of the canonical four space conceptual blending approach from [48].
2.1.5 Conceptual Blending
Fauconnier and Turner [48] formalized the “four space” theory of conceptual blending. In
this theory they describe four spaces that make up a blend as seen in Figure 2.1: two input
spaces represent the unblended elements, input space points (or features) are projected into
a common generic space to identify equivalence, and these equivalent points are projected
into a blend space. In the blend space, novel structure and patterns arise from the projection
of equivalent points. Fauconnier and Turner [48, 5] argued this was a ubiquitous process,
occurring in discourse, problem solving, and general meaning making.
Conceptual blending typically requires a large amount of human authoring for individ-
ual conceptual spaces. O’Donoghue et al. [49] looked into deriving this knowledge auto-
matically from text corpora, producing graphical representations of nodes and their verb
connections. My work in Chapter 5 runs parallel to O’Donoghue et al., but in the domain
of video game levels. There has also been work in blending individual tagged exemplars
together based on surface level features of components [50].
Fauconnier and Turner originally developed a set of heuristics for domain-independent
measures of quality for blends. As an alternative more recent work has introduced goals for
blends [51]. I make use of goals in my work applying conceptual blending to level design
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and video game design.
2.1.6 Amalgamation
Ontañón designed amalgams as a formal unification function between multiple cases [6].
Similar to conceptual blending, amalgamation requires a knowledge base that specifies
when two components of a case share a general form, for example French and German
can both share the more general form nationality. Unlike conceptual blending, this shared
generalization does not lead to merging of components, but requires that only one of the
two be present in a final amalgam. For example, a red French car and an old German car
could lead to an old red French car or an old red German car.
Amalgams have been utilized as the adaptation function in CBR systems [52], com-
bined with conceptual blending for product development [53], and adapted to an asymmet-
rical form for story generation [54]. Amalgamation represents a strong general method for
combinational creativity, though it suffers from the same drawbacks of other adaptation
methods in terms of a traditional reliance on authored knowledge bases and a domain-
specific generalization function.
2.1.7 Compositional Adaptation
Compositional adaptation arose as a CBR adaptation approach [55, 33], but has found
significant applications in adaptive software [56, 57]. The intuition behind compositional
adaptation is that individual component cases can be broken apart and reused based on their
connections. In adaptive software this takes the shape of sets of functions with given inputs
and outputs that can be strung together to achieve various effects, which makes composi-
tional adaptation similar to planning when it includes a goal state or output. However, it
can also be applied in a goal-less way to generate sequences or graphs of components.
Compositional adaptation has been applied to recipe generation [9, 58], intelligent tu-
toring systems [59], and to traditional CBR approaches [60]. Unlike amalgamation and
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conceptual blending, compositional adaptation does not require an explicit knowledge base
by default. However, it is common to make use of a knowledge base to generalize com-
ponents and their relationships in order to expand the set of possible combinations. As
with the prior combinational creativity approaches, this knowledge base is almost always
human-authored.
2.2 Procedural Content Generation
Procedural content generation is the umbrella term for systems that take in some design
knowledge and output new assets from this knowledge. Approaches include evolutionary
search, rule-based systems and instantiating content from probability tables [61, 62]. The
often cited goal of these systems is to reduce the authorial burden on designers. However,
these systems tend to only transfer the burden from creating content to supplying the design
knowledge needed to create that content.
2.2.1 Computational Creativity and Games
Combinational creativity and creativity research in general is rarely applied to video games
[63]. Dormans and Leijnen [64] proposed a number of applications of computational cre-
ativity theory to games. Some prior work has looked into knowledge intensive conceptual
blending systems to create new elements of video games such as sound effects and 3D mod-
els [65, 66]. The Game-O-Matic system made use of concept mapping to match verbs onto
game mechanics to create arcade-style games based on human-authored mapping knowl-
edge [67]. Gow and Corneli [68] proposed a system to generate small games via conceptual
blending. Permar and Magerko [69] presented a system to produce novel interactive narra-
tive scripts via conceptual blending, using analogical reasoning.
Snodgrass and Ontañón [70] leveraged transfer learning to train a machine learning
approach on levels from two separate platform games, meant to address the problem of a
lack of training data, but with the effect of combining level structure in the generated levels.
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My work looks to explicitly combine data from multiple games. Sarkar and Cooper [71]
combine the output of two deep neural networks trained to generate levels for two different
games in a process inspired by conceptual blending. I focus on the combination of learned
models, not of the output of learned models.
2.2.2 Procedural Content Generation via Machine Learning
Much of my work falls within the sub-field of procedural content generation via machine
learning (PCGML) [15], which encompasses a range of techniques for generating content
from models trained on prior content. Super Mario Bros. has been the most consistent
domain for this research, with researchers applying such techniques as markov chains [72],
Monte-Carlo tree search [73], long short-term recurrent neural networks [74], autoencoders
[75], generative adversarial neural networks [76], and genetic algorithms through learned
evaluation functions [77]. Closest to my own work in terms of combining computational
creativity and machine learning, Hoover et al. [78] adapt computational creativity tech-
niques originally developed to generate music to create Super Mario Bros. levels.
The major differences between my research and the other work in the field of PCGML
are (1) the source of training data and (2) the focus on creativity. In terms of the first,
by focusing on gameplay video as the source of training data I avoid the dependence on
existent corpora of game content, opening up a wider set of potential games on which to
apply my techniques. Further, these approaches require substantial human authoring, such
as authored patterns of level content or categorization of stylistically similar level elements
(e.g. many different enemies abstracted as a single “enemy” class) [79]. This raises the
question as to whether the creativity in and success of PCGML systems arises from the
system or the system designer’s intuition.
Second, my work focuses on creative generation of game content, while most prior
PCGML techniques rely on learning a statistical distribution and generating new content
from within this distribution. For example, none of the prior techniques would be able to
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generate a novel level type not seen in an existing game such as an underwater castle level
for the game Super Mario Bros., as I demonstrate in Chapter 5.
2.2.3 Game Rules
To my knowledge, my work is the first that includes the generation of video game rules
from machine learned models. However, there is a significant body of prior work generating
game rules through more traditional procedural content generation techniques, running an
optimization process on a human-authored game engine or rule space [80]. Togelius [81]
presents an iterative development paradigm for a human player to create a game engine
during play, as an intelligent system attempts to learn the causes behind user-specified
effects to create rulesets. Both Cook et al. [82], and Zook and Riedl [83] make use of
approaches that generate player character game rules within human-authored game engines,
and verify these rules with forward simulation.
Game rule generation has historically existed in the absence of generated structure,
creating new rulesets for existing level designs. The majority of prior approaches to game
rule generation have relied upon authoring a general game rule representation that is then
constructed via grammars [84], optimized [85, 86, 87, 82] or constrained [88, 83].
The General Video Game Rule Generation track [89] serves as a competition for ruleset
generators in which generators are given a level and must create an appropriate ruleset.
Khalifa et al. [89] introduced two initial generators, a constructive approach based on
human-authored rules and a genetic algorithm approach.
2.2.4 Automated Game Design
Treanor et al. [67] introduced Game-o-matic, a system for automatically designing games
to match certain arguments or micro-rhetorics [90]. This process created complete, if small,
video games based on an authored procedure for transforming these arguments into games.
Cook et al. produced the ANGELINA system for automated game design and development
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[91]. There have been a variety of ANGELINA system versions, each typically focusing on
a particular game genre, with each employing grammars and genetic algorithms to create
game structure and/or rules [82].
Nelson and Mateas [92] introduce a system to swap rules in and out of game repre-
sentations to create new experiences. This can be understood as domain-specific example
of combinational creativity. Nielsen et al. [93] introduced an approach to mutate existing
games expressed in the video game description language (VGDL) [94]. Nelson et al. [95]
defined a novel parameterized space of games and randomly alter subsets of parameters to
explore this design space.
More recent work has applied variational autoencoders to produce noisy replications
of existing games, called World Models or Neural Renderings [96, 97]. By its nature this
work does not attempt to create new games, but recreate subsections of existing games for
automated game playing agent training purposes. In addition, it is limited thus far to these
small subsections of existing games.
The approaches listed in this section rely on creative combinations or parameteriza-
tion of designer-authored or crowdsourced [98] representations of game knowledge. In my
work I focus on machine-learned game representations. Osborn et al. [99] propose au-
tomated game design learning, an approach that makes use of emulated games to learn a
representation of the game’s structure [100] and rules [101]. This approach is most similar
to my work in terms of deriving a complete model of game structure and rules. However,
this approach depends upon access to a game emulator and has no existing process for
creating novel games.
2.3 Machine Learning
In this section I briefly cover a set of machine learning subfields with varying degrees of
relevance to my own work. Object and scene modeling comes from the graphics field,
and inspires the technique I used to model game level design knowledge. Machine vision
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represents the problem of deriving knowledge from images, which I apply in a limited
capacity to pull information from gameplay video. My work on learning game engines
overlaps with work in automated game playing, automated understanding, and automated
game understanding.
2.3.1 Object and Scene Modeling
The problem of generating game levels from gameplay video is related to object modeling
from exemplars, in which a set of exemplar objects are used to train a generative model
[102, 103, 104]. My level design learning approach builds off these techniques, which also
use probabilistic graphical models. However, a majority of object modeling approaches
require human-tagging of individual elements and how they fit together. My model does
not require any human tagging, instead relying on machine vision and probability to smooth
any incorrect tags.
2.3.2 Machine Vision
Machine vision is not often applied to computer games. However, approaches exist to train
agents to play Atari games from pixel input [11, 105]. While these approaches and my own
use machine vision to process pixels over time, my system focuses on extracting design
principles and rules instead of learning to play games. Since my original work applying
machine vision to computer games for procedural content generation discussed in Chapter
2, there has been a large body of follow-up work looking at extracting player paths [106,
107] and deriving game maps [108, 100].
2.3.3 Automated Game Playing
Automated game playing has stood as a goal for artificial intelligence from its earliest
days [109], and has had great success in classic games like chess and go. Most closely
related to this work are approaches to utilize pixel input to learn to play retro video games.
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For example, Mnih et al. [110] used deep convolutional networks to learn how to the
play Atari games from pixel input. Later work has brought automated game playing to
Doom [111], and more modern games such as Minecraft [112]. The end models of these
approaches and my work on learning rules from video differ. For example, Mnih et al.’s
extracted model will recognize the action for the player to activate in each state, and will
ignore any elements that do not impact reward (score) and those not currently visible. On
the other hand, my rule learning system includes decorative elements and can reason about
the off-screen effects of actions (for example, killing an enemy offscreen by recognizing
when an enemy does not appear when expected).
2.3.4 Automated Understanding
Automated understanding, also known as common sense learning [113] or hypothesis gen-
eration [114], is the problem of taking a sequence of events, building some model that
explains the events, and using the model to predict future events. A common modern
approach to this problem relies on convolutional neural nets, learning from sequences of
images [115, 116]. These techniques take in a frame and predict the next frame in a se-
quence, without modeling the underlying effects. Perhaps closest to my work, Selvaraju et
al. [117] derive an explanation for a convolutional neural net’s prediction, without learning
an explicit model of the physics at play in the images whereas the rules my system learns
from video implicitly include explanations.
An alternate approach to automated understanding common to reinforcement learning
techniques is forward model learning [118]. In forward model learning a transition func-
tion is learned that allows an agent to make predictions in a simplified state space from
sequences of state changes. This approach has been applied to navigation control [119],
video games such as Starcraft [120] and arcade-like games [121]. Closest to my work in
rule learning from video, Ersen and Sariel [122] derive a model of the environment for a
puzzle game composed of formal logic rules based on hand-authored sequences of events.
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My work differs from typical forward model techniques as it learns from and makes pre-
dictions in a pixel-level state space.
2.3.5 Automated Game Understanding
The field of automated game understanding is much more recent than automated game play-
ing. Martens et al. [123] made use of proceduralist readings to derive possible meanings
from specially constructed representations of games. Sumerville et al. [124] demonstrated
the ability to automatically derive object characteristics (e.g. “hurts player”, “is killed by
player”) from gameplay logs. More recent work has focused on learning a model of player
movement derived from gameplay video [107] or emulators [125, 101].
My work differs from these prior techniques by learning an entire game engine, capable
of forward simulation and by deriving these models from video rather than gameplay logs.
Despite this work being the first to attempt to learn game engines in this manner both Gow
and Corneli [68] and Summerville et al. [15] propose this problem and suggest possible
solutions to it.
2.3.6 Knowledge Reuse in Neural Networks
A wide range of prior approaches exist for the reuse or transfer of knowledge in neural
networks, such as zero-shot, one-shot, and few-shot learning [126, 127], domain adapta-
tion [128], and transfer learning [129, 130]. These approaches either require an additional
set of features for transfer, or depend upon backpropagation to refine learned features from
some source domain to a target domain. In the former case these additional transfer fea-
tures can be hand-authored [129, 131, 132] or learned [133, 134, 135, 136, 137]. In the case
of requiring additional training these approaches can freeze all weights of a network aside
from a final classification layer or can tune all the weights of the network with standard
training approaches [138, 139]. As an alternative one can author an explicit model of trans-
fer such as metaphors [133] or hypotheses [140]. To the best of my knowledge I was the
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first to attempt few-shot training of generative adversarial networks (GANs). There have
been more recent approaches to few-shot training of generative adversarial neural networks,
but they focus on alterations to model architecture instead of knowledge reuse [141, 142].
Further, some work exists at exploring the space between distributions of classes [143].
Kuzborskij et al. [144] investigate the same n to n+1 multiclass transfer learning prob-
lem as my image classification experiments, and make use of a combination of existing
trained classifiers. However, their approach makes use of Support Vector Machines with a
small feature-set and only allows for linear combinations. Rebuffi et al. [145] extended this
work to convolutional neural nets, but still requires retraining via backpropagation. Chao
et al. [146] demonstrated that average visual features can be used for zero-shot learning,
which represents a domain independent zero-shot learning measure that does not require
human authoring or additional training.
One alternative to reusing learned knowledge in neural networks is to extend a dataset
to new classes using query expansions and novel data downloaded from the web [147,
148]. However, I am interested in problems in which no additional training data exists.
Neuroevolution is an approach to train neural networks via evolutionary search, which
includes an explicit recombination step [149]. However, this approach does not transfer




Procedural level generation is the problem of generating high-quality game levels auto-
matically. To address the video game invention problem, we will need to create levels for
the invented games. Existing level generation systems typically employ rule-based meth-
ods or formulate optimization problems, where an expert designer encodes domain-specific
knowledge as a set of rules, constraints, and/or objective functions. The process of encod-
ing this knowledge is time-consuming and, by its nature, includes the biases of the encoder.
This is desirable when the encoder is the game designer, but this is not always the case. As
an alternative, data-driven approaches learn a rule set or optimization function from ex-
emplars. However, when it comes to game levels, static exemplars like level maps are
insufficient as they lack a record of how the level is played.
I propose an alternative to these approaches by learning a generative model from repre-
sentations of player experience: gameplay videos. Given a representation of player experi-
ence, a system can learn a generative model of an interactive scene without any additional
authored knowledge, as the representation includes how a player interacts with the scene.
Learning a level design model allows a system to generate novel levels more in the style
of the original levels as the model does not include encoder biases. The system encodes
“bias”, to an extent, but it is the original expert designer’s biases or design style that is
encoded rather than those of the algorithm’s authors. I therefore advocate for this approach
in empowering novice game designers to make game levels for use in education, training,
and entertainment, as expert design knowledge is required to either guide novices or fully
automate design. In addition, these same features make this process ideal for deriving level
design knowledge for a fully machine learned representation of a video game, which I
require for the video game invention problem.
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I present a system that learns a generative, probabilistic model from gameplay video
exemplars in an unsupervised fashion. At a high level the system parses raw gameplay
video as input, categorizes level sections based on their contents and the player’s behavior,
and learns a probabilistic graphical model of spatial relationships of content. This model
captures the probabilistic structure of level components, which can then be used in the
generation of novel content that stylistically matches the original exemplars. I evaluate
this approach in a human subject study comparing the quality of output models to other
machine learned models of level design and determining the extent to which the model’s
learned evaluation function correlates with human evaluations.
3.1 Background
In this section I situate the work presented in this chapter in terms of prior work. As stated
above, procedural content generation is the umbrella term for systems that take in some
design knowledge and output new assets from this knowledge. However this work focuses
on the subfield of procedural content generation via machine learning (PCGML) [15]. As in
this chapter, Super Mario Bros. has been the most consistent domain for this research, with
researchers applying such techniques as markov chains [72], monte-carlo tree search [73],
long short-term recurrent neural networks [74], autoencoders [75], generative adversarial
neural networks [76], and genetic algorithms with machine-learned evaluation functions
[77]. The primary differences between the work presented in this chapter and these related
work are: (1) the source of training data and (2) the basis of the approach. In this chapter I
employ gameplay video as the input training data while these related works instead employ
hand-authored representations of Super Mario Bros. levels. The system in this chapter also
employs a component-based probabilistic graph, which has not appeared across any prior
attempt to generate Super Mario levels. Further, these prior approaches require substantial
human authoring, such as authored patterns of level content or categorization of stylistically
similar level elements (e.g. many different enemies abstracted as “enemy”) [79].
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Figure 3.1: A visualization of the full level design learning system.
I make use of two of these prior approaches in the evaluation as they were the only
approaches with public, published results at the time of the user study. Dahlskog and
Togelius [77] extracted vertical slices of levels from Super Mario Bros. levels to inform
a heuristic function in an evolutionary process. Snodgrass and Ontañón [150] trained a
hierarchical Markov chain on Super Mario Bros. levels, on both tile-by-tile and abstract
tile transitions.
The problem of generating game levels from gameplay video is related to object mod-
eling from exemplars, in which a set of exemplar objects are used to train a generative
model [102, 103, 104]. My approach builds off these techniques, which also use prob-
abilistic graphical models. However, a majority of object modeling approaches require
human-tagging of individual object features and how they fit together (e.g. arms, legs,
etc.). My model does not require any human tagging, instead relying on machine vision
and probability to smooth any incorrect tags.
3.2 System Overview
The system can be understood as containing three parts, operating sequentially. I include
a visualization of the full system in Figure 3.1. First the system automatically derives
sections of level from video. Second the system automatically categorizes these sections.
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Third, the system derives probabilistic graphical models from each category in a process
inspired by Kalogerakis et. al [102]. After this process, the system can generate novel level
chunks and combines these chunks based on learned transitions to create full levels.
I begin by supplying the system with two things: a set of videos and a spritesheet. This
input is simple to gather with the advent of “Let’s Plays” and “Long Plays” [151]. By
spritesheet I indicate the set of “sprites” or individual images used to build up the levels of
a 2D game. For this work I utilized nine gameplay videos and a fan-authored spritesheet.
3.3 Model Learning
The system learns a generative, probabilistic model of shape-to-shape relationships from
gameplay videos. These kinds of models, common in the object modeling field, require
a set of similar objects as input. Given that the input to the system is gameplay video, I
needed to determine two things: (1) what input the probabilistic model should learn from
and (2) how to categorize this input in an unsupervised fashion to ensure the required
similarity. I chose to make use of level chunks, sections of level composed of geometric
sprite data and learned tags of player information, as the basis of the model. I categorize
these level chunks with K-means clustering, and each learned category is then used as input
to learn a generative, probabilistic model.
3.3.1 Defining and Categorizing Level Chunks
I employ OpenCV [152], an open machine vision library, to parse the input set of gameplay
videos frame-by-frame with the associated spritesheet. The output of this parsing is a list
of each individual sprite and their positions per frame. From this list, individual frames
join together into level chunks when adjacent and if they share 90% of the same content.
If a frame differs entirely from the next, its level chunk is marked as the end of a level.
This is required for the sequencing of generated level chunks into full levels that I describe
below. Along with a list of sprites and their positions each level chunk stores an interaction
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time value equivalent to the number of frames that combined to form the level chunk. This
allows the system to capture how long a player remained in each level chunk. Interaction
time allows the system to do without manually encoded design knowledge representing dif-
ficulty or reward. Instead the interplay between the sprites and interaction time in a chunk
allows the system to automatically separate these experiential elements. For example, a
level chunk with a large amount of coins and a high interaction time is likely rewarding.
With nine gameplay videos as input this process found 13,492 level chunks.
The system utilizes K-means clustering to categorize the learned level chunks, with K
estimated via the distortion ratio [153]. I designed a two-tier clustering approach. For the
first round, each level chunk is represented as an n-dimension vector of counts per sprite
type (e.g. ground, block, coin) and normalized interaction time. I chose to normalize
interaction times for each gameplay video in order to minimize the impact of player skill
differences. The system employs Euclidean distance for the K-means distance metric. For
the nine gameplay videos this process found twenty-three initial categories.
The first round of clustering allows the system to derive a measure of sprite relevance
in the second round of clustering. This makes up for the fact that the system does not have
design knowledge to determine noteworthy sprites, such as power-up blocks or unusual
enemies. I base this measure on a variation of term frequency-inverse document frequency
or TF-IDF. TF-IDF is typically utilized in natural language processing and search engines
to determine the relevance of a term in a document. Formally:
relevance(t, d,D) = ft,d ∗ log(N/nt) (3.1)
Where t represents a particular sprite type, d represents a particular level chunk, D repre-
sents an entire category of level chunks, N represents the number of level chunks in the
category and nt represents the number of level chunks where the sprite type t appears. ft,d
represents the raw number of times a sprite of type t occurs in level chunk d. In this way a
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Figure 3.2: A visualization of the abstract probabilistic graphical model.
notion of relevance can be determined per sprite type per category, which would not be as
useful for the system if it used this metric prior to having initial clusters. Along with these
relevance scores each level chunk is represented according to its normalized interaction
time and a value representing its normalized position in its level. Using the Euclidean dis-
tance metric once more for this n-dimensional vector I reclustered each of the categories,
finding sixty-nine second round clusters, with each of the initial first round clusters splitting
into an average of three second round clusters.
3.3.2 Probabilistic Graphical Model
The system builds a probabilistic graphical model from each of the level chunk clusters,
which represents styles of relative sprite placements. The intuition for this per-category
learning is that different types of level chunks will have different relationships, and that
therefore different models must be learned on an individual category basis. The model
extracts values for latent variables to represent probabilistic design rules. Figure 3.2 shows
the probabilistic model using the standard “plate” visualization. White nodes represent
hidden variables, with the blue nodes representing the observed variables taken directly
from the level chunks in a category.
The three observable nodes are the G node, D node, and N node. The G node in
the graphical model represents the sprite “geometry”, an individual shape of sprite type t.
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Figure 3.3: Example of a D Node, the set of relationships between shapes.
Shapes are built by connecting all adjacent sprites of the same type (e.g. ground, block,
coin). Therefore for some types, many of the G nodes are identical, while for others the
shapes represent large, irregular patterns of sprites. The D node represents the set of all
relative positional differences between a given G node and all other G nodes in its level
chunk. You can see a visual example of this in Figure 3.3. The D node in this case is the
set of vectors capturing relative orientation and direction between the question block shape
and all other G nodes in the chunk (two “block” shapes, one “goomba” shape, and one
“ground” shape). The N node represents the number of individual atomic sprite values in a
particular level chunk. In the case of Figure 3.3 there are two goombas, seventeen ground
sprites, etc.
The first latent variable is the S node, it represents “styles” of sprite shapes. These styles
vary in geometry and/or in relative positions. The system derives both the value and number
of S nodes by clustering pairs of G and D nodes with K-means with k estimated according
to the distortion ratio. Each pair is a G node and its corresponding D node representing
all connections from that G node to all others in its level chunk. The distance function
required by K-means clustering weighs theG andD parts evenly withG nodes represented
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Figure 3.4: Visualization of a final L Node and a corresponding frame.
as binary matrices undergoing matrix subtraction and D nodes compared using Hellman’s
metric. Clustering with k estimation means the number of S nodes is learned automatically,
with the system optimizing to best explain the variance in shapes. With a learned S node
one can determine the probability of an S node shape at a given relative distance. More
formally: P (gs1 , rd|gs2) or the probability of a G node from within a particular S node,
given a relative distance to a second G node. For example, goomba shapes have a high
probability of co-occurring with ground shapes at the same relative position as in Figure
3.3 (goombas tend to be on the ground).
The L Node represents a specific style of level chunk, the intuition behind this is that it
is composed of the different styles of sprite shapes (S nodes) and the different level chunks
that can be built with those shapes (N nodes). The system represents this as a clustering
problem, this time of S and N nodes. Each S node tracks the N node values that arose
from the same chunk as its G and D nodes. Essentially, each S node knows the level
chunks from the original Mario that represent its “style” of shape. The distance metric for
this stage is made of two parts. The first part is a normalized value representing the relative
size of the disjoint set of sprites that co-occur with the S node’s style of shape. The second
part is a normalized value representing the size of the disjoint set between the N nodes that
each S node tracks. This process typically leads to multiple L nodes for a single category
of level chunk, in particular it tends to do a good job separating out the noisy level chunks
that arise from using computer vision techniques.
Figure 3.4 visually represents a final learned L Node and all of its children. Notice the
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multiple S nodes of the “block” type, with one “ground” S node. To create a new level
chunk in the “style” of this L node its simply a matter of choosing an N node value and the
set of S nodes values to constitute it, placing individual shapes in order to maximize their
pairwise probabilities. The next section covers this process in more detail.
3.4 Generation
The system generates novel levels in the style of its training data by first instantiating a
level plan based on learned transitions of level chunk categories, and then by instantiating
novel level chunks to fill in this plan. This process is analogous to Joris Dormans’ theory
of “mission” and “space” generation [154]. The level chunk category transitions are de-
rived from the actual gameplay video levels, using the “vocabulary” of learned level chunk
categories. These transitions are then used to construct a graph representing the space of
possible level designs where nodes are level chunk categories and edges represent the prob-
ability of transitioning from one level chunk category to another. I call this a level graph.
A probabilistic walk of the graph can then create a level plan, a sequence of level chunk
categories. Level chunks can be generated from the probabilistic model of shape distribu-
tions learned for each category to fill in this plan. The final level can be imported into a
game engine, such as the Infinite Mario engine and played [155].
3.4.1 Generating Level Plans
To build the level graph the system utilizes the learned level chunk categories to represent
the levels from the input videos. During the process of defining level chunks the system
automatically discovers the end points of levels, thereby allowing the system to represent
levels as sequences of level chunks. From these sequences the system learns a model of
transitions between level chunk categories.
This system uses the fuzzy merge algorithm [156] to combine the individual sequences
of level chunks identified when parsing gameplay video into a probabilistic, directed graph
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Figure 3.5: Visualization of a level graph for only overworld levels.
of level chunk category transitions. This final representation bares a strong resemblance to
plot graphs [157], which have been shown to be a flexible representation for encoding long
sequences of information where absolute ordering is important.
To create the final level graph, each sequence of level chunks is transformed into a
linear, directed graph with each level chunk becoming a node. Each node holds its level
chunk category, a normalized value representing its position in the level, and its normalized
interaction time. Each node is considered in sequence, searching the entirety of the level
graph for the best merge point according to a fuzzy definition of equivalence. In this case
two nodes are considered equivalent if they have the same category, and their normalized
position and interaction time values differ by less than 0.05. When a node is merged, it
retains all outward edges, and the weight on each edge is incremented if it matches one of
the outward edges in the matched node. If no merge can be found, a node is simply added
to the model with the single edge to its prior node in the sequence. When this process
is complete the final level graph can be used to generate each of the original level chunk
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Figure 3.6: Visualization of the level chunk generation process.
category sequences and novel level chunk category sequences based on taking alternate
routes. Figure 3.5 visualizes sections of the level graph learned for “overworld” levels, with
each node represented by the median level chunk in that node. The fuzzy merge algorithm
does correctly learn that these levels almost always start with either a big or small castle.
With the level graph, the system is able to construct a “level plan” via a probabilistic
walk until it hits a dead-end, a node without any outgoing edges. The chunks of the level
plan are then instantiated by generating new level chunks of the types specified by the plan.
3.4.2 Generating Level Chunks
The generation of level chunks takes place for each L node individually. The process is a






p(gsi|gsj, gsi − gsj) (3.2)
Where N is equal to the current number of shapes in a level chunk, gsi is the shape of style
s at the ith index, gsj is the shape of style s at the jth index, and gsi − gsj is the relative
position of gsi from gsj . This is equivalent to the average of the probabilities of each shape
style in terms of its relative position to every other shape style. Notably the system derives
this probability by inverting the probability from the previous section with Bayes’ law.
The generation algorithm begins with two things: a single shape chosen randomly from
the space of possible shapes in an L node, and a random N node value to serve as an
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end condition. The N node value serves as an end condition by specifying how many of
each sprite type a generated chunk needs to be complete. In every step of the generation
process the system creates a list of possible next shapes, and tests each, choosing the one
that maximizes its scoring function. These possible next shapes are chosen according to
two metrics: (1) shapes that are still needed to reach theN node value-defined end state and
(2) shapes that are required given a shape already in the level chunk. The system defines
a shape to require another shape if p(s1|s2) > 0.95, in other words if the shape styles
co-occur more than 95% of the time. I visualize this process in Figure 3.6, starting with
a G node “ground” shape and an N node value set (ground=15, pipeBody=2, pipeTop=1,
cloud=2, fence=3, block=10, smallSnowTree=1, and tallSnowTree=1). The shapes not
included in the starting N node come about due to being “required” for some added shape
(such as the “lakitu” floating enemy).
3.5 Evaluation
I evaluated this approach with an online user study. The goal of the study was to deter-
mine if the model accurately learned to model the level design style of Super Mario Bros.,
which would be necessary to ensure a sufficient initial knowledge base for the video game
invention problem. I hypothesized that this system would out-perform other PCGML level
generators on both quantitative and qualitative metrics of style due to the probabilistic
graphical model encoding the probabilities of local level structure.
3.5.1 Experimental Setup
I chose to compare the generator against two other recent PCGML approaches: the Snod-
grass and Ontañón, and the Dahlskog and Togelius generators [77, 150]. I did not include
the Summerville and Mateas generator and other more recent generations as they were
incomplete prior to the human subjects study [73, 74, 76].
I acquired five levels for each generator to use in the user study. For the Dahlskog
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Figure 3.7: A screenshot for the Frustration question.
and Togelius generator I transcribed five randomly selected levels from the nine levels
published in [77]. I generated levels from the best-performing version of the Snodgrass
generator until it generated five playable levels. The Snodgrass, and Dahlskog generators
were both trained on only the “overworld” levels, and so I modified my generator to only
produce “overworld” levels via constraining which level chunk categories it could learn L
nodes from. To deal with the fact that each L node can generate a varied number of novel
level chunks (from 900 to over 400,000), I restricted each L node to only generate the
top one-hundred most probable level chunks. Both other generators required a specified
level length, while this approach creates levels of arbitrary length. I therefore generated
one-hundred levels and selected the five playable levels closest to the specified length.
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Playability was determined by a greedy-path planning agent. For the study I made use
of the Infinite Mario engine [155] as the Snodgrass levels were made for this engine. I
then translated both the Dahslkog levels and the levels from my approach automatically by
hand-authoring the sprite mappings between Super Mario Bros. and the study engine.
3.5.2 Methodology
The study required participants to download an application, which lead them through the
study. Participants played through three levels and answered ten questions: six questions
involved ranking the levels they played and four collected demographic information. The
first level participants played was Super Mario Bros. Level 1-1, translated into the study
engine, in order to establish a familiarity with typical Mario levels. Participants were in-
formed that this was an original Mario level. After this point each participant played two
levels, one level selected randomly from the set of generated levels and one level selected
randomly from one of the two other generators. The study therefore had four categories to
which participants were randomly assigned, based on which generators’ levels they played
and in what order.
I chose to target an online population as opposed to a more specialized population like
level designers for two major reasons. First, an online population interested in playing
platformer game levels would likely be more similar to the population that might play the
final invented games from the full system. Second, the number of individuals needed to
run statistical tests comparing the three approaches was significantly larger than the pool
of expert level designers I could reasonably expect to take part in a study.
The six ranking questions started with asking the participant to rank the two AI lev-
els according to which was the “most like a level from a Mario game”, which I intended
as a measure of how stylistically similar the level was to ones from a true Mario game.
The other five questions asked participants to rank all three played levels according to the
following: Fun, Frustration, Challenge, Design, and Creativity. These types of question
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appear commonly in game surveys [158, 159]. Each question was on its own screen of the
study, with the top section showing the very beginning and end of each level the participant
played. Figure 3.7 includes an example for the third question asking participants to rank
how frustrating each level was. All other questions looked exactly like this, only changing
which experiential feature it asked participants to rank.
I chose not to include the entirety of the level as I wanted participants to make their
ranking based on their experience, not on an image representation. After the ranking ques-
tions, each participant was asked four demographic questions, which were all Likert-scale
style questions. The first three questions were to determine how long ago the participant
had played three categories of games: Super Mario Bros., any platformer Mario game, and
any platformer game. The last asked how frequently the participants played games in gen-
eral. I included these questions as I suspected that experience with related games might
impact a subject’s expectations in terms of the generated levels.
3.5.3 Study Results and Discussion
I recruited seventy-three participants over social media to take part in the study. Partic-
ipants had to download an application to run the study and e-mail back a zip containing
their answers and log files of their playthrough of each level. While non-ideal this was a
workaround that allowed me to collect player telemetry data given that the Infinite Mario
Engine is written in Java and so could not be easily hosted online. Due to random as-
signment I had sixteen individuals in each of the four categories, I therefore made use of
sixty-four randomly selected participants’ results for statistical tests.
For the first question on how “Mario-like” levels were, I ran the paired Mann-Whitney
U test between the two artificial levels. For all other questions I ran Friedman’s test be-
tween all three level ranking distributions as ranking values are by their nature paired and
interrelated. When necessary I made use of the paired Mann-Whitney U tests to ensure
individual pairs of generator’s rank distributions differed significantly. I split the results
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Table 3.1: The results of this approach compared to Snodgrass.
Mario Ours Snodgrass p-value
Mario-like N/A 1 2 0.0174
Fun 1 2 3 3.02e-5
Frustration 3 2 1.5 1.06e-11
Challenge 3 2 2 0.6976
Design 1 2 3 2.31e-7
Deaths 0 2 3 2.25e-9
Table 3.2: The results of this approach compared to Dahlskog.
Mario Ours Dahlskog p-value
Mario-like N/A 1 2 0.0383
Fun 1 2 2 0.3147
Frustration 3 2 1 3.58e-7
Challenge 3 2 1 2.31e-4
Design 1 2 3 2.21e-5
Deaths 0 2 3 2.42e-5
based on whether participants experienced a Snodgrass or Dahlskog level and include them
in Table 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. I include the median rank for each generator on each
question with 1 as the best and 3 as the worst (ranking it first and third), and the p-value
between the generators’ rank distributions. I left out Creativity, as the distribution was
uniform, likely stemming from inconsistencies in what participants thought it meant for
something to be evaluated as creative. I also include the median number deaths per level
for each generator and the p-value from running the one way repeated measures ANOVA
on each generator’s death distributions. This was an objective measure of how many deaths
it took a player to get through a level. Note that there was a maximum of three deaths to
each level, after which players would simply fly across the top of a level.
Across all questions the rankings differed significantly between generators, except in
the case of Challenge, Fun, and Creativity. These results reflect favorably on my hypothesis
that my approach better encapsulated the “style” of Super Mario Bros. levels, in particular
that my generator was ranked more highly than both other generators on Mario-likeness
and that its Design was ranked second to Level 1-1.
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Figure 3.8: The beginnings of three representative levels from each generator. Top: my technique,
Middle: Snodgrass, and Bottom: Dahlskog.
I found no correlation between any of the rankings and the order in which they were
presented. I did find a number of correlations between the demographic information and the
rankings using Spearman’s Rank-Order Correlation. For participants who played Dahlskog
levels, I found a strong positive correlation between the time since the participant last
played a Mario platformer and how highly they ranked the Dahlskog generator on “Fun”
(rs = 0.54, p = 0.00147). This suggests a reason why the Dahlskog generator and my own
did not receive significantly different “Fun” rankings, given that individuals who played
Mario platformers less frequently ranked the Dahlskog levels more highly. I conclude that
Dahlskog levels were fun in a different way to typical Mario platformers. This matches
my intuition. As seen in Figure 3.8, Dahlskog levels contain more enemies and require
more precision jumps than typical Mario levels. In addition I found moderate correlations
between how long since the participant had played any platformer and the number of times
they died, and the former and the challenge ranking.
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Figure 3.9: Each generator’s boxplot of level chunk probabilities for the model evaluation.
3.5.4 Model Evaluation
To confirm that the model actually encodes “style” knowledge correctly I analyzed each
set of levels according to the scoring metric presented in Formula 3.2. This metric captures
how likely the model finds a distribution of level elements, essentially how likely the level
is a Super Mario Bros. level. Given that the metric is meant for level chunks I converted
each level into chunks based on screen distance, and matched each chunk to the closest
level chunk from my collected training data to determine what L node to use. I present
the model’s evaluation of each chunk of each level in Figure 3.9. The y-axis captures the
average shape probability, essentially the probability of seeing the relative shape structure
(placement of game entities) for each level chunk. “Mario” in this case indicates the eval-
uated probabilities of the chunks extracted from the true Mario level, Level 1-1 of Super
Mario Bros., while our system indicates the evaluated probabilities of my approach’s levels,
and so forth. Thus, the model recognizes the distribution of elements in its generated levels
as being more likely than those of the other two generators. At this level of abstraction
there’s a clear connection between the system’s evaluation of these levels and the aggregate
human rankings. This suggests that the model’s understanding of level design matches this









Table 3.3: The results of comparing this system’s rankings and participant rankings per question.
proximation of the model’s ranking for each level, which I can then use to directly compare
the human and system rankings. If these rankings correlate, that indicates that the model’s
evaluation and the human evaluations are likely based on similar principles. This would
be ideal, given that humans are still considered the gold standard when it comes to video
game level evaluation.
I employed the total ranking of levels by the model in Figure 3.9 to derive individual
rankings for triplets of levels and compared these to the seventy-three human rankings. I
derived the model’s rankings by looking at the median value for the three levels with which
each human ranking was associated. I compared the participant rankings and the model’s
approximated rankings with Spearman’s Rank-Order Correlation. Table ?? summarizes
the results with the corresponding p-values. The strongest correlation present is for the
style and design rankings, which provides strong evidence that the model captures stylistic
information. The other correlations can be explained as a side-effect of the model training
on the well-designed Super Mario Bros. levels. The very weak correlation between the
creativity rankings and this system’s rankings is likely due to the lack of a strong cultural
definition of creativity in video game levels. This lead to the uniform human creativity
rankings and therefore the weak correlation.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter I present a probabilistic model of component-based video game level struc-
ture that can be use to generate and evaluate video game levels. The model requires no
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manual annotation and can extract all knowledge in an unsupervised fashion from game-
play video. Thus I argue this represents the knowledge of the system, instead of my own
personal knowledge baked into the system. Through a user study, I found strong evidence
that the model captures style and underlying design of an exemplar set better than the cur-
rent state of the art.
With the work presented in this chapter I can take a gameplay video and from it learn a
model of level structure for games where the camera is locked to a single player avatar. This
is helpful in representing one of the two minimal types of knowledge needed to represent
a video game: level design knowledge. This chapter demonstrates that this approach gives
us a strong basis for representing this aspect of video games, but it is insufficient. I still
need to demonstrate the ability to learn a representation of a games rules from gameplay
video as well. I present my approach to this problem in the next chapter.
At the end of this chapter one might ask whether I’ve solved a subproblem for the video
game invention problem, the video game level invention problem. The focus of this chapter
was in describing a process to learn a level design model that accurately reflected the level
design structure in the original game. Thus, while even though I evaluated this model in
terms of new levels that it output, these levels cannot be considered creative or truly novel.
All of the knowledge the system employs to construct these levels comes directly from its
input knowledge base, which goes against the definition of an invention problem. Thus, if
I am truly to solve the video game level invention problem I must output levels that do not





In this chapter I address the problem of learning games rules from gameplay video. This
problem can be understood as a subproblem of automated game understanding. Automated
game understanding is the field of work devoted to applying artificial intelligence to derive
knowledge about video game systems for the purposes of game play, design, or critique. I
define automatic game understanding as the problem of developing formalized, complete
models of the underlying processes in games. To this point its greatest success has been
in the field of automated game playing. From retro Atari games [110] to board games
such as Go [12] there is an understanding that playing games represents fundamental AI
research. However I argue that games can offer a testbed to fundamental research beyond
game playing.
Outside of the mass of work on automated game playing and some work on automated
game evaluation [160, 161, 162, 163, 164] there has been little effort to automatically
understand the systems that power games. However, this is an important area for research
given it involves learning a model of a game’s simplified physics, which could potentially
scale to more realistic domains, paralleling work in automated game playing.
In this chapter, I describe a game engine search algorithm capable of learning a game
engine from gameplay data. I define a game mechanic as a discrete rule that maps a cause
to an effect (e.g. if the player is falling and hits the ground then the player stops falling). I
define a game engine in this work as the complete set of a game’s mechanics. The algorithm
functions by scanning through the output of the game engine, represented as video, and iter-
atively improving an approximated game engine to minimize errors through greedy search.
To my knowledge this represents the first approach capable of deriving an approximation
of a game engine (a simulator of a specific game) only from output from the original game
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engine (gameplay video). As a test domain I once again employ gameplay video of Super
Mario Bros., and present evidence that this technique outputs a learned engine similar to
the true game engine.
This approach allows me to represent the second type of knowledge (game rules) needed
to derive the minimal representation of a game from gameplay video. Thus I need it to de-
rive an accurate set of game rules, which can then be combined with level design knowledge
derived from the approach in the prior chapter to represent whole video games. Outside of
the video game invention problem I anticipate this technique can aide in applications for
automated game playing, explainable AI, and gameplay transfer.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. I start by providing some back-
ground on automated game playing and understanding. Section 4.2 presents the total
pipeline, the proposed algorithm game engine search, and its current limitations. Section
4.3 presents the experimental evaluations and their results.
4.1 Background
In this section I situate the work presented in this chapter in terms of the most relevant
prior work. Automated understanding, also known as common sense learning [113] or hy-
pothesis generation [114], is the problem of taking a sequence of events, building some
model that explains the events, and using the model to predict future events. An alter-
nate approach to automated understanding common to reinforcement learning techniques
is forward model learning [118]. In forward model learning a transition function is learned
that allows an agent to make predictions in a simplified state space from sequences of
state changes. Ersen and Sariel [122] stands as the most similar prior work, deriving a
model of the environment for a puzzle game composed of formal logic rules based on hand-
authored sequences of events. This work differs from typical forward model techniques as
it learns from and makes predictions in a pixel-level state space instead of a hand-authored
or learned approximation of the true state space. Summerville et al. attempt to model hy-
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Figure 4.1: Visualization of the frame parsing process in the Infinite Mario engine . A frame is
parsed to locate spritesheet elements in a frame, which then is translated into a list of facts.
brid automata by directly observing Super Mario Bros., but only model the player character
[101].
4.2 System Overview
The goal of this work is to develop a computational system capable of learning a game en-
gine, the backend set of rules that runs a game, from input gameplay video. First, similarly
to the prior chapter, the system scans each input video frame to determine the set of objects
present in each frame. Second, a greedy matching algorithm runs across pairs of adjacent
frames to determine how objects change between frames. Lastly the system parses each
frame of the gameplay video and runs an engine search algorithm if the true next frame
differs from the predicted next frame by more than some set threshold.
4.2.1 Parsing Frames
I begin by supplying the system with two things: a set of videos to learn from and a sprite
palette as seen on the left of Figure 4.1, using the same input as in the prior chapter. I
employ Infinite Mario purely for the purposes of this figure, for the actual input I use true
Super Mario Bros. gameplay video. Once again the system makes use of OpenCV [152],
an open-source machine vision toolkit, to determine the number and placement of sprites
in each frame of the video. All together this transforms the initial pixel input into a set of
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sprites and their spatial positions in each frame.
At this point this process diverges from the prior chapter. Given a sequence of frames,
where each frame is defined as the set of sprites and their locations, the system runs a simple
greedy matching algorithm to match each sprite to its closest neighbor (both visually and
spatially) in each adjacent frame. In the case where there are an unequal number of sprites
it creates “empty” sprites to match the remainders. This will occur in the cases where a
sprite is created or destroyed (e.g. when Mario shoots a fireball a sprite is created and
when Mario jumps on an enemy a sprite is destroyed).
The final step of parsing each frame alters the representation from sprites to a set of
facts or percepts. Each “type” of fact requires a hand-authored function to derive it from
an input frame. Below I list the set of fact types and the means by which they are derived.
• Animation: The animation fact is simply a list of each sprite image according
to its original filename, width, and height (e.g. if an image “mario1.png” of
size [26px, 26px] was found at position 0,0 that would create the Animation fact
〈mario1, 26, 26〉).
• Spatial: The spatial fact is the sprite’s location in the frame, listed as the sprite’s
filename and x and y position in the frame.
• RelationshipX: The relationship in the x-dimension of each pair of sprites in the
initial frame, of the form (sprite1’s filename, sprite1’s closest edge to sprite2, distance
in pixels, sprite 2’s filename, sprite 2’s closest edge to sprite1). This condition allows
the system to learn collision rules. For example, Mario’s x-velocity changes from
positive to zero when Mario’s right side hits some other sprite’s left side.
• RelationshipY: The exact same as the above condition but for the y-dimension. This
allows the system to learn collision rules in the y-dimension. Such as that Mario
stops falling when his feet (bottom of his sprite) hit the top of some other sprite.
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• VelocityX: This fact captures information about a sprite’s velocity in the x-dimension
and is derived according to the greedy matching to the next frame’s sprite. For ex-
ample if Mario is at position [0,0] in frame 1 and [10,0] in frame 2, then frame 1 will
include the fact VelocityX: 〈mario, 10〉.
• VelocityY: This fact type captures the same information as the prior type but for the
y-dimension.
• CameraX: This is a unique fact type that simply stores a value representing how far
along the camera is in the level. I included this as original attempts at this approach
had an issue that when the camera moved in one direction, all stationary objects
would appear (according to the other facts) to move in the opposite direction. I
derive this fact by looking at the average shift in pixels of each sprite from frame to
frame, therefore avoiding the issue of sliding in the opposite direction.
• CameraY: The same as the above CameraX but for if the camera moves along the
y-axis. Notably this is not utilized in the Super Mario Bros. domain, but is helpful
for learning the game engines of other games.
Notably each fact can be linked back to the characteristics of a sprite that it arose from.
In other words if the spatial fact 〈mario1, 0, 0〉 changes to 〈mario1, 100, 100〉 the system
can move the sprite mario1 to position [100, 100]. This concept is the primary method by
which rules (represented in the system by changes in facts) act upon a frame.
4.2.2 Engine Learning
The engine learning approach seeks to derive a game engine that can predict the changes
observed in the set of parsed frames derived in the prior section. A game engine, as defined
in this approach is a set of rules where each rule is a single IF-THEN production with the
If represented by a set of conditional facts and the Then representing a change as a pair of
facts. For example, a rule might change a VelocityX fact from 〈mario1, 0〉 to 〈mario1, 5〉
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for a given frame (THEN) given the set of facts that make up its conditions are present in
that frame (the IF is satisfied).
At a high level, the game engine learning approach scans through the sequence of parsed
frames and begins a search for a set of rules that explains any sufficient difference between
the predicted and actual frame. If a game engine is found that reduces the difference to
some threshold, then the scan begins again from the first frame of the video to ensure that
this new engine has not lost the ability to accurately predict prior frames. I express the
algorithm to scan through the frames in Algorithm 1 and the engine search algorithm in
Algorithm 2. Notably this process begins with an empty engine that just returns whatever
is passed into it outside of the behavior of the camera and the impact of velocity on sprite
position.
Algorithm 1 gives the simple algorithm that scans through the sequence of frames to
identify opportunities to learn for the engine search algorithm, Algorithm 2. The distance
function on line five represents a pixel-by-pixel distance function between a ground truth
frame (i + 1) and a predicted frame (derived from running the current frame cF through
the current engine e) and counts the normalized number of pixels that do not match (0 if
a perfect match, 1 otherwise). I choose to employ pixel distance rather than a difference
in terms of each frame’s set of facts as I ultimately care about the final engine being able
to produce the same set of frames, not a list of facts. The Predict function on line seven
returns the closest frame to the ground truth frame (i + 1) given the current frame cF and
engine e. Multiple frames can be produced by a given engine for a given frame due to
the possibility of “control” rules (e.g. the player choosing to press left, right, etc), which I
discuss in more detail below. I make use of a predicted frame rather than setting the current
frame to the previous ground truth frame in order to build a more general game engine,
rather than one that only explains frame-to-frame changes.
Algorithm 2 gives the engine search algorithm, representing the bulk of this approach.
It can be understood as a greedy search to find a set of rules that creates a predicted frame
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Algorithm 1: frame scan
input : A sequence of parsed frames of size f , and threshold θ
output: A game engine
1 e← new Engine();
2 cF←frames [0];
3 while i← 1 to f do
4 Check if this engine predicts within the threshold;
5 frameDist←Distance(e, cF, i+ 1);
6 if frameDist < θ then
7 cF←Predict (e, cF, i+ 1);
8 continue;
9 Update engine and start parse over;
10 e← EngineSearch(e, cF, i+ 1);
11 i← 1;
12 cF←frames [0];
within some threshold of the actual ground truth frame. The primary means of accomplish-
ing this is in the generation of neighbors for a given engine (as seen in line ten). Neighbors
are generated via (1) adding a new rule, (2) deleting a rule, (3) modifying a rule’s set of
condition facts, and (4) modifying a rule into a control rule.
There are no templates for adding new rules. Adding a rule to a game engine requires
picking out a pair of facts of the same type, one from the current frame and one from the
goal frame, which differ in some way (e.g. one VelocityX fact with values 〈mario1, 0〉 and
one with values 〈mario1, 5〉). This pair of facts represents the change that the rule handles.
All other facts from the current frame make up the initial condition set for this rule, which
ensures it’ll be activated on this current frame. This is initially a very specific set of facts,
and will include facts that are not truly necessary to activate the rule. For example, Mario
can move right as long as he is not blocked to the right but an initial rule that moves Mario
right might include the condition that he has a cloud above him, a bush to his left, etc.
The second type of neighbor generation simply deletes a rule from the current engine.
This can be helpful for two reasons. First, it is possible that an incorrect rule was learned at
some point or one that generalized too much, at which point it should be deleted. Second,
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the engine uses a total ordering of all rules with rules queried for activation in sequence,
and this allows the system to alter the position of rules in this sequence by deleting them
and later adding them again.
The set of conditions in an initial rule can later be minimized by the third type of
neighbor, modifying a rule’s set of condition facts. In this case, a rule is found that did not
fire for the current frame, but whose effect would be helpful in minimizing the difference
between the predicted and true next frame. The intersection of this rule’s conditions and
the current frame’s facts is taken, and this intersection set replaces that rule’s conditions.
In this way the initial rule from above might remove the unnecessary conditions, being left
with a condition that if Mario is blocked to his right by something then Mario’s x-velocity
will change to 0. If this neighbor engine decreases the pixel distance of the predicted frame
from the goal frame, it will be more likely to be chosen above a neighbor that simply adds
a new rule as engines are placed into the PriorityQueue (open) according to their pixel
distance and their complexity. Complexity is defined as the number of conditions summed
across all an engine’s rules. This preferences smaller, more general engines.
The final type of neighbor that the system handles changes a rule into a “control” rule.
This covers the case of rules that the player makes decisions upon. For example, the input
that controls the player character (moving Mario left, right, and jumping). Normal rules
are changed to control rules under the fourth neighbor generation strategy. This allows the
system to explain instances where the environment does not change, but the player does or
vice versa. For example, at the start of the game Mario moves to the right not because the
environment changed, but because the player hit a button to make Mario move right.
When Predict is called (either in the algorithms presented or within Distance), this
leads to a branch of two possible frames for each control rule (e.g. the player chooses to
move right or doesn’t). This can lead to a large number of final predicted frames as an
engine can contain many control rules that each can be either active or not. The current
goal frame is therefore used in Predict to select from this final set the frame that is closest
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Algorithm 2: Engine Search
input : An initial engine engine, the current frame cF , and goal frame g




4 while open is not empty do
5 node←open.pop();
6 if node [0] < θ then
7 return node [1];
8 engine←node;
9 closed.add(engine);
10 for Neighbor n of engine do
11 if n in closed then
12 continue;
13 d←Distance(engine, cF, g);
14 open.push(d +engine.GetComplexity(),n);
to the ground truth. These rules still contain a set of condition facts that must be present
for the rule to fire at all, meaning not all condition facts can be active every frame (e.g.
Mario cannot jump once already in the air). While this approach could theoretically lead to
an engine learning that all rules were control rules (thus they could all happen or not) this
is unlikely given the search heuristic preferences simpler rulesets and because this would
require two neighbor generation operators (learn a rule, then make it a control rule) instead
of just one.
The frame scan, stopping and restarting for engine search, continues until it reaches
the end of the sequence of parsed frames. At this point one can guarantee that the system
has an engine that can predict the entire sequence of frames from the initial frame within
some given threshold of accuracy. Notably this means that the final engine can only reflect
changes that actually occur in the input sequence of parsed frames. In addition, the choice
of threshold θ has significant impact on the final engine. A θ that is too large will lead to
an engine that does not represent smaller changes, since the engine search algorithm gives
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Figure 4.2: A section of Level 1-1 of Super Mario Bros. represented in the Infinite Mario engine.
preference to engines that decrease the pixel distance by large amounts. Therefore, a final
engine might miss the instances that cause a sprite to begin to move or alter its position.
But the smaller the value of θ the longer the algorithms will run for, which I explain further
in the next section.
4.2.3 Limitations
The algorithm presented above has a number of clear drawbacks. First, it is comparatively
slow depending on the threshold θ provided. While this is an offline process, meant to only
run once, the running time can still be prohibitive with lower values of θ (running for up to
two weeks for a single game level on a 2013 iMac).
This algorithm requires that each instance of a sequence of input data be represented
as a series of facts. This requires authoring to determine the space of possible facts as
discussed in Section 4.3.1. This makes the algorithm less applicable to more complex
domains (e.g. real video). However, I anticipate that with a sufficient space of possible
facts the technique could model any environment (whether video game or otherwise) where
the majority of action occurs on screen. I identify the ability to automatically derive the
space of possible facts as an important avenue for future work.
Note that the current technique only takes as training a single sequence of video, but
that it can be extended to additional videos by treating the start of each new video as a new
start point when the algorithm has reached the end of one video. Further, I anticipate that
this would only improve the end model as a single sequence of video cannot be expected
to contain all gameplay events.
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4.3 Evaluation
In this section I present results from two distinct evaluations meant to demonstrate the
accuracy of this system at learning an approximation of a target game engine. Given the
novelty of this system I had no clear baseline to compare against. Instead I make use of two
baselines to demonstrate two important characteristics of the learned engine: (1) its ability
to accurately forward simulate and predict upcoming states and (2) the quality of those
predictions to a game-playing task. For the first evaluation I compare the frames predicted
by the learned engine against a naive baseline and a Convolutional Neural Net (CNN)
constructed for frame-to-frame prediction [115]. For the second evaluation I evaluate the
application of the learned engine’s knowledge to training a game playing agent, compared
to agents with access to no game engine or the true game engine.
For both evaluations I make use of a game engine trained on gameplay video of a
single level, Level 1-1 of Super Mario Bros.. I chose to do this in order to demonstrate the
approach’s ability to learn from a single example. In addition I set θ to zero, to ensure the
best possible output engine.
4.3.1 Frame Accuracy Evaluation
In the first evaluation I made use of a standard train-and-test procedure. I selected two ex-
amples of gameplay footage of two distinct players playing Level 1-1 of Super Mario Bros.
I made use of gameplay footage that had been evaluated in prior work by Summerville et
al. [106]. I drew on the two most different players and their respective gameplay videos
which Summerville et al. describe as the “speedrunner” and “explorer”. In this way I could
ensure that the two gameplay videos represented significantly different approaches to the
same level, with the “speedrunner” video taking the least time to get through Level 1-1 and
the “explorer” taking the most. Thus the “speedrunner” video made up the training data for
the evaluation, making the training task as difficult as possible.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the pixel error between the previous frame, engine’s prediction, and the
CNN
I drew on prior work in predicting frame transitions with convolutional neural net-
works (CNN) for a baseline, specifically work by Ranzato et al. [115]. I also implemented
the non-time-dependent network from Vukotić et al. [116] but found it performed strictly
worse, and so do not include it in the results. I made use of the same convolutional neural
network architecture described in the Ranzato et al. paper, a network with four convolu-
tional layers with 128 filters each, each making use of relu activation. For further details
on the network please see the original paper. To accommodate the input to this convolu-
tional neural net, I experimented using scaled RGB and scaled grayscale representations
of the training frames. However, I found the best performance came from re-representing
the frames as a one-hot encoded matrix. In other words I re-represented each frame as a
16x14x18 matrix. Where the 16x14 represent the width and height of a frame in the stan-
dard sprite-size of Super Mario Bros., and the 18 represents the 17 possible sprites that
could occur in Level 1-1 of Super Mario Bros. with one index representing emptiness.
This also notably treated all animating sprites as a single class. This representation gives
the advantage to the CNN in terms of the size of the representation, with 4,032 possible
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frames in this one-hot representation smaller by several order of magnitudes to the possible
frames in the fact representation.
I trained this CNN on the same training data as the engine learning approach to better
demonstrate their relative performance, meaning that the CNN was trained on only 1569
frames. I trained until the CNN’s performance on the test set converged to avoid overfitting.
Given that I could not directly compare the convolutional neural network error with the
pixel distance function described above I instead converted all predicted frames from the
learned engine and the CNN one-shot frames to a 103x90 grayscale image. I ensured to
parse the 103x90 images such that the CNN could perfectly predict the correct answer (e.g.
removing any part of a sprite that went outside the 16x14 tile representation of the CNN).
I chose 103x90 as it was the smallest whole-number downscaling of the 412x360 frames
predicted by the learned engine. I then defined a simple matrix subtraction function to
compare two grayscale frames of size 104x91 pixels (varying from 0 to 9,464). I could
then compare the output of the CNN to that of the learned engine across the test data by
feeding each test frame and comparing the relative correctness of both approaches to the
true next frame.
I present the results of this evaluation in Figure 4.3. Notably I also include the naive
approach of predicting the previous frame, as an “empty” engine would simply return the
prior frame, I nickname this approach “PriorFrame”. While the CNN is much more consis-
tent than either of the other two predictions, the learned engine predicts frames significantly
more similar to the true frame (Wilxocon paired test, p < 2.2e−16). Further the engines pre-
dicted frames were significantly more similar to the true frame than the “naive” assumption
of predicting the prior frame (Wilxocon paired test, p < 1.247e−6)). This provides strong
evidence that the engine derives a more accurate general model of Level 1-1 of Super Mario
Bros. from a single gameplay video.
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4.3.2 Gameplay Learning Evaluation
From the results of the first evaluation it is possible that the system learned to make the
correct predictions the wrong way. For example, teleporting Mario instead of altering his
velocity to move him to the correct position. Thus, there’s a need to check whether the
learned game engine if functionally useful, in other words, can it be used to play the origi-
nal game. However, there is no direct means of measuring whether two game engines can
support the same gameplay. Directly comparing the rules of two distinct game engines
does not answer this question as the same gameplay effect could be represented by several
different rules (e.g. changing the velocity of a sprite versus removing a sprite and caus-
ing it to reappear somewhere else). Therefore, I instead settled on indirectly measuring
the learned engine’s ability to afford accurate gameplay by comparing its performance in
training a game playing agent.
For a ground truth I again drew on the “Infinite Mario” engine used for the Mario level
playing AI competition [165] and constructed a simple reinforcement learning agent for
the engine utilizing the value iteration algorithm. I further constructed two variations on
this agent. The first made use of the native forward simulation available in the “Infinite
Mario” engine to construct an initial policy rather than relying on the typical approach of
a uniformly random initial policy. In particular I set the initial value for each state s to
V [s] = maxa
∑
s′ R(s, a, s
′) according to a reward function that gave infinite reward for
reaching the end of the level and negative infinite reward for deaths. This can be under-
stood as changing the value iteration problem into a simple greedy agent, and represents
a theoretical “lower bound” for predicting the quality of the next state. In comparison, I
constructed an agent that instead made use of forward simulation according to the learned
game engine (with numerical values and names converted to the appropriate equivalent in
the “Infinite Mario” engine). For each agent I defined the current state as the size of a
screen and Mario’s current x and y velocity. Since each of these agents in essence made
use of slightly different reward functions I compare the number of iterations required for
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the iterations required to reach the goal across the three agents.
each agent to reach the goal state. As a baseline I include a “Naive” or model-free approach
that makes use of a standard uniformly random initial policy.
I ran 100 agents of each type over a Infinite Mario version of Super Mario Bros Level
1-1. (Figure 4.2) and compare the iteration where each first reached the goal state in Figure
4.4. As anticipated, both the true engine and learned engine out-performed the basic RL
agent. Notably, in comparing the true and learned engines in terms of their impact on
their respective agents, I was unable to reject the null hypothesis that the values came from
the same distribution (Wilcoxon paired test p = 0.5783). This represents evidence that
the true and learned engines represent similar enough gameplay knowledge that they are
indistinguishable, at least for this task. However, given that the learned engine is only
trained on Level 1-1 of Super Mario Bros. I would not anticipate the same similarity in
performance for a different level, especially on that drew on different mechanics.
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4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter I presented a novel technique to derive a game engine from input gameplay
video. I ran two evaluations, which provide strong evidence that the learned engine repre-
sents an accurate, general model of the video game engine responsible for producing the
input gameplay video. This technique relies on a relatively simple search algorithm that
searches through possible sets of rules that can best predict a set of frame transitions. To my
knowledge this represents the first technique to learn a game engine, a set of rules capable
of simulating a game world from gameplay video. Beyond allowing me to represent the
mechanical aspect of games in the video game invention problem this represents a major
step forward in the field of automatic game understanding.
Combined with the results from Chapter 3, I now have the ability to learn an approxi-
mation of game rules and level design from gameplay video. Two challenges remain. First,
there is still nothing novel about what I have presented, given that the work in the prior and
current chapters focused on replicating existing knowledge as accurately as possible. I ad-
dress this in the next two chapters in which I investigate the creation of new types of video
game levels via combinational creativity. Second, I still require a means of representing
both game rules and level design in the same representation, which I address in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCEPTUAL BLENDING OF MACHINE LEARNED MODELS
In the prior two chapters I have discussed my approaches to learn the knowledge required
for a video game representation that will make up the knowledge base for the video game
invention problem. By the nature of this task there has been very little novelty in the output
learned models. The goal for both approaches was to instead replicate existing knowledge
as much as possible, to mimic instead of to invent. I would not argue that the work I have
presented so far demonstrates any real creativity. The approach I presented in Chapter 3
produced technically new levels, but these were levels that reused existing local structure
taken from the input training data. Further they represented only a single, existing level
class or type: above ground or “overworld” levels. To solve the invention problem for
video games we would need to create new types of levels with new types of local structure.
One might, for example, consider a combination of a boss or castle level and an underwater
level, a kind of level that has never existed before.
In the first chapter I proposed combinational creativity as a means of creating the new
knowledge required to solve invention problems. Conceptual blending has traditionally
been the most popular combinational creativity approach. Conceptual blending has tradi-
tionally appeared in expert systems applications, where a human expert encodes concepts
from a particular field such as architecture, engineering, or mathematics [29, 31]. Despite
conceptual blending’s creative potential, it has not appeared in the domain of video games
to any large extent, even though games are well-suited to computational creativity research
[63]. This is likely due to conceptual blending —and many other computational creativity
techniques— relying on high quality knowledge bases. The quality of the knowledge base
determines the quality of the blends a system is capable of constructing, meaning that a
human expert often has to iterate over a knowledge base multiple times.
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Conceptual blending systems take a significant amount of human effort to construct.
Machine learning could in theory derive a knowledge base of machine learned models from
a corpus of examples, thus reducing the requirement of human input. However, models
learned from machine learning techniques tends to be noisy, full of inconsistencies and
mistakes that could thwart typical approaches to conceptual blending. Notably, I am not
proposing applying conceptual blending over individual training data instances, but over
models trained on these instances.
In this chapter I cover an experiment applying conceptual blending to machine learned
models. Specifically I draw on the machine learned models of level design discussed in
Chapter 3. This experiment allows me to identify the benefits and limitations of a naive
application of an existing combinational creativity approach to machine learned models. I
employ conceptual blending rather than another existing combinational creativity approach
due to the fact that it is the most well-researched of the existing combinational creativity
approaches. In addition, this represents an important contribution to the problem of video
game invention. The work in this chapter addresses a smaller or sub-invention problem:
the invention of novel video game level types. I evaluate this work through a case study of
levels from the original game designer of Super Mario Bros., given that these level can be
understood as combinations of previously existent level types.
5.1 Background
Fauconnier and Turner [48] formalized the “four space” theory of conceptual blending. In
this theory they described four spaces that make up a blend: two input spaces represent
the unblended elements, points (i.e. features or components) from the input spaces are
projected into a common generic space to create a mapping between elements, and these
mapped points are projected into a blend space. In the blend space, novel structure and
patterns arise from the projection of these mapped points. Thus a typical conceptual blend-
ing process begins by mapping similar components of the two inputs, and then combining
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these mapped components in a final representation. However, due to the large amount of
authorship required, it is unclear if the creative output of historical systems arises from con-
ceptual blending algorithms or the creativity of a human author when encoding structures.
Recently O’Donoghue et al. [49] have looked into deriving this knowledge automatically
from text corpora, producing graphical representations of nodes and their verb connections.
This work runs parallel to O’Donoghue et al., but in the domain of two dimensional video
games levels.
Conceptual blending, based on analogy or any other mapping technique, is not com-
monly used in video games. Prior work has looked into knowledge intensive conceptual
blending systems to create new elements of video games such as sound effects and 3D
models [65, 66]. Permar and Magerko [69] presented a system to produce novel interactive
narrative scripts via conceptual blending, using analogical processing. The work presented
in this chapter focuses on the combination of level design models for a platformer game, a
very different domain.
5.2 Conceptual Blending of Level Design Models
The levels generated from the learned probabilistic model discussed in Chapter 3 tend to
resemble the original Super Mario Bros. levels, and while novel, may not be considered
creative or surprising. While the model may generate a unique configuration of elements,
the types of elements and their individual relationships are drawn directly from the original
game. It can hardly be argued that this represents a satisfying example of video game level
invention. Conceptual blending serves as a well-regarded approach to produce creative
artifacts, but the learned models extracted from the gameplay videos are not well-suited
to conceptual mapping due to their complexity. Instead of using these models directly, I
take the common conceptual blending approach and transform the detailed model into a
more abstract or generic model in order to find mappings [29]. This can be thought of as
transforming these models from their input space into the generic space in the language of
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Figure 5.1: S-structure graph and an example of level chunk associated with it.
Fauconnier and Turner [48]. I call this generic model an S-structure graph, and define it
as the set of S nodes (styles of sprite shapes in a model) and a set of edges representing
probabilistic relative positions between them.
5.2.1 Deriving S-Structure Graphs
Figure 5.1 gives an example of a final S-structure graph on the left derived from an L Node
trained on level chunks like those of the chunk to its right. Each box and image represents
an S node, the lines between them are D node connections, vectors connecting the cardinal
points of the S nodes. TheD node connections also have a probability [0...1] corresponding
to how likely they are to appear in a particular level chunk.
Each S Node has many more D node connections than those that appear in the S-
structure graph. The D node connections I employ as edges are the minimum number
of connections with the maximum probability to create a fully-connected graph. An S-
structure graph is constructed by first taking all of the S nodes of a particular L node
as nodes in an initially completely unconnected graph. Then the most probable D node
connection across all the S nodes that most grows the maximal connected subgraph of the
graph is added. When the graph is fully connected, the process stops.
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Figure 5.2: Visualization of the conceptual blending implementation.
5.2.2 Blending S-Structure Graphs
I visualize the complete blending process for S-structure graphs in Figure 5.2. At a high
level the process takes two input L nodes and a final set of goal S node types (e.g. names
of sprites). For example for Figure 5.2 the final set would be: cloud, pipe top, pipe bottom,
dungeon block, white tree, fence, lava, and cheep cheerp (the little red fish). Notably this set
of S node types must represent a subset of the total set of available S node types between
the two input graphs. This set of goal S node types can be understood as a goal for the
blending process as in [51]. The process ends with a final L node composed of actual S
nodes whose types match this goal.
Conceptual blending systems often have a concept of a source space and target space.
My approach is the same, in that one of the L nodes is considered the source and the other
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L node the target. In this case this means that the source L node will end up modified to
create the final blended L node.
First, these two nodes are transformed into S-structure graphs according to the process
described in the prior section. This can be seen at the top of Figure 5.2 with the S-structure
graph at the top on the left serving as the source and the S-structure graph on the right
serving as the target. As described previously this S-structure graph representation allows
me to simplify the problem of combining L nodes with conceptual blending.
With the two inputs transformed into the generic space representation of S-structure
graphs the process must next construct a mapping. By mapping in this case I mean a
one-directional matching, what target graph components correspond to what source graph
components. Notably, there is the possibility that the same component from the target
graph will be paired with multiple components in the source graph. The end goal is to map
S nodes onto one another in order to hit the target set of goal S node types. However,
the S nodes in the S-structure graph carry no information besides their S node type and
are therefore not helpful for determining a mapping. Instead I construct an initial mapping
based on the edges. Each relationship—D node connection—from the source S-structure
graph is mapped to the closest relationship on the target S-structure graph. This mapping is
constructed via a simple closest match, based on a function that equally weighs differences
in probability with the cosine distance of the two vectors. This mapping can be seen in the
middle of Figure 5.2.
This list of D node connection mappings can be transformed into a list of S node
mappings via referencing the S nodes the relationship exists between. For example if an
edge that connected a “goomba” S node and a “ground” S node was mapped to an edge that
connected a “hammer bro” (the turtle creature in Figure 5.1) S node and a “brick” S node
that would lead to two mappings: “goomba” to “hammer bro” and “ground” to “brick”.
Notably this process can lead to multiple mappings for each source and target node based
on the number of edges connected to these nodes.
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Figure 5.3: World 9-1 from the game Super Mario Bros.: Lost Levels
The system then determines what source S nodes should be swapped out for what target
S nodes according to the goal set of S node types. In particular for each S node type present
in the target graph but not present in the source graph the system must decide what source
S node to replace (via blending) with this target S node. This is determined by finding
the non-goal source S node most frequently mapped to a goal target S node, with ties
broken according to similarity of edges. For example, if the desired final set was “brick,
goombas, and hammer bro” then the system could accept the mapping ground to brick, but
not goombas to hammer bro.
This final mapping leads to a blended S-structure graph that is then used to create the
blended, final L node as can be seen in Figure 5.2. In particular each pair of S nodes is
blended (combined) by taking the G and D values of the source S node in the source L
node and replacing their type with the target S node type. For example, in this running
example of mapping a ground S node to a brick S node, all of the shapes and relationships
of the final blended S node would be that of the ground node, but instead pertaining to
bricks (e.g. the same shapes and placements you’d typically see for ground sprites, but
with bricks instead). Notably all of the N node values are also changed to reflect the S
node mappings, so for example every time “ground” was mentioned in an N node value it
would now change to “brick”.
This final blended L node is capable of generating and evaluating chunks of levels
according to the process described in Chapter 3. For example output level chunks can be
seen at the bottom of Figure 5.2. Notably these represent entirely novel local structure,
with these individual game components never co-occurring in these ways in the original
Super Mario bros. games.
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Figure 5.4: World 9-3 from the game Super Mario Bros.: Lost Levels
Figure 5.5: Score distributions from evaluating World 9-1
5.3 Blending Evaluation: Lost Levels
The evaluation of combinational creativity techniques is a traditionally difficult problem
due to the subjective nature of combination quality. Given that the blended models are
generative, I could run a human study on levels generated from these models. However, the
human study from Chapter 3 demonstrated that human subjects do not tend to agree on the
creativity of a level, indicating that this type of study might prove inconclusive. The learned
level design models can also be used for evaluation, thus an alternative way to determine
the quality of the blended models is to examine how well they account for human-expert
levels of blended level types.
In the case of Super Mario Bros., the designer Shigeru Miyamoto designed a second
game known as Super Mario Bros.: Lost Levels (Super Mario Bros. 2 in Japan) based on
the original game. The game includes levels that can be understood as blends of Super
Mario Bros. level types. World 9-1 (Figure 5.3) uses a combination of sprites found oth-
erwise only separately in “underwater” and “overworld” levels. The level includes castles,
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Figure 5.6: Score distributions from evaluating World 9-3
clouds, and bushes that only appear in overworld levels appearing with coral and squids.
World 9-3 (Figure 5.4) on the other hand uses a combination of sprites otherwise found only
separately in “castle” and “overworld” levels. The level includes elements from overworld
levels alongside lava and castle walls.
Due to their “blended” nature, I hypothesize that the blending technique can create mod-
els that explain these human blends significantly more than the original, unblended models
trained only on the original Super Mario Bros. levels. Essentially, because these levels
represent a human example of combinational creativity there are two possible outcomes.
First, if conceptual blending does a reasonable job of approximating this process then the
blended model will find the local structure of these levels more probable in comparison to
the unblended, original model. Second, and alternatively, the conceptual blending could
lead to a blended model that does not capture the same kind of local relationships seen in
these levels, and it will do no better then the original model. To evaluate these levels with
the different models I used the same strategy as the model evaluation from Chapter 3, split-
ting each level into uniform chunks and evaluating each chunk in terms of the probability
of its structure according to each model.
I created four different versions of the system to create four distinct types of level design
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evaluation model:
• SMB Model: The Super Mario Bros. (SMB) model represents the set of L nodes
learned from gameplay video of the original game.
• Blended Model: To construct a blended model the system first chooses what of the
original L nodes to blend. The system constructs this initial set by choosing the
L node that maximally explains each chunk of the blended level. The system then
blends each pair of L nodes in the set as both the source and target L node using
the sprites in the blended level as the goal set of S node types. This model can be
thought of as an unsupervised model.
• Level Type Model: I constructed additional models via hand-tagging each L node
with it’s level type. For example, “Overworld” to represent the above ground lev-
els, “Underwater” and “Castle”. These models represent subsections of the larger
SMB model. I parsed each blended level with the level type models that made up
its blend. World 9-3 (Figure 5.4) was therefore parsed with the “Overworld” and
“Castle” models.
• Full Blended Model: I constructed the largest possible blended model for each level
as what I call a “full” blended model. I took all of the L nodes tagged with the two
level types that makes up each blended level, and blend all of the L nodes together
for all possible pairs, leading to a massive final blended model. This model serves as
an upper-bound of performance for the blending technique given human knowledge
of level types. This is the much more typical approach in the computational creativity
field: adding semantic knowledge to a system via tagging. However it has the poten-
tial to limit the degree to which one can claim the output of the system represents its
own artificial creativity, given that the content may just have been creativity tagged.
Figure 5.5 summarizes the results of the evaluation for World 9-1. While 9-1 is made
up of a combination of “overworld” and “underwater” level sprites, it is much more over-
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world then underwater with a 6:1 ratio of sprites in the level favoring overworld. The
models reflect this, with the Underwater level type model doing very poorly at explain-
ing the level, while the SMB and Overworld level type models behave essentially the
same. Despite this low quality blend, the blended model’s distribution differs significantly
from the SMB Model distribution according to the paired Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test
(p=0.03327). Thus conceptual blending lead to a model that better represented the kinds
of relationships seen in World 9-1, notably without ever training on anything in World 9-1
directly (i.e. using the process described in Chapter 3). In addition the blended model and
full blended model distributions do not differ significantly (p > 0.05), indicating that the
system’s choice for L nodes to blend is as good as creating all possible blended L nodes
with human tagging in this case. It is worth noting that the SMB model typically finds
median scores for actual Super Mario Bros. levels between 0.1 and 0.2, with the lowest
median score for any level being 0.05. None of these models reaches even the lowest point,
but I contend this is due to the fact that the level does not represent a strong blend.
Figure 5.6 summarizes the results of this evaluation for World 9-3. World 9-3 repre-
sents a much more even blend than World 9-1 with an overworld to castle sprite ratio of 3:1.
This is reflected in the relative distributions of the Castle and Overworld level type models.
Once again the blended model distribution differs significantly from the SMB Model dis-
tribution (p=0.0008308). In this case the full blended model also differs significantly from
the blended model (p=0.002961). However, despite the overall higher distribution, the full
blended model’s median value rose only a small amount compared to the blended model’s
median (0.077 vs 0.074). The full blended model is also made up of over two-hundred
L nodes as opposed to the blended model with only twenty-four L nodes. This suggests
that my approach to conceptual blending picked out the most important L nodes to blend.
Notably, both blended models’ distributions fell into the range of an actual Super Mario
Bros. level. I contend this is due to the level being a more even blend, thus the blended
models were equivalent to models trained directly on levels like World 9-3.
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Figure 5.7: A high-quality blended level according to the model targeting World 9-1.
Figure 5.8: A high-quality blended level according to the model targeting World 9-3.
From these results its clear that the blended models do a better job of explaining the
structure of World 9-1 and 9-3 compared to the original models. Thus, I can reject the pos-
sibility that conceptual blending would lead to probability distributions that did an equiv-
alent or worse job at evaluating these levels. This lends some evidence to Fauconnier and
Turner’s [44] theory of conceptual blending as a model for human combinational creativity.
But more importantly it demonstrates positive evidence towards the utility of combining
combinational creativity and machine learned models.
5.3.1 Example Output
I present a set of illustrative generated levels from this approach. To create full levels the
system determines the sequence of L nodes that best explains the sequence of uniform
chunks of a target level. Each L node in this sequence is then prompted to generate a
novel level chunk and this sequence of generated chunks constitutes a level. Figure 5.7 and
Figure 5.8 represent high-quality levels (according to the system’s own evaluation) using a
blending target of World 9-1 and 9-3 respectively. In comparison Figure 5.9 represents a
lower quality blended level of 9-3, and Figure 5.10 represents a high-quality level generated
by the full blend model for 9-3. The difference between the low and high scoring levels
should be clear from their structure, with Figure 5.9 including individual, oddly placed
Figure 5.9: A lower quality blended level according to the model targeting World 9-3.
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Figure 5.10: A high quality blended level generated by the full blend model targeting World 9-3.
Figure 5.11: An example of an underwater castle level created by hand-defining a set of final S
nodes, specifically the Castle Block, Cheep Cheep, Squid, Coral, Bar, Question Block, Bowser, and
Castle Bridge.
blocks and a floating castle. From my perspective I note a lack of difference between the
blend and full blend models, with Figures 5.8 and 5.10 appearing very similar.
5.4 Underwater Castle Case Study
The prior section showcases levels created by the blended L nodes. However, these were
constructed based on existing, human-authored levels. An alternative approach that would
produce a totally novel level type would be to define a set of final S nodes without some
example level, using the same process as above with this set as a goal for the blending pro-
cess. This set could be constructed according to a number of strategies, but as an example I
employ a hand-authored final set for a theoretical “underwater castle” level type. I include
the output of this process in Figure 5.11. This represents a type of level that has never
existed in any game in the Super Mario Bros. series. Thus this is a reasonable attempt at
the video game level invention problem, with the caveat that the mapping was constructed
by hand and that this level has not been evaluated outside of the fact that it is playable (an
important element of value for video game levels) and novel.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter I presented an initial study of the application of combinational creativity to
machine learned models and an attempt at the video game invention problem. I demon-
strated via two case studies that conceptual blends of the learned level design models are
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able to explain human expert blended levels, and able to explain these levels significantly
better than the unblended models. This is helpful as evidence for the utility of combi-
national creativity when applied to machine learning and a step towards the video game
invention problem.
Conceptual blending has a number of limitations. First, it historically only functions
over symbolic data. While I treated the edges and nodes of the S-structure graph as sym-
bolic values for the purposes of blending this limits the potential output of this process.
Second, conceptual blending of this sort only outputs a single correct blend from any two
inputs, thus why I treated each pair of L nodes as both source and target to maximize the
number of output, blending L nodes. Third, I had to come up with an entirely new repre-
sentation, the generic S-structure graph, in order to address the messiness of the machine
learned models, which is an added burden of this approach. Taken together, these stand as
barriers to the application of conceptual blending to solve the video game invention prob-





The prior chapter introduced the application of combinational creativity to machine learned
models of level design. In this chapter I present a more thorough study of three existing
combinational creativity approaches in terms of their output spaces for the domain of video
game level combination. While conceptual blending is included, this work differs from
the prior chapter. The approach introduced in the last chapter only output one blend for
each pair of inputs. In this chapter I present a more general implementation of conceptual
blending to investigate its full possible output space. I do the same for amalgamation and
compositional adaptation. In comparison to these approaches I introduce a novel combina-
tional creativity approach I call conceptual expansion, designed to address the limitations
of historic combinational creativity approaches.
Conceptual expansion structures the combination task as a function over each output
component whose parameters are possible input components and filters that specify how
the combination occurs. This formulation allows for much more fine-grained control over
the combination process and allows conceptual expansion to handle continuous variables
and messy, machine learned input. In particular, the filters allow for conceptual expansion
output that ignores large portions of its input. This runs counter to many historic combina-
tional creativity approaches, which look to minimize information loss by incorporating as
much of the input as possible in the output.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, I reintroduce and formally
describe three historic, general combinational creativity approaches: amalgamation, con-
ceptual blending, and composition adaptation. Following this I present a comparison of
these approaches in terms of their output spaces and identify their limitations. I then intro-
duce and formally define conceptual expansion. Finally I present the case study applying
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Figure 6.1: Example of three combinational creativity techniques. Two input spaces on left with
example output from the three techniques on the right.
all of these approaches to the video game level invention problem, comparing them in terms
of their complete output spaces.
6.1 Background
In this section I present descriptions of the three historic combinational creativity tech-
niques I employ for comparison in this chapter: conceptual blending, amalgamation, and
compositional adaptation, I chose these three techniques due to their relative domain in-
dependence. For a grounded example of these approaches in terms of their output see
Figure 6.1, which was originally presented in the first chapter. Throughout this chapter I
make use similar graph-based representations, which assumes individual nodes with edges
connecting nodes that relate in some domain-dependent way.
At one level of abstraction all of these approaches follow the same three-step process.
First, take in two graphs as input, as seen on the left side of Figure 6.1. Second, construct
a mapping between elements of the two graphs. Third, run the individual algorithms that
derive the final output combinations from the mapping.
The mapping typically requires some outside knowledge, either in the form of hierar-
chical information (e.g. houses and boats can be said to have the same parent object), a
distance functions, or an authored mapping. Alternatively, mapping can make use of graph
structure itself, looking for similarities in node and edge relationships between graphs, irre-
spective of the semantic meaning of the node and edge values. The purpose of the mapping
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is to help limit the final possible combinations to those that leverage the domain-specific
structure of the two inputs.
As an example, the mapping for Figure 6.1 maps house and boat, live in and ride,
passenger and resident, and land and water as taken from [8]. This mapping was hand-
authored, but could have arisen from the structural similarity of the two inputs (which
were also hand-authored to have this structural similarity). In this way all of the output
from the three different approaches reflects this semantic knowledge. It is impossible to
do without this mapping completely, but one could imagine alternatives. For example, if
instead all nodes were considered equivalent with one another one could end up with the
final amalgams like “Water Lives in Resident on Land”, “Land Rides Boat on Passenger”,
“House Rides Passenger on Resident”, and so forth. While the first of these retains some
semantic meaning (water does make up the majority of the human body), the majority of
the possible amalgams would be semantically meaningless.
After a mapping has been established, each approach makes use of a unique algorithm
to construct final combinations, which I discuss below. Notably there are typically many
possible final combinations for each approach, depending on the two input spaces and con-
structed mapping. However, this is typically viewed as undesirable, with general heuristics
or constraints designed to pick a single combination from this set [44, 6].
I now describe the three existing techniques I highlight in terms of the algorithmic
approach each uses to construct combinations from a given mapping. As a reminder I
focused on these three existing approaches for two primary reasons. First, their relative do-
main independence, with each of these approaches having been applied in multiple distinct
domains. Second, their distinct output spaces, which I further describe later in this chapter.
6.1.1 Amalgamation
Amalgamation, the process that produces amalgams, considers mapped elements to be in-
capable of co-existing in a final amalgam. In the example of Figure 6.1 house and boat
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could not both be present in a final amalgam. Instead amalgamation first chooses one
of each of the mapped elements, then adds all of these chosen elements and as many of
the non-mapped elements as possible based on node-edge relationships to the final output
graph. One can understand amalgamation as most like the every day usage of the term
combination, with no mixing of the individual mapped elements.
6.1.2 Conceptual Blending
Conceptual blending produces blends. As described in Chapter 2, historically conceptual
blending relies on four distinct spaces: the two input spaces, a generic space, and the actual
blend space. The abstract mapping stage discussed above can be understood as the mapping
into a generic space. From this generic space mapping the blending algorithm derives a final
mapping to apply in the blend space, which can vary from an empty mapping to the full
generic space mapping. In other words, the conceptual blending algorithm can essentially
unmap some of the mapped elements for its final blend space mapping. For example in
Figure 6.1 the displayed output is from a blend space mapping equivalent to the general
mapping described above except for the mapping of land and water as discussed in [8].
All individual mapped elements are combined into a single new blended element, such
as house/boat and rides/lives in. The exact way that this blending of components occurs
depends upon the particular domain, with the notion that as much as possible of each input
component should be represented in the final blended component. For example in a Minsky
Frame-esque series of keys and values [166], one might represent the boat component with
the variables “Name: boat, Size: large, Steerable: true” and the house component with the
variables “Name: house, Size: large, Dwelling: true”. Then the final blended component
might have the values “Name: house/boat, Size: large, Steerable: true, Dwelling: true”.
The final blend is composed of all of these blended elements and as many of the non-
blended elements as possible given open node-edge relationships. The goal is to maximize
the shared information between the blend and the two input spaces. The choice of what
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blend space mappings to apply represents the majority of conceptual blending’s expressive
power. Typically this theoretical choice is ignored in whatever process is employed to
construct blends for a particular instance of conceptual blending, as with my approach in
the prior chapter.
6.1.3 Compositional Adaptation
Compositional adaptation produces compositions. In compositional adaptation the nodes
and edges from the original input spaces are broken apart into individual pieces or compo-
nents. These pieces can then be strung back together to create compositions based on the
given mapping, treating any mapped elements as equivalent types. For example the edge on
from Input 2 in Figure 6.1 connects the nodes boat and water. But because of the mapping
of house and boat, the compositional adaptation can attach the node house in the place of
boat, leading to the composition “house on water”. One can intuitively think of this process
as like piecing together a jigsaw puzzle, with the edges and mapping defining how pieces
(nodes) can interlock. The process of building a composition chooses nodes and edges to
add to an initially empty composition based on currently open slots. This choice can be
made randomly or according to some domain-specific goal or heuristic. This process can
stop whenever there are no unconnected edges, meaning one can end up with smaller or
larger graphs than the input spaces, which accounts for most of compositional adaptations
expressive power and what differentiates it from amalgamation. However, depending on
input and mapping, the output of compositional adaptation can be understood as a superset
of the output of amalgamation.
6.2 Output Space Comparisons
To help clarify the differences between the three historic combinational creativity ap-
proaches I visualize the space of their potential outputs in Figure 6.2. This is an illustrative,
theoretical abstraction and should not be considered to exactly define the space of possible
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Figure 6.2: Visualization comparing the search spaces of the three historical combinational creativ-
ity approaches highlighted in this chapter.
outputs in a particular implementation of these approaches.
My focus in this dissertation is in the application of combinational creativity to machine
learning in what I call invention problems. Thus, while the inputs to these combinational
creativity approaches would typically be hand-authored graphs representing particular con-
cepts or artifacts I instead focus on machine learned models. M1 and M2 thus represent
an abstraction of two machine learned model inputs. The y-axis is an abstraction of model
complexity, which I define as a domain-dependent measure of information present in a
final model. The x-axis is based upon the inputs, with the space between them represent-
ing interpolations between the two models, different combinations of existing information
present in the original models. The middle of the x-axis would then represent models that
were perfect 50-50 combinations of components that already existed in the original two
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models. The two ends of the x-axis then represent extrapolations off the original models,
representing final combinations that include new components with new information.
The oval marked with an A in Figure 6.2 represents the space of possible amalgams,
largely covering possible interpolations between the two inputs. However, it is possible to
end up with amalgams that vary slightly in terms of complexity, given that high-information
components might be mapped to low-information components, thus allowing for amalgams
with more or less total information compared to the inputs. Similarly, it is possible to end up
with some information entirely distinct from the information present in the original inputs,
given input models with a large number of components that cannot be mapped. In this case,
because it is necessary to include all possible components from the input in an amalgam
it is possible amalgams would be output that end up with new kinds graph structure not
present in the original inputs.
The two ovals with the dashed lines and B’s cover the space of possible output blends.
Given the extent to which blends create components not present in the original input, the
two ovals are centered further along the extrapolation portion of the x-axis. However, it is
possible to get more amalgam-like mappings depending on how the original generic-space
mapping is converted into a blend space mapping. As with amalgams, it is also possible
for the complexity of the final output to differ somewhat.
The two ovals with the dotted lines and C’s cover the space of possible output com-
positions. The ovals are centered on the inputs, varying along the y-axis equally in either
direction. This indicates that compositions primarily vary from their input by being either
more or less complex, directly related to the piece-by-piece process by which compositions
are built, allowing for more or less final components than their inputs. Given that composi-
tions output tends to be a superset of amalgam output, it is also possible for compositions
to interpolate between models. However, in an edge case with a large number of unmapped
components, an amalgam can represent output more evenly composed of both inputs than
a composition. Similarly to an amalgam, a composition can represent an extrapolation off
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an input model. But in certain edge cases with a large degree of mapped components, an
amalgam can represent even further extrapolations (e.g. more new information in the final
output combination).
Across all three of these highlighted approaches it is possible reach output that is equiv-
alent to either of the original two inputs. This might seem counter-intuitive, but it is as a
side-effect of how these combinational creativity approaches attempt to retain helpful struc-
ture from their inputs. However, it is also not possible for any of these approaches to reach
particular areas of this theoretical space, as in the corners of Figure 6.2. While one could
employ multiple rounds of these approaches, such as first running conceptual blending of
the input and then compositional adaptation between the output blend and one of the inputs,
this is inefficient and lacks theoretical elegance. Further this does not address other funda-
mental limitations of these historic approaches, such as their inability to handle arbitrary
numbers of input or continuous variables.
6.3 Problem Statement
The existing combinational creativity approaches have five limitations that make them ill-
suited to the stated goal of this dissertation: applying combinational creativity to machine
learned models. First, outside of the three highlighted in this section, all of the prior ap-
proaches are domain-dependent, which makes it difficult to accurately evaluate their utility.
Second, the majority of prior approaches including those highlighted in this chapter handle
only two inputs by default. There are ways of extending this, for example by combining
two inputs in one step and then the output of that process with another input. However, this
is a somewhat stilted way of combining input, which does not match the human inspiration
of combinational creativity (e.g. people can imagine a fake animal made up of far more
than two existing animals combined).
Third, all these prior approaches are severely limited in their space of possible outputs.
As visualized in Figure 6.2, there is no way to reach any of the corners of this space. While
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this may be ideal in cases where one wants to restrict or predict the output of a system,
it limits the potential final models one can reach. Fourth, and speaking of limitations, all
of these approaches are designed to output a single correct final combination. The fact
that they each can create a space of output combinations has been seen as a drawback,
historically. This is another limiting factor that impacts the kinds of final models it is
possible to reach. Finally, all of these approaches have been designed to work with human-
authored knowledge representations. Therefore, it makes sense to design a combinational
creativity approach from the start under the assumption the input will be noisy, machine
learned data.
6.4 Conceptual Expansion
Conceptual expansion differs from these existing approaches in a few key ways. First, it
can take an arbitrary number of inputs, including only a single input as I will demonstrate in
Chapter 9. Second, it clarifies the combination of individual components, instead of relying
on domain specific measures, randomness, or general heuristics like including the most
information possible. Instead, conceptual expansion directly defines what combination of
features from each mapped component will be present and to what extent they will be
present in the final expanded component. This specificity allows conceptual expansion to
better handle noisy input, like machine learned data, where it not possible to assume that
all of the input and its structure is valuable. Given that conceptual expansion focuses on
the combination of the atomic units of its input, components in this running example, it
requires either a set final global structure or the application of a compositional adaption-
esque piece-by-piece construction for complete expansions. In the former case, if there is a
set final graph structure one simply creates expanded components for each node and edge
of this graph.
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The conceptual expansion function defined for a given component is:
CEX(F,A) = a1 ∗ f1 + a2 ∗ f2...an ∗ fn (6.1)
Where F = {f1...fn} is the set of all mapped components and A = {a1, ...an} is a filter
representing what of and what amount of mapped feature fi should be represented in the
final conceptual expansion. X is the goal conceptual component that the conceptual expan-
sion process is attempting to represent. This goal can either be a literal component, what-
ever that means for a particular domain, or it can be defined via domain-specific heuristics
or constraints. The exact shape of ai depends upon the feature representation. If features
are symbolic, ai can have values of either 0 or 1 (including the mapped feature or not),
or vary from −δ to δ where δ is domain-specific threshold, by default 1. For example if
one imagines two mapped nodes, one with a value 5.0 and one with a value -5.0, one can
imagine a number of expanded nodes with all possible values between 5.0 and -5.0. If the
node values were categorical values of A and B we could expand final nodes of either A,
B, AB, BA, or an empty value depending on the a values and their ordering.
I use the addition symbol (+) not to indicate a literal summation but a combination of
features within the structure of the particular component. For example if X specifies a list,
each ai ∗ fi would be appended to the final list, but if X specified a matrix then this would
literal matrix addition. Thus + in this case indicates the data representation-appropriate
addition function.
I visualize an example of this function applied to a set of black and white pixel face
components in Figure 6.3. In this figure there are three mapped components, represented
as matrices of black and white pixels. Each pixel then is an individual feature fi of one of
these mapped components f , with the set of all three faces being F . The three matrices
to the left of the three pixel faces represent A the set of a values that tell us what of each
mapped component f to make use of in the final expanded component (the duck face on
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Figure 6.3: Visualization of the conceptual expansion function on a matrix.
Figure 6.4: Example of conceptual expansion output given the input and mapping used as an exam-
ple throughout this chapter.
the far right).
One can understand conceptual expansion in the case with all symbolic values and with-
out a fixed final structure as a hybridization of conceptual blending and compositional adap-
tation. In particular conceptual expansion creates the individual blended elements based on
the given mappings as in conceptual blending, then constructs expansions piece-by-piece
according to these mappings as in compositional adaptation. One can understand concep-
tual expansion’s output in this case as representing a superset of output of both of these
techniques, which further includes output neither technique could generate. For example
consider the final graph in 6.4. It contains a “blended” node in the inclusion of House/Boat,
which could not be output via compositional adaptation. But is also smaller in size than its
inputs, which could not be output via conceptual blending. However, conceptual expansion
primary strength, the ability to determine how a combined component is constructed via f
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and a values is not present in a purely symbolic
6.5 Case Study: House Boat
Thus far I have given a single example output for each approach from the House and Boat
inputs, however each combinational creativity approach is capable of creating many more
outputs. In this case study I present analysis of the entire output space of each of these
approaches given these two hand-authored inputs [8]. This is meant as a more thorough
comparison of the potential outputs of these approaches. Further, it stands as a point of
contrast to the application of machine-learned data as input, which I will demonstrate in a
case study later in this chapter. In particular it demonstrates the differences between human-
authored and machine-learned input and why one might choose a different combinational
creativity approach for a particular kind of input.
I created a random baseline for comparison purposes by creating a random graph and
assigning random values from the input elements and all possible blends of the input ele-
ments to the edges and nodes of each graph. The output of this approach can be understood
as a superset of all possible output of the other approaches, but without any of the benefits
that might come from leveraging the existing structure of the input graphs. For example one
output for the House and Boat inputs would be “Water on Water”. I limited the size of the
possible output graphs to the maximum size of the two input graphs. Otherwise unbounded
the random baseline output space would be infinite. While an individual combination from
this random baseline is constructed randomly, because I am generating all possible outputs
it can be understood as equivalent to the space of all possible symbolic combinations over
its input. For both conceptual expansion and this random baseline I limited the maximum
number of components that could be combined for a single combined component to two,
in order to better compare their output to existing combinational creativity approaches.
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6.5.1 Metrics
The size of the output spaces of these approaches makes directly reporting each potential
output ill-advised. Instead I employ a number of summarizing metrics to compare the
output. As stated in the introduction Boden defines creativity in terms of surprise, novelty,
and value [3]. Given the eventual goals of this document I employ measures of novelty
and value as my two summarizing metrics. I do not attempt to computationally represent
a notion of surprise in this study, given a lack of clarity as to what surprise would mean in
this context without human judgement. Given the number of comparisons required directly
involving human participants to make these comparisons was not possible.
To represent novelty I measured a normalized edit distance from the two input graphs.
I first determined the edit distance between both inputs and the output graph. I took the
smallest of these values and then divided it by the size of the larger of the two input graphs.
In this case study both inputs have the same size, with three nodes and two edges for a total
of five components.
I measured value in terms of a final output that included these three elements given that
the inputs describe human entities that interact with objects in some context. I decided that
the most important part of the output was the inclusion of an object (“House”, “Boat”, or
“House/Boat”), given the way this example was originally described by Goguen and Fox
[8]. Thus the inclusion of an object in the output graph increased the value by 0.5, and the
inclusion of the other two elements increased the value by 0.25. The value metric thus had
a maximum score of 1.0.
Consider the conceptual blending output presented already: “Resident/Passenger rides/lives
in a House/Boat on the Water”. This output would receive a 1.0 for value given that it has
all the required elements. All but two of this output’s components (“on” and “Water”) are
novel to the input as they are blended components. The smallest edit distance is therefore
from the input House graph, with a value of three. Thus the final novelty metric is three
divided by five or 0.6.
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To better clarify the output of these approaches I chose to bucket the output into four
categories based on high and low values of novelty and value. I employ 0.5 as a cutoff,
with all values equal or less than this for either metric considered low and all values above
this considered high. Thus this lead to a total of four possible categories. I refer to the
high value and high novelty category as high quality output. While these metrics are not
exhaustive in terms of determining high quality output, any high quality output must also
have high values of these metrics.
Ultimately in comparing these approaches what matters is two particular qualities of
their space of possible outputs. First, the output space of an ideal approach should be bi-
ased towards high quality output. This way whatever approach is used to select individual
output from the space, whether that be a random sampling, rules-based, or optimization-
based approach, will be more likely to find high quality output. This first quality can be
considered equivalent to the concept of precision, if we consider high-quality output as
relevant instances and all the output of the approach as retrieved instances. Second, The
second quality of the output space of any particular approach is that it has good coverage of
the space of possible high quality outputs. This quality is not measurable given an infinite
output space, but can be measured given certain constraints on the output space. One can
measure this quality in this case study given that the two inputs are small and symbolic.
This second quality can be considered equivalent to the concept of recall, where we com-
pare the number of relevant instances (high quality output) of each particular approach to
the total number of relevant instances (high quality output of the random baseline).
6.5.2 Case Study Results
I summarize the output of all the approaches in terms of the four categories in Table 6.1.
Low V indicates low value and Low N indicates low novelty. Thus, amalgamation output
16 high value and low novelty graphs.
There are a few clear takeaways from these initial results. The first is that the random
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Table 6.1: The total number of output for each category for the House Boat case study.
Approach Low V/Low N Low V/High N High V/Low N High V/High N
Amalgams 0 0 16 0
Blends 0 0 22 29
Compositions 0 18 16 0
Expansions 0 45 48 33
Random 94 182 544 2,299
Table 6.2: Precision and recall for each approach for the House Boat case study.
Amalgams Blends Compositions Expansions Random
Precision 0 0.57 0 0.26 0.74
Recall 0 0.01 0 0.01 1
baseline far outperforms any of the other approaches, creating nearly two orders of mag-
nitude more high quality output. There are two likely reasons for this. First, the quality
and simplicity of the hand-authored input graphs. The input graphs already focus the con-
cepts down to the important pieces, meaning any arbitrary combination is likely to be high
quality. Second, my metric for valid is under-specified, in particular it does not account for
semantic issues that a more sophisticated evaluator might consider. For example, the out-
put “Land/Passenger in a Land/Water lives in Land/House” would be a highly novel, highly
valuable output, but it is semantically challenging to say the least. Conceptual expansion
does create more high quality output than any of the historic approaches and would not
have the same semantic issues due to the mapping, but its output is slightly biased towards
high value and low novelty output.
Table 6.2 contains the precision and recall values for each approach. The precision
results suggest a clear preference across the existing combinational creativity approaches
for conceptual blending in cases with hand-authored input like this example. This is to be
expected given its historic popularity for problems dealing with the combination of hand-
authored input [44, 8, 69]. However, the random baseline has the highest precision value.
This suggests that the space of all possible output has a greater percentage of high quality
outputs compared to any other approach given human authored-inputs like the House and
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Figure 6.5: Example of the machine-learned level graphs for overworld (left) and castle (right) type
levels.
Boat graphs. The random baseline has perfect recall given that we use its high quality
output as the set of all relevant instances for calculating recall. All other approaches cover
only 1% or less of this possible output. This suggests that in the case of well-authored
human input the structure implicit in the input is sufficient to get high quality output using
any strategy for combination.
6.6 Case Study: Combining Machine-learned Game Level Models
For the remainder of this chapter I demonstrate the impact of applying these combina-
tional creativity approaches to machine-learned level design models. This is a much more
challenging combination task than combining the well-designed human-authored input.
This allows me to demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of the approaches in a more
grounded way, and clarify the differences between conceptual expansion and the high-
lighted, historic approaches. Further it highlights some of the differences between machine
learned and human-authored input.
I collected on five of the learned S-structure graphs for this case study representing
each class of Super Mario Bros. level: overworld, underground, athletic (sometimes called
treetop levels), castle, and underwater. I visualize the overworld and castle S-structure
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graphs in Figure 6.5. The level design model learning process learns many L nodes for
each of these level types. I selected the single simplest L node of each type from which to
derive the S-structure graphs for this case study. I chose the simplest L node for the benefit
of the three highlighted combinational creativity approaches, given that they are designed
for simpler, hand-authored input. The S-structure graphs for the chosen L nodes had an
average size of six nodes and seven edges, which makes this problem as close as possible
in complexity to the House Boat case study.
Applying conceptual expansion to this therefore means recombining the individual S
nodes, so each S node is an f value. Each S node of a conceptual expansion output is then
a combination of the S nodes from the input graphs, dependent on their a values. However,
I limit the number of f values that can be combined to advantage the historic combinational
creativity approaches.
I use the same mapping for all of the combinational creativity approaches, the hierar-
chical information adapted from the classes used by Summerville and Mateas [74] (e.g.
“enemy” as a parent of all game enemies, “solid” as a parent of all unbreakable level com-
ponents, etc.). In this way all enemy nodes are mapped together, all solid nodes mapped
together and so forth. This type of hand-authored, hierarchical knowledge base is more
traditionally applied to combinational creativity problems. I chose to employ it here for the
benefit of the three historical approaches. I made use of every pair of input graphs, making
for a total of ten combination tasks as opposed to the single combination task in the prior
case study. I generated all possible unique output combinations for each approach. This
can be understood as analogous to exhaustive procedural content generation [167]. In the
case of combined S nodes I combined both sets of G and D nodes and recalculated the
relevant probability distributions.
I only made use of inputs in pairs and again limited the random and conceptual ex-
pansion approaches to only combine at most two input components for each final output
component. This benefits the historic approaches, but also constrains the random output for
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Table 6.3: Average and standard deviation of the number of output of each category. I have marked
in bold the largest average output category for each approach.
Approach Low V/Low N Low V/High N High V/Low N High V/High N
Amalgams 1.4±2.5 2.1±4.3 6.5±3.8 2.7±6.5
Blends 22.4±27.9 48.0±84.3 36.9±33.0 26.7±26.9
Compositions 2.2±2.2 39.5±17.5 11.2±11.5 91.4±35.8
Expansions 46.6±121.3 200.8±242.9 65.4±151.0 154.4±145.2
Random 108.8±187.5 1117.6±2231.8 130.5±196.5 545.8±663.0
Figure 6.6: Scatterplots of the output values for each approach, the x-axis is value (playability) [0,1]
and the y-axis is novelty [0,1].
the purposes of calculating recall. I anticipate the results demonstrated in this case study
would only be more extreme given varying input set sizes and without this constraint.
6.6.1 Results
Table 6.3 contains the average output and standard deviation across the ten pairs of inputs
in this case study. In terms of raw numbers conceptual expansion had a significantly higher
distribution of outputs compared to all the historical approaches according to the Wilcoxon
Mann-Whitney U test (p < 0.01), but the random baseline produced significantly more
output than it.
For a more detailed representation of the output space I followed the practice of expres-
sive range [168]. I present scatterplots of the generators output in Figure 6.6 with value
(playability) on the x-axis and novelty on the y-axis. These values reflect the intuitions
expressed above for the approaches. For example: output amalgams have generally high
value but low novelty, blends have consistent bias towards high value, and compositions
have a bias towards high value and high novelty. Expansions are more even across all four
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Table 6.4: Average and standard deviation for precision and recall for each approach.
Amalgams Blends Compositions Expansions Random
Precision 0.11±0.17 0.28±0.31 0.63±0.63 0.40±0.42 0.36±0.39
Recall 0.02±0.05 0.10±0.13 0.42±0.40 0.54±0.52 1.00±0.00
categories, with a bias towards higher novelty. The random output has a strong bias to-
wards non-playable, highly novel output, which matches my expectation given it doesn’t
make use of any of the structural information from the inputs. While the expansions and
random output may seem the same at first glance, the expansions output space is more
similar to if one overlapped the blends and compositions. In particular, not less density of
points towards the top, particularly towards the top left (high novelty, low playability).
In the last case study I employed two summarizing metrics, based two of the three
elements of creativity identified by Boden [17]. In this case study I employ the same
novelty metric, but employ a new value metric given the case study domain of level design.
Given that the inputs are generative level design models I measured value in terms of
the playability of the generated level chunks of the output combinations. I approximated
the playability of the generated level chunks by generating a hundred level chunks for each
output combination and determining the percentage that could be completed with an A*
Mario agent (inspired by the A* agent from the Mario AI competition [165]). This agent
represents perfect play and therefore is only an approximation of the playability of the
output level chunk. However, it is sufficient for the purposes of this study given its scale.
I include the average precision and recall across all ten input pairs for each approach
in Table 6.4. Compared to the prior case study, random and conceptual blending score
less well in terms of precision. This indicates that their output spaces have much sparser
high quality output. I take this as a primary difference between well-designed human input
and messy, machine-learned input. In comparison when it comes to precision, composi-
tional adaptation does much better. This follows from the fact that the S-Structure Graph
represents a focused version of an L node that only retains the most important edges and
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Figure 6.7: Random selection of a high novelty, high playability output graph from each approach
for the overworld-castle combination, with an associated generated output level chunk.
nodes. Given that compositional adaptation focuses on reusing existing relationships to
create novel combinations, it is well-suited to this domain. Conceptual expansion also does
much better in this domain, outperforming all other approaches in terms of this measure
outside compositional adaptation.
Again, I treat the high quality of the random baseline as all relevant instances and thus
it achieves perfect recall. However, conceptual expansion has the best average recall of
any of the non-random baseline approaches. This indicates it has the best coverage of high
quality output of any of the non-random baseline approaches. Conceptual expansion thus
can generate the majority of high quality output possible, while being more likely overall
to generate high quality output than a purely random baseline.
In order to give a more clear understanding of the performance of these different ap-
proaches I present a random example of a high quality output for each of the combinational
creativity techniques for the overworld+castle input pair. I also include a single generated
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output level chunk for each output graph, though I note each graph is capable of generating
a wide variety of unique level chunks. As one can see in Figure 6.7 each graph is distinct.
The amalgam and blend are the most complex, due to the requirement that they make use
of the maximum amount of elements possible. Of the remaining three, the composition
and expansion differ in that the expansion has a blended element with the two “enemies”
combined. Lastly, while the random output is technically novel and playable it involves
merging clouds with the ground and having floating fences, which leads to generated levels
that differ significantly from the standard Super Mario Bros. levels. As stated previously
these metrics do not reflect the entirety of S-Structure graph quality, and in fact much of
the output of the random baseline looks aesthetically noisy in this same way.
6.7 Discussion
The initial results from these case studies identify cases in which each presented combi-
national creative technique could be applied. Amalgamation presents a safe option when
one lacks the ability to differentiate between valuable and non-valuable output, but only
produces a small number of additional unique models. Conceptual blending produces high
quality output in cases with well-designed, human-authored input. Compositional adapta-
tion produces high quality output in cases where the input encodes only the most impor-
tant information and minimal output is acceptable. Conceptual expansion seems to handle
machine-learned data better than these other approaches given that it has better coverage of
the high quality output space (better average recall than the non-random approaches) while
still being more likely to find high quality output than a random baseline (better precision
than the random baseline). One can expect this disparity to only become greater without
the limitations placed on conceptual expansion described above.
There are domains that are more or less suited to the notion of blended elements. For
example, when the input variables have numeric values (e.g. does 3 and 4 make 7, 34, 43,
or something entirely different). This is a major element of statistical machine learning
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models. Conceptual expansion produced far more unique output graphs compared to the
historic approaches, and could therefore prove helpful in cases where one can automatically
differentiate between low and high quality content and desire a large possible space of
outputs that still leverages the important structure of its inputs. Further I again note that
conceptual expansion naturally can handle non-numeric input and arbitrary sets of inputs,
which none of the other historic approaches can handle in a standard application.
I note there are limitations with this case study, particularly with my choice of playabil-
ity as a measure of level design model value. Even if only twenty percent of the output from
a level design model is playable, if one can differentiate between playable and unplayable
content then the unplayable content can be avoided. Further, playability does not account
for many important aspects of a level, such as style and subjective player experience. One
can see this most clearly in the results of the random baseline, which produced many levels
that were technically playable but from my perspective in no way resembled Super Mario
Bros. levels.
6.8 Conclusions
In this chapter I initially define conceptual expansion and demonstrate it in comparison
to existing combinational creativity approaches in two case studies. Conceptual expan-
sion allows one to address problems with combinational creativity that include an arbitrary
amount of input, continuous variables, and input content that one does not wish to replicate
in the combined output. These features are especially important when combining machine
learned models. In the case studies in this chapter I intentionally handicap conceptual
expansion. Despite this, the approach outperforms the existing approaches in terms of the
amount of high-quality output it can produce given machine-learned input. While a random
combination produced an even larger number of high-quality output conceptual expansion
had a higher precision in delivering high quality output. This indicates that sampling from
the space of possible conceptual expansions would more likely lead to high quality output
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compared to this random baseline, demonstrating the importance of leveraging structural
information from the input.
Despite being handicapped with relatively simple input conceptual expansion still pro-
duced more output than existing combinational creativity approaches. However, despite
the bias towards higher quality output, a random sampling approach is unlikely to produce
consistent results. Therefore in the next chapter I introduce a search-based approach to find
high-quality expansions using domain-specific heuristics. This also allows conceptual ex-
pansion to automatically determine the correct combination of input to employ for creating
a novel output component.
This chapter represented a thorough investigation into the video game level invention
problem. In the next chapter I employ conceptual expansion to variations of the full video
game invention problem. Towards this I employ a novel, graphical representation that
combines both the level design models and rules learned from gameplay video. I leverage
a search-based approach in order to find high quality output from the space of possible
conceptual expansions of games in this representation.
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CHAPTER 7
THE VIDEO GAME INVENTION PROBLEM
Automated game design, generating entire games from scratch, has remained a key chal-
lenge within the field of Game AI. The video game invention problem—the problem of
creating novel, surprising, and valuable games—can be understood as analogous to this
challenge. Game design and development requires a large amount of expert knowledge,
in terms of design and coding skills. This skill requirement serves as a barrier that re-
stricts those who might most benefit from the ability to make games. Researchers have
touted automated game design as a potential solution to this issue, in which computational
systems build games without major human intervention. The promise of automated game
design could not only democratize game design, but allow for educational, scientific, and
entertainment applications of games currently infeasible given the resource requirements
of modern game development. However, up to this point automated game design has relied
upon encoding human design knowledge in terms of authoring parameterized game design
spaces or entire games for a system to remix. This authoring work requires expert knowl-
edge, and is time intensive to debug, which limits the applications of these automated game
design systems.
In this chapter, I explore conceptual expansion applied to automated game design in
three distinct variations of the video game invention problem. In the last chapters I com-
bined only level design knowledge from within a particular game to create new level types
for that game. In this chapter I combine both knowledge about level design and game rules
for different games to create entirely new games. Prior automated game design systems
have relied on hand-authored or crowd-sourced knowledge, which limits the scope and
applications of such systems. Instead I draw on the machine learned knowledge of level
design models (Chapter 3) and mechanics (Chapter 4), as elements of a new representation
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I call a game graph. I then apply conceptual expansion to this game graph representation,
based on a knowledge base of three existing game graphs.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, I cover related, prior attempts at automated
game design relevant to this chapter. I then briefly review both the learned level design
and rule learning processes for the purpose of informing the game graph representation.
After introducing this representation I cover three distinct variations involving conceptual
expansion and game graphs. For all three variations I make use of a new process for finding
a single output from the space of possible conceptual expansions, which optimizes the
final conceptual expansion according to a goal or heuristic. I call this process conceptual
expansion search.
The first variation recombines two of the existing game graphs to recreate an exist-
ing third game graph, based on a partial-specification of that game graph. This can be
thought of as a p-creative version of the video game invention problem. I evaluate this via a
comparison to conceptual blending, genetic algorithm, and K-nearest neighbors baselines.
Notably, this first variation only recreates game graphs and does not convert these game
graphs into a piece of software playable by a human.
The second variation recombines the three existing game graphs to create novel games—instead
of recreating a held out game graph—via optimizing a simple heuristic. I convert the output
game graphs into playable games in a human-in-the-loop framework. This human-in-the-
loop framework is necessary as the system has no understanding of game visuals outside
of existing sprites, thus it only represents entities of a new game as differently sized rect-
angles. While this process creates high-quality games, it obfuscates whether the value of
the system comes from the artificial or human part.
The third variation removes the human from the loop. Instead visuals in the game graph
are handled by having the entire process target a new spritesheet without an associated
game. This spritesheet was made open source to allow anyone to make a game with it, but
does not have an associated game or set of mechanics. Thus, many possible games can be
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made with this spritesheet. This represents the most clear attempt to solve the video game
invention problem. I evaluate the system in a human subject study, comparing the games
created by the conceptual expansion approach to games created by humans and by the
three existing, highlighted combinational creativity approaches (amalgamation, conceptual
blending, and compositional adaptation). All the games in this study were created using
this same, target spritesheet.
7.1 Background
In this section I briefly review prior work relevant to the attempts at video game invention
presented in this chapter. Automated game design has been an active area of research for
over the past twenty years, with the earliest work investigating generation of chess-like
games [84], card games [169], board games [85] and simple arcade games [86]. Recent
work has focused on researchers defining a parameterized space of possible games either
explicitly or through authoring a game representation, which can then searched or con-
strained [170, 171]. This common approach represents a heavy authoring burden along
with requiring expert knowledge to design a good representation or search space. Cook’s
ANGELINA artificial game designer is perhaps the most well-known automated game de-
sign system [172, 91]. While there have been many versions, they all rely on evolutionary
search to optimize particular types of games. Relevant to this work, Gow and Corneli [68]
proposed applying conceptual blending to recombine existing games in the Video Game
Description Language (VGDL) [94], but as of this writing no system has been built.
The major difference among the three variations of conceptual expansion game gen-
eration in this chapter is the selection criteria. In the first variation I employ a partially
specified goal, with the distance to this goal as the selection criteria for what expansion
from the output space to return. In the second I employ a simple heuristic and human
judgement, and in the third I employ a more complex heuristic. Thus this work touches
on the problem of content selection, how to choose the best or most creative content from
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a set of options. This problem has been studied in computational creativity across many
domains including narrative [173], music [174], and poetry [175]. However, due to the lack
of a clear dominant content selection strategy in games I employ heuristics inspired by the
metrics employed in Chapter 6. I discuss the implications of the choice of heuristic further
in this chapter.
7.2 Game Graph Representation
For the video game invention problem I employ a novel representation I call a game graph,
which encodes both the learned level-design information and the learned game ruleset in-
formation. In this section I walk through the entire process of building these game graphs.
This representation is partially inspired by the graph-based concept representation of [10].
The full process is as follows: I take as input gameplay video and a spritesheet. A
spritesheet is a collection of all of the images or sprites in a game, including all background
art, animation frames, and components of level structure. I run image processing on the
video with the spritesheet to determine where and what sprites occur in each frame. Then,
I learn a model of level design and a ruleset for the game. I then merge the representations
of level design and game ruleset into what I call a game graph. A game graph is a graphical
representation in which each sprite is treated as a node with edges representing the level
design and rules of the game. Finally, I apply my conceptual expansion approach on these
game graphs to produce a new graph which can be re-represented as a playable game. In
the following subsections I review the pertinent aspects of the techniques I use to learn
models of level design and game rulesets, and how I create game graphs from the output of
these techniques.
7.2.1 Level Design Learning
I use the technique described in Chapter 3 to learn a generative model of level design. At
a high level this technique derives a hierarchical graphical model or Bayesian network that
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Figure 7.1: A visualization of the model (left) and basic building blocks from a subsection of the
NES game Mega Man.
represents probabilities over level structure from gameplay video. I visualize the abstract
model and two base components in Figure 7.1 for the game Megaman. There are a total of
five types of nodes in the learned network:
• G: Distribution over geometric shapes of sprite type t. In Figure 7.1 each box con-
tains a G node value.
• D: Distribution over relative positions of sprite type t. In Figure 7.1 all the purple
lines represent a D node value.
• N : Distribution of numbers of sprite types in a particular level chunk. For example
in Figure 7.1 there are eleven spikes, three bars, one flying shell, etc.
• S: The first hidden value, on which G and D nodes depend. S the distribution of
sprite styles for sprite type t, in terms of the distribution of geometric shapes and
relative positions. That is, categories of sprites. For example, in Figure 7.1 there are
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Figure 7.2: A visualization of two pairs of frames and an associated engine modification.
three bars, but they all have the same S node value.
• L: Distribution over level chunks.
L nodes are learned by a process of parsing gameplay video and iterative, hierarchical
clustering. A probabilistic ordering of L nodes is learned to generate full levels.
7.2.2 Ruleset Learning
I employ the approach as described in Chapter 4 to learn rules from gameplay video. This
technique takes as input gameplay video and represents each frame as a list of conditional
facts that are true in that frame. Whereas content modeling assumes the game is already
known, this approach does not make this assumption. The fact types are as follows:
• Animation: Each animation fact tracks a particular sprite seen in a frame by its
name, width, and height.
• Spatial: Spatial facts track spatial information, the x and y locations of sprites on
the screen.
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• RelationshipX/RelationshipY : The RelationshipX and RelationshipY facts track
the relative positions of sprites to one another in their respective dimensions.
• V elocityX/V elocityY : The VelocityX and VelocityY facts track the velocity of
entities in their respective dimensions.
• CameraX: Tracks the camera’s x position.
• CameraY : Tracks the position of the camera in the y dimension.
The algorithm iterates through pairs of frames, using its current (initially empty) ruleset to
attempt to predict the next frame. When a prediction fails it begins a process of iteratively
updating the ruleset by adding, removing, and modifying rules to minimize the distance
between the predicted and actual next frame. The rules are constructed with conditions and
effects, where conditions are a set of facts that must exist in one frame for the rule to fire
and effects are a pair of facts where the second fact replaces the first when the rule fires.
I visualize two examples of this process in Figure 7.2 for the game Super Mario Bros.. In
the top row the difference of the goomba being squished or not is accounted for with a new
goomba squishing rule that adds as a condition all facts from the first frame. Later when
another pair of frames is encountered, that initial rule is modified to be more general. This
occurs as the search heuristic prefers smaller, less complex rulesets. The end result of this
process is a sequence of rules that allows one to forward simulate the entire game state.
7.2.3 Game Graph
The output of the level design model learning process is a probabilistic graphical model.
The output of the ruleset learning process is a sequence of formal-logic rules. I combine
both of these into a single representation I call a game graph. This game graph represents
a minimal representation of an entire game.
The construction of the game graph is straightforward. Each sprite in a spritesheet for
a particular existing game becomes a node in an initially unconnected graph. Then all the
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Figure 7.3: A subset of the game graph for one Waddle Doo enemy sprite from Kirby’s Adventure
and a relevant gameplay frame.
information from the level design model and ruleset representations is added as edges on
this graph. There are five distinct types of edges that contain particular types of values:
• G: Stores the value of a G node from the level design model, represented as the x
and y positions of the shape of sprites, the shape of sprites (represented as a matrix),
and a unique identifier for the S and L node that this G node value depends on. This
edge is cyclic, pointing to the same component it originated from. I note one might
instead store this information as a value on the node itself, but treating it as an edge
allows us to compare this and other cyclic edges to edges pointing between nodes.
• D: Stores the value of a D node connection, represented as a vector with the relative
position, the probability, and a unique identifier for the S and L node that this D
node value depends on. This edge points to the equivalent node for the sprite this D
node connection connected to.
• N: Stores the value of an N node, which is a value representing a particular number
of this component that can co-exist in the same level chunk and a unique Identifier
for its L node. This edge is cyclic.
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• Rule condition: Stores the value of a particular fact in a particular rule condition,
which includes the information discussed for the relevant fact type and a unique
identifier for the rule it is part of. This edge can be cyclic or can point to another
component (as with Relationship facts).
• Rule effect: Stores the value of a particular rule effect, which includes the informa-
tion for both the pre and post facts and a unique identifier for the rule it is part of.
This edge can be cyclic or can point to another component.
I visualize a small subsection of a final game graph for the Waddle Doo enemy from
Kirby’s Adventure in Figure 7.3. The cyclic arrows in blue with arrows represent rule ef-
fects that impact velocity (I do not include the full rule for visibility). The orange dotted
arrows represent rule effects that impact animation state. The dashed purple arrows repre-
sent D node connection edges. This is a very large graph, with dozens of nodes and more
than a hundred thousand edges. It contains all information from the learned level design
model and game rulesets. That is, a game can be reconstructed from this graph. Further,
the graph structure can be manipulated in order to create new games by adding, deleting,
or altering the values on edges.
The only missing piece of information in this game graph is the learned level transition
graph needed to string sequences of generated level chunks together. However, this only
constrains the level generation process towards certain sequences of level chunks and is
not strictly required to generate levels. Thus because of the nature of the first evaluation
which strictly looks at game graphs and not playable output games, it is exempt from this
implementation. This was largely done due to the baselines of the first evaluation and
because of the increase in the size of the game graphs its inclusion would cause. For the
second variation I discuss how it is integrated into the game graph structure when it is
required to output human-playable games.
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7.3 Variation 1: Goal-Driven Conceptual Expansion over Game Graphs
The size, complexity, and lack of uniformity of the game graph representation makes them
ill-suited to generation approaches like statistical machine learning or rule-based systems.
Instead I apply conceptual expansion to these game graphs. As I reminder the conceptual
expansion function is:
CEX(F,A) = a1 ∗ f1 + a2 ∗ f2...an ∗ fn (7.1)
Where F = {f1...fn} is the set of all mapped features and A = {a1, ...an} is a filter
representing what of and what amount of mapped feature fi should be represented in the
final conceptual expansion. X is the concept that we are attempting to represent with
the conceptual expansion. In this section the final CEX value is some novel game graph
node that is being created via the combination of existing game graph nodes F with the
A values informing the formula above on what to take from each mapped existing game
graph node f .
As an example, imagine that we do not have Goombas (the Mario enemy in Figure
7.2 as part of an existing knowledge base. Imagine we are trying to recreate a Goomba
node with conceptual expansion (CEGoomba) and we have the Waddle Doo node as seen in
Figure 7.3 mapped to this Goomba node. In this case there may be some edges from this
node we want to take for the Goomba node such as the velocity rule effect to move left
and fall, but not the ability to jump. In this case one can encode this with an awaddledoo that
filters out jump (e.g. awaddledoo = [1,0...]). One can alter awaddledoo to further specify one
wants the Goomba to move half as fast as the Waddle Doo. One might imagine other f and
corresponding a values to incorporate other information from other game graph nodes for
a final CEGoomba(F,A) that reasonably approximates a true Goomba node.
At a high level in this process, conceptual expansion creates a parameterized search
space from an arbitrary number of input game graphs. One can think of each aspect of a
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Algorithm 3: Goal-Driven Conceptual Expansion Search
input : a partially-specified goal graph goalGraph, and a mapping m




4 while improving < 10 do
5 n← maxE.GetNeighbor();
6 s← Heuristic(n, goalGraph);
7 oldMax← maxScore;
8 maxScore, maxE← max([maxScore, maxE ], [s, n ]);





game level design or ruleset design as a dimension in a high-dimensional space. Changing
the value of a single dimension results in a new game design different from the original in
some small way. Input game graphs provides a learned schematic for what dimensions exist
and how they relate to each other. With two or more game graphs, one can describe new
games as interpolations between existing games, extrapolations along different dimensions,
or alterations in complexity. One can then search this space to optimize for a particular goal
or heuristic, creating new games. From these new game graphs one can reverse engineer
level design models and rulesets to create new, playable games.
This first variation of conceptual expansion over game graphs has two steps. First, a
mapping is determined, which gives us the initial a and f values for each expanded node.
This is accomplished by determining the best n nodes in the knowledge base according to
some distance function. I make use n = 10 as an arbitrary starting point. For the second
step I make use of a greedy hill-climbing approach I call goal-driven conceptual expansion
search.
I include the pseudocode for the goal-driven conceptual expansion search algorithm
in Algorithm 3. The input to this process is a partially-specified goal graph (goalGraph)
which defines the basic structure of the initial conceptual expansion (e.g. the number of
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nodes and some subset of the edges on those nodes) and a mapping (m) derived as I dis-
cuss above. On line one the function “ExpansionFromGoal” creates an initial set of nodes
from the goalGraph, and for each expanded node fills in all its a and f values according
to a normalized mapping in which the best mapped component has a values of 1.0, and the
a values of the rest follow based upon their relative distance. I search for ten neighbor-
ing conceptual expansions and either select the best neighbor according to some heuristic
Heuristic or return the current expansion if it has the best value in terms of Heuristic.
For this first variation I make use of a heuristic of the distance from goalGraph to
the current game graph. I calculate the average of the distance from each component of
goalGraph to the closest component in the current graph, normalized between [0,1]. For
component to component distance I match the closest edges of the two components, where
if two edges are of different types they will have a distance of 1.0, where otherwise the dis-
tance will vary from [0,1] depending on the number of matching values. This heuristic is
asymmetrical. This allows the system to measure fully defined game graphs in terms of par-
tially defined game graphs (like the goalGraph). This distance function can be understood
as an asymmetric Chamfer distance between game graphs.
To find a neighbor of a current conceptual expansion game graph maxE in the
GetNeighbor function the system takes one of the following actions at random: (1) add a
node to a particular component as an additional f value with random a values, (2) remove a
random f and a pair, (3) for a particular expanded node change all values of a by a random
value [-2,2], and (4) alter a random value of a random a value by multiplying it with a
number uniformly chosen between [-2,2]. I chose [-2,2] as it the smallest whole number
interval in which, with iterative alterations, we can get from any one value to any other
value. Thus this process randomly samples ten possible neighbors of the current concep-
tual expansion game graph, and if none are better, the process stops and returns the current
conceptual expansion game graph.
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Table 7.1: Errors for given level design evaluation. The systems were given a level design and
tasked with creating a game with a matching level design and appropriate rules.














Blend 0.394 0.404 0.609 0.130 0.422 0.413
KNN 0.285 0.180 0.645 0.270 0.456 0.148
GA 0.285 0.180 0.645 0.134 0.454 0.163
Expansion 0.282 0.110 0.531 0.126 0.396 0.189
Table 7.2: Errors for the given rules evaluation. The systems were given a ruleset and tasked with
creating a game with a matching ruleset and appropriate rules.














Blend 0.152 0.623 0.09 0.664 0.127 0.727
KNN 0.180 0.400 0.105 0.638 0.148 0.525
GA 0.143 0.537 0.103 0.672 0.143 0.592
Expansion 0.134 0.345 0.08 0.536 0.118 0.502
7.3.1 Evaluation
My ultimate goal for applying conceptual expansion over game graphs is for it to solve the
video game invention problem, which requires the creation of novel games. However, it is
difficult to evaluate the creation of novel games. Thus for initial evaluation purposes of this
first variation, I present a scenario where the system learns about two games and must try
to construct a third, closely related game. To allow for comparative errors, the third game
is a previously extant game that is unknown to the system at the time of evaluation. While
this is not ideal in terms of only representing p-creativity, it serves to give an initial sense of
the performance of this variation along with giving a precise, objective evaluation measure.
I parsed two gameplay videos of the first level of three games: (1) Super Mario Bros.,
(2) Kirby’s Adventure, and (3) Mega Man. I chose these three games as they are platformers
for the Nintendo Entertainment System and they vary in terms of mechanics and design.
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For example, Mega Man’s levels move along the y-axis and include enemies with more
complex behavior, impacting rules and level design. Further, Kirby’s Adventure devotes a
fourth of its screen to the game’s UI, which also impacts the rules and level design. I only
parsed the first level to reduce the size of the final game graph, given the complexity of this
representation.
I ran two distinct experiments for this evaluation. For the first I gave the system two
game graphs for its input, with the goal of a third game graph with only the level design
model knowledge. This represents a hypothetical situation in which a designer on some
game wanted to create the full game but only had a level design defined. In this experiment
conceptual expansion search will attempt to create a whole game that matches this level
design information, based only on feedback from the heuristic (e.g. with only a distance
function to give relative feedback on the values of the goal game graph nodes). I can then
compare both the final output game graph in terms of how the level design information
differs (this is analogous to training error) and how the rule information differs (this is
analogous to test error). For the second experiment I formulate the reverse situation, given
a rules-only game graph recreate an entire game that matches both rules and level design
knowledge. For example, given Super Mario Bros. and Kirby’s Adventure game graphs,
and with a heuristic that gives indirect feedback on how close a candidate game graph is to
the rules of Mega Man, to what extent can conceptual expansion search (and the baselines
I describe below) recreate the entirety of Mega Man.
I constructed three baselines for this evaluation. They are as follows:
• Blend: I applied conceptual blending to this problem, given its history in other
automated game design systems. This can be understood as a subset of the search
space explored by conceptual expansions and uses the implementation of conceptual
blending discussed in Chapter 6, returning the output that best fits the same heuristic
as the conceptual expansion approach. In particular, for each goal game graph node
I take the top two mapped inputs from the mapping m and combine all of their edge
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information to create final blended nodes.
• KNN: K-nearest neighbors represents one of the few machine learning approaches
that can function with such a small dataset. This approach returns whichever of the
input two game graphs is closest to the goal graph according to the distance function.
• GA: I constructed a genetic algorithm baseline given its application to other auto-
mated game design systems. I make use of a population of size 10, initially made
up of the original two game game graphs and four mutations of each. The mutate
function changes a random edge value to another value in the graph (e.g. sprite name
to another sprite name, numeric value to another numeric value). The crossover
function creates a new graph by randomly selecting half of the nodes of each parent
graph. I make use of the same heuristic/evaluation function as in conceptual expan-
sion search. This baseline was by far the slowest, taking between five and twenty
times as long as conceptual expansion search with a cap of one-hundred generations.
A genetic algorithm (GA) is simply one way to optimize a set of parameters. One can
think of conceptual expansion search in the framework of a GA as being a search only over
the space of possible crossovers of the very first generation. Thus, I could apply a GA to
optimizing the game graph’s conceptual expansions, and would likely improve the results
discussed below, given the greater optimization power of a GA compared to greedy search.
However, I abstain from this to show the strength of the representation. The GA baseline
therefore primarily demonstrates a different strategy for representing this problem.
7.3.2 Results
I present the results for the designer-experiments (given level design-only game graph as
a goal, create level design and rules) in Table 7.1 and the developer-experiments in Table
7.2 (given rules-only game graph as a goal, create rules and level design). Conceptual
Expansion outperformed the baselines in all but one case.
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The developer-experiments appear significantly more challenging for all of the ap-
proaches. This matches my intuition that there could be many possible level designs for the
same ruleset (e.g. there are multiple levels in a single game), while a particular level design
model limits the kinds of rulesets that can successfully navigate the levels. For example,
jump distances determine valid sizes of gaps. For the designer experiment with Mega Man
as the goal the KNN baseline outperformed all approaches in terms of the rules (test) error.
I anticipate the issue was that Mega Man’s level design is not as tightly related to its rules,
given that conceptual expansion and the GA baseline outperformed the KNN in terms of
design (training) error. This follows from the fact that Mega Man receives a number of
powerups that alter how he can move through the level, which different players gain access
to at different times. Thus levels cannot be designed under the same assumption of what
mechanics will be available as they can for Super Mario Bros. or Kirby’s Adventure.
7.3.3 Discussion
These results demonstrate that conceptual expansion can be applied to create game graphs
that more closely match a desired game graph given a distance to a partial specification of
that game graph. However conceptual expansion search does not need a goal and could
work with any appropriate heuristic, as I demonstrate in the next two variations. In these
two variations instead of a distance to a goal I optimize for a heuristic that measures novelty,
surprise, and value.
While the three games I chose as a dataset for this game differ from one another, they
are all three platformer games originally published on the Nintendo Entertainment System,
with two coming from the same company. Thus, I anticipate a need for a more complete
study with multiple games from multiple eras of game design.
I evaluated this first variation in a simulated interaction with designers and developers
on three classic games, and found that it out-performs state-of-the-art baselines on this task.
This represents a sub-part the video game level invention problem that I refer to as the p-
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creative video game level invention problem. For this problem it is clear that conceptual ex-
pansion outperforms combinational and non-combinational baselines consistently. While I
do not include amalgamation or compositional adaptation, given the set structure from the
goal graph they would have given the same output, which would have done approximately
as well as the KNN baseline. To the best of my knowledge this system represents the first
machine learning-based automated game designer.
This was a somewhat convoluted evaluation, but it speaks to the difficulty of converting
creative domains to standard train-test paradigms. Later in this chapter I instead rely on
human evaluation, which is more subjective but more straightforward.
7.4 Variation 2: Human-in-the-Loop, Heuristic-based Game Generation
In the prior sections I demonstrated how conceptual expansion out-performed conceptual
blending, genetic algorithms, and K-nearest neighbors in recreating existing game graphs
based on partial definitions of those existing game graphs. While the output game graphs
can be considered novel from the perspective of the systems, given that they did not already
exist in the system’s knowledge base, the entire point of the experiments was to replicate
existing games. The output game graphs were also not playable given that they were not
converted from game graphs into playable pieces of software (despite containing all the
knowledge necessary to represent a fully playable game). In this variation I alter the con-
ceptual expansion game generation process to instead create novel, playable games through
four changes.
First, I replaced the goal-based optimization problem from the prior chapter with a
heuristic-based optimization, this heuristic was an extension of the metrics discussed in
Chapter 6. The Chapter 6 metrics measured novelty and playability (as a stand-in for
value) in combined level design models generated via combintional creativity techniques
from pairs of input level design models. In this case I define novelty as the minimum of the
asymmetric Chamfer distances from the novel game graph to each element in the system’s
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knowledge base of existing game graphs. I define playability in terms of the percentage of
output level chunks from these combined level design models that could be traversed by an
A* agent using an implementation of Super Mario Bros. mechanics. Both of these metrics
were normalized to the range [0,1]. I adapt these metrics into a combined heuristic for
novel game graphs by addition, thus the heuristic outputs values in the range [0,2]. Notably
when a game was generated by this system, its associated game graph was included in
the system’s knowledge base of existing game graphs. In this way the novelty portion of
the heuristic constantly pushes the system to produce new games. For playability I output
five level chunks from five randomly selected L nodes for a particular game graph and
determined the percentage of traverse-able level chunks given the set of rules from the
novel game graph. This bakes in an assumption that the goal of any output game is to
move from the beginning of a level to its end, but I find this a reasonable assumption given
that this is true of all of the existing games (Mario, Kirby, and Megaman) in the system’s
knowledge base.
Second, I developed a technique to derive a set of Unity c# scripts from the mechanics
defined by a novel game graph. Unity is a general purpose game engine [176], which is
popular among human game developers for developing games. Unity’s major benefit in
this context is the ability to export playable video games across almost all platforms on
which people play video games (e.g. personal computers, online, mobile devices, etc.).
Unity uses a script-based system, in which in-game entities may have an arbitrary number
of scripts attached to them and act according to the behaviors defined in these scripts. Thus
this code allowed me to first covert a novel game graph back into the formal logic-esque
rule representation, and then from this into a series of c# scripts.
Third, I added the level chunk transition information needed to sequence chunks of
levels to each game graph. I did this via the addition of both an additional type of node
without any sprites associated with it: the level chunk category node. I added one node of
this type for each of the learned level chunk categories (derived via the process described
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in Chapter 3) for each game. In addition I added four new types of edges associated with
these nodes:
• Level Chunk Type: This simply stored the id of this level chunk category, which
is an arbitrary but unique id generated during the level chunk categorization process.
Notably this id is related to the information stored in D, G, and N edges to identify
their associated L node. Thus generated L nodes can be associated with this level
chunk sequence information when generating levels from game graphs. This edge is
cyclic, pointing to the same component it originated from.
• Level Chunk Repeats: Stores a minimum and maximum number of times this level
chunk type can repeat in a sequence. This edge type is cyclic.
• Level Chunk Position: Stores a float value specifying the average, normalized
position this level chunk tends to be found in a sequence of level chunks. This in-
formation is not used during level generation, but is a helpful feature for mapping
similar level chunk category nodes. This edge is cyclic.
• Level Chunk Transition: Stores a pointer to another level chunk category node and
the probability of taking that transition. This information is taken from the learned
level graph for each game, according to the process described in Chapter 3. However,
notably this edge stores insufficient data to recreate the graph. Instead this solves the
level chunk sequence generation problem with a Markov chain-like representation,
sampling from possible transitions probabilistically until it hits a node without any
outgoing transitions. This edge points from this node to the associated level chunk
category node.
The inclusion of this level chunk transition information increased the size of the game
graphs considerably, with the three existing game graphs now having hundreds of thousands
of edges.
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Fourth, I employed a human-in-the-loop generation process. Given the relatively simple
heuristic I employed much of the knowledge about games represented by the knowledge
base of existing games went unused. This lead to naive output from the system that included
things like unkillable, immovable enemies, and powerups that went to the right at the same
speed as the player (making it impossible to reach them). Therefore I curated what output
game graphs were good and what were not. Game graphs that I judged as good output from
the search process described in the prior sections, now leveraging the above heuristic, were
re-represented in Unity and added to the system’s knowledge base of existing game graphs.
This is a limitation of this process, but was necessary at this stage to create playable output.
The third variation addresses this limitation directly.
Further, because the components of a novel game were only represented as rectangles
I also hand-colored each component to make them visual. I followed a relatively straight-
forward coloring rule, with the player character colored blue, main structure colored white,
decoration colored green, and enemies colored red. I could have instead assigned a ran-
dom color to each component, but thought this might impact readability. Given that all the
existing games made use of a grid-based system I also employed a grid-based system in
Unity, placing each component to its closest location on the grid. I named each game as
well based upon my own subjective interpretation of its most identifying mechanic or level
design. While rules in the game graph representation could be specific as control rules
(in other words, rules that required player input), there was no way to specify what key
or button should be associated with each control rule. Thus I came up with my own key
bindings, following my own understanding of common practices in games. For example,
rules that increased positive x-velocity were mapped to the right arrow, rules that increased
y-velocity mapped to the up arrow and space bar, and so forth.
For an initial starting point for the greedy search process I used the Super Mario Bros.
game graph. This notably represents an excellent starting point as it has high quality level
design and mechanics as per the evaluations described in Chapters 3 and 4. I mapped each
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node from the Kirby and Megaman game graphs to its closest node in the Super Mario
Bros. game graph according to the asymmetrical Chamfer distance. This replaced line 1 of
Algorithm 3. Thus the initial starting point (and therefore output games) were biased to be
more like Super Mario Bros..
The entire pipeline for generating a novel game could then be expressed as follows.
First, I took the initial conceptual expansion of the Super Mario Bros. game graph, com-
bined with the Kirby and Megaman game graphs. Second, I optimized this game graph
according to the greedy search described in the prior chapter and according to the heuristic
defined above. Third, I checked the output game graph, verifying its quality. Fourth, if I
found it to be of sufficient quality, I added the game graph to the knowledge base for the
sake of the novelty comparison in the heuristic and translated the game into a Unity repre-
sentation. I used the same Unity camera behavior for the output games of both this and the
later variations. I made this choice for simplicity’s sake and to ensure human players could
always see the player avatar, which was not a given with this system.
7.4.1 Full Games Case Study
With the process described above I created two games, rejecting an additional three game
graphs in the process. The first game I accepted, which was also the first game graph output
by the system, is in Figure 7.4. I nicknamed this game “Death Walls”, due to the extremely
tall enemies. These tall enemies were a combination of the Goomba enemy from Super
Mario Bros. and tall rod-lick decorations from Megaman. These nodes ended up mapped
onto one another due to a rule learned while the engine learning system was parsing the
Megaman video. Due to their size the tall decoration appeared to disappear when Megaman
stood in front of it, leading to a rule being learned that destroyed this decoration when it
collided with Megaman. This rule is incorrect, but it lead to this interesting mapping and
created the final tall enemy component in this generated game.1
1There is video of me playing this game available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urKsby4-AbQ.
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Figure 7.4: A screenshot taken from the first game output from this process, which I named “Death
Walls”.
The second game output from this process took longer, with three output game graphs
rejected before it was produced. Thus it was the fifth game graph in total. I include an
illustrative screenshot of the game in Figure 7.5.2 This game has an unusual mechanic in
which every time the player hits any structure it was destroyed, thus I named the game
“Killer Bounce”. In the final “Killer Bounce” game graph there was one node that was a
combination of the Goomba, Ground, and Brick components of Super Mario Bros., reached
due to a series of random operators that added the second two f values to the combined
Goomba node and then altered the a values of this combination. This lead to both the main
mechanic of the game and level structure.
The primary mechanic arose due to a rule that destroyed a goomba (set it’s animation
fact to None) if the player was just above it (RelationshipY = 0). This is actually tech-
nically an incorrect rule as the Goomba should have simply transititioned to a different
animation state and then disappeared, but its functionally correct. The primary level de-
2Video of me playing the game can be found at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PX5ig7r3G6U.
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Figure 7.5: A screenshot taken from second game output, which I named “Killer Bounce”.
sign of “Killer Bounce” involves floating staircases of blocks and somewhat noisy ground,
this arose from the combination of f values as well, with the Brick leading to the floating
staircase-like structure and the Goomba and Ground leading to the noisy ground. The final
component takes the relationship between ground and goombas (goombas tend to be placed
just above the ground) and instead places two differently sized shapes of itself, one atop
the other.
7.4.2 Discussion
In this case study I introduced the first completely novel games created via a machine
learning-based automated game designer through the application of conceptual expansion.
As with the prior variation I cannot consider the system to have addressed the video game
invention problem, in this case due to my own involvement in the game production pipeline.
However, given the nature of this pipeline, both of the output games reflect elements in the
potential output space of conceptual expansion. Because these game graphs existed within
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the output space of conceptual expansion, they are games that could have been output
by an entirely artificial system, outside of their names and visuals. However, due to my
involvement a formal evaluation of these games would be meaningless, as it would not be
possible to differentiate what results were due to my involvement versus the conceptual
expansion approach.
There are several elements lacking or that require alteration for this process to be meet
the requirements of a solution to the video game invention problem. First, I need to remove
the human from the process as much as possible in order to make the argument that the
success of the output comes from conceptual expansion. This can be achieved by improving
the heuristic to remove the need for a quality check. Second, I need to produce fully
playable games for a more general audience. This requires having more readable visuals
without someone having to assign each entity a color. I address both of these points in the
third variation.
7.5 Variation 3: Spritesheet-based Game Generation
One of the major drawbacks the second variation is the lack of visuals. Given that the sys-
tem only understands components of games as rectangles of a particular width and height
(in terms of the values in G nodes and Animation facts), there is no inherent way to express
any novel output games visually. Therefore I made use of an open source spritesheet.
It is common practice for artists to make spritesheets for games that do not exist. Some
artists open source these spritesheets to allow game designers to draw on them for making
new games. If I could alter the conceptual expansion generation of game graphs to target a
particular spritesheet and make a game for it, then that would give that game visuals without
the need for human intervention. Further, this limits the problem from one of creating
any possible video game to creating games that match a particular spritesheet, making the
evaluation much simpler. I could have generated or modified an existing spritesheet in order
to have an additional avenue for artificial creativity, but I focused in this work on non-visual
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Figure 7.6: A screenshot of game-like screenshots for the four spritesheets options for the
spritesheet-based game generator and following study.
aesthetic elements of game design. Further, the work in automated spritesheet generation
is still too immature for application in a complete game generation system [177].
In this section I cover the pipeline for the spritesheet-based conceptual expansion game
generator, in terms of the choice of spritesheet, the construction of what I call a proto-game
graph from that spritesheet, the mapping from the three existing game graphs onto that
spritesheet, and the heuristic I designed to represent value, surprise, and novelty.
7.5.1 Choosing a Spritesheet
Any spritesheet chosen in this process would constrain the possible output games for the
conceptual expansion game generator. It would be theoretically possible for me to inten-
tionally choose an open source game spritesheet that would benefit conceptual expansion
and this overall game generation process, given my familiarity. For example, choosing
a spritesheet with the same number of components as one of the output games from the
second variation, such as “Killer Bounce”. For this reason I chose instead to leave the
spritesheet up to public vote.
I collected four appropriate spritesheets and posted them to social media to solicit feed-
back as in Figure 7.6. I determined appropriate spritesheets based on those that could po-
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tentially represent a platformer game, had all aspects of a game (not just a player’s sprites
or ground sprites), were open source, and were relatively popular (e.g. at least one game
existed using the spritesheet). The four chosen spritesheets were “Arcade Platformer As-
sets” by the artist GrafxKid from opengameart.org (top left), “Platformer Art Deluxe by
the artist Kenney from his website kenney.nl (top right), “Simple broad-purpose tileset”
from the artist surt from opengameart.org (bottom left), and the 2D Art Pack by the artist
Cryoclaire for Procjam 2017 [178] (bottom right).
I ran a poll asking people to vote on which of these they would prefer if they had to
play two games in a row with the same visuals. After twenty-four hours, I collected ninety-
nine votes. The first option “Arcade Platformer Assets” by GrafxKid took a majority of the
votes, with “Platformer Art Deluxe” by Kenney coming in second place.
I have included the entirety of the GrafxKid spritesheet in Figure 7.7. I also include
a simplified version of the Kenney spritesheet in Figure 7.8 as I used it as the spritesheet
during development of this spritesheet-based conceptual expansion game developer in order
not to bias the development towards the GrafxKid spritesheet. Thus I also use the Kenney
spritesheet in an example below while describing the pipeline.
7.5.2 Proto-Game Graph Construction
For the first variation I demonstrated how with a partially specified goal graph, conceptual
expansion could fill in the gaps to recreate an existing game graph. It stands to reason
that constructing a game graph-like representation from the spritesheet could prove helpful
in this process, at minimum allowing me to utilize the same distance functions from the
previous chapter for mapping game graph components. Towards this end I developed a
process to construct what I call a “Proto-Game Graph” from the spritesheet.
It is common practice for visually similar sprites in a particular spritesheet to be related
in terms of game mechanics and/or level design. For example, take the pink astronaut
creatures from 7.8, it is clear that these sprites were likely intended as different animation
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Figure 7.7: The entire GrafxKid “Arcade Platformer Assets” spritesheet.
states for a single in-game entity.
Given this intuition I employ one round of single-linkage clustering on the individual
sprites of the spritesheet in an attempt to automatically group visually similar sprites. First,
I represented each sprite as a bag of all of its 3x3 pixel features, given that bag of features
strategies tend to perform well on image processing tasks even compared to state-of-the-
art methods [179]. I then constructed a simple distance function represented as the size
of the disjoint set of features divided by the maximum size between the two compared
bags of features. After running a single iteration of single-linkage clustering the Kenney
spritesheet looks like 7.9. As one can see, while there’s some unusual links (for example
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Figure 7.8: The simplified Kenney “Platformer Art Deluxe” spritesheet.
the grass and cactus being connected to fish), overall these groups reflect basic intuition
about the visually similar sprites.
I treat all clusters as a single game graph node. Thus, for example, there would be one
game graph node for all of the pink astronauts cluster, one for the cactus, grass, and fish
cluster, and so forth. Each of the individual sprites in the cluster is then translated into an
animation fact edge and a G node edge. This gives an initial, underspecified game graph
that I call a proto-game graph. The proto-game graph technically has some mechanical
(anaimation fact) and level design (G node) information, but does not represent a playable
game and could not be used to generate levels. However, by having it in the same rep-
resentation as a true game graph I can treat it as one for the purposes of constructing a
mapping.
As with the three other game graphs I also identified the game graph nodes that should
be used as the player of the game, represented as a simple boolean value on each node.
This was necessary as the player is identified for the three existing game graphs and due
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Figure 7.9: The result of running single linkage clustering for a single iteration on the Kenney
spritesheet.
to the heuristics at play. However, in order to minimize the potential for me to impact
the creativity of the output all the baselines (including human-designed games) were also
informed what sprites to treat as the player.
7.5.3 Proto-Game Graph Mapping
The first step of any combinational creativity approach is to determine a mapping. In this
case the nodes of the existing game graphs need to be mapped onto the nodes of the proto-
game graph. To accomplish this each node of all three of the existing game graph was
mapped onto the closest node in the proto-game graph. Notably this was still using the
asymmetrical Chamfer distance metric, which meant that it didn’t matter that the proto-
game graph nodes were under-specified. This distance function varies from [0,1] and I
only allowed mappings where the distance between the two nodes was <1, thus ensuring
they had to have some similarity. This mapping left some nodes in the proto-game graph
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without any existing game graph nodes mapped to them, which would have left them empty
and meant that they had no chance to appear in any generated games. To rectify this I
mapped each of these empty proto-game graph nodes to its closest existing game graph
node (basically flipping the direction of the distance function).
This process also left some existing game graph nodes unmapped due to having no
similarity with any of the proto-game graph nodes. In particular these were the newly
introduced level chunk category nodes, nodes pertaining to the camera, and to the concept
of nothing (“None”) used to represent empty game entities in the ruleset learning process.
However, these nodes contained necessary information to transform the proto-game graph
into a game-graph capable of generating levels. Therefore I added nodes for the Camera and
None entities to the proto-game graph, due to the fact that all of the existing game graphs
also had one of each of these specialized nodes. For the remaining unmapped existing
game graph nodes I ran a K-medians clustering with k estimated with the distortion ratio
[153]. For the GrafxKid spritesheet proto-game graph this lead to five clusters of level
chunk category nodes. I added all of the information from these clusters to a single node,
meaning a final five level chunk category nodes appeared for the GrafxKid spritesheet
proto-game graph.
This mapping was used to derive an initial conceptual expansion for the conceptual
expansion search process. It was also used as the mapping for the three combinational
creativity baselines (amalgamation, conceptual blending, and compositional adaptation)
that I used for the human subject study described below.
7.5.4 Heuristic
For this third variation I began with the same heuristic I employed for the second. I altered
the heuristic for this spritesheet-based game generator in order to remove the need for a
human-in-the-loop. Further I wanted this heuristic to reflect the three aspects of creativity
identified by Boden [17]: novelty, surprise, and value.
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Figure 7.10: Surprise distribution comparisons for the three existing games.
For novelty I employed the same metric as discussed for the second variation: the min-
imum distance comparing the current game graph to all existing game graphs in a knowl-
edge base. The knowledge base in this case again includes the three original existing game
graphs, and any generated game graphs created by the conceptual expansion game genera-
tor. Notably in this case I do not include the game graphs from the second variation and do
not intervene to determine appropriate game graphs. Intuitively this can be understood as
a measure of how dissimilar a particular game graph is compared to the most similar thing
the system has seen before.
Surprise is difficult to represent computationally given that it relies on some audience’s
expectations being contradicted [17]. Notably I also wanted a metric that wouldn’t just
correlate exactly with novelty, but would allow me to represent distinct measures. Thus I
first built a representation of audience expectations by constructing what I call Normalized
Mapping Magnitude Vectors. One of these vectors is constructed for each of the three
original game graphs, by mapping each node of each game graph to its closest node in the
two remaining graphs. From this I collected the number of times each of the remaining
two graph’s nodes had been mapped, sorted these values and then normalized them. This
gives the one-tailed distributions in Figure 7.10. These essentially reflect how a person
only seeing one of these games would relate it to the games they had already seen, thus this
hypothetical person’s expectations. To determine the surprise for a novel game graph the
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of two theoretical games that would receive differing novelty and surprise
values according to the heuristic.
system constructs the same distribution by finding these mapping counts from the current
graph to these existing graphs (including any graphs produced by the system). I compared
the distributions by cutting the tails so that they were equal, normalizing once again, and
then directly measuring the distance between the two lines at each position. Given these
were normalized vectors, the max difference between the two would be 2, and thus I divide
this number by 2.0 to determine the surprise value compared to each existing game. I then
take the minimum of these values as the final surprise value.
The surprise metric may seem unintuitive, as such I include an example of two theoret-
ical games, visualized in Figure 7.11. On the left side of Figure 7.11 is a game that would
give high novelty as each component is individually fairly different from its closest equiv-
alent in any of the existing game graphs. However, the mapping to the closest equivalent
node across all the game graphs matches the distributions seen in Figure 7.10 as there is a
player, enemies, and structure just like these existing games. Comparatively on the right
is a game with only two components, meaning that it’s normalized mapping magnitudes
vector would be (0.5, 0.5), which differs significantly from the closest equivalent of the
existing games. However, it’s novelty would be very low as it exactly uses two existing
components from an existing game graph (Super Mario Bros.).
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Value is the final creativity component to represent in this heuristic. As expressed
above, value in games is difficult to evaluate objectively [180, 181]. Given the focus of this
document is not on this unsolved problem I instead focused on only one aspect of a video
game’s value, which is more easily represented computationally: challenge. A game should
not be too challenging or too easy, this is the basic concept behind the notion of flow [182],
which is a commonly applied as an approximation for quality in video games [180]. In the
second variation I focused on whether level chunks output by game graph were traverseable
by an A* agent, but this does not reflect the challenge or difficulty of traversing that level
chunk. However, the notion of automatically reflecting human experience across a level is
another non-trivial problem and a current research area in terms of automated playtesting
[83, 160, 162].
Instead I kept the A* agent simulation approach from prior versions of this heuristic.
However, instead of only using the coarse measure of whether or not the agent could com-
plete a level, I collecting a three summarizing statistics from the A* agent’s search across
the level chunk. Specifically I collected the max distance the A* agent traversed, normal-
ized to the width of the level chunk (0 meaning the agent never moved, 1 meaning the agent
made it to the end), the number of times neighbors to a current node did not include the A*
agent (the agent was destroyed) and the number of times the A* agent fell below the level
chunk’s lowest point (falling off screen).
I collected these summarizing statistics across one-hundred simulations of the original
three game graphs. This allowed me to derive a distribution over these values for the
original games. However, given the time cost in simulating an A* agent, when the heuristic
was called I did not wish to exactly simulate one-hundred level chunks for each game graph.
Instead I simulated only five level chunks and compared the median, first quartile, and third
quartile of this five sample distribution and the existing one-hundred sample distributions.
In this case the goal for the system is to minimize the distance between this representation
of value and the original games (as the original games are assumed to have been designed
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with appropriate challenge). Thus if the median, first quartile, and third quartiles exactly
match any of the three original existing games this returns a 1.0, with the linear distance
taken otherwise. Notably this means that the value metric is the only metric that does not
involve any generated games previously output by the system, as there is no way to ensure
the previously generated games are well-designed in terms of challenge.
Taken together then the maximum heuristic value is 3.0, with a maximum of 1.0 coming
from each of the novelty, surprise, and value metrics. An ideal game then would be nothing
like any of the original input games or previously output games, while still being roughly
as challenging.
7.5.5 Human Subject Study
In this section I discuss the human subject study that I designed to evaluate this third vari-
ation, the spritesheet-based, conceptual expansion game generator. I first discuss the nine
games created for the study in terms of the three types of generators of these games (human
game designers, my conceptual expansion approach, and the three existing combinational
creativity approaches). Then I discuss the process participants went through in the study,
in which they played three games in a row and took a post-survey.
Human Games
I contacted seven human game designers to make games for this study. I asked these de-
signers to create a game under the following constraints, meant to level the playing field as
much as possible and ensure all parties were working on the same task:
• The game should be a platformer, but this could be “interpreted however [the author]
liked”. One game designer interpreted this to be about making jumps, one about
collecting coins, and one about precision movement.
• The games could only use visuals from the GrafxKid spritesheet 7.7, with the white,
round creature being the “basis of the player”.
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• The game should restart immediately upon player death. This constraint was added as
the non-human generated games would simply stop if the player died or disappeared
unless I specifically made the game restart.
• The game must not have music or sound effects. This was included as the current
game graphs include no audio data.
• The game can only make use of arrow keys and spacebar as input for player control.
This was included to minimize the risk of bias in using these keys to handle control
rules in generated games.
• The ending of the game “should be obvious”. For the generated games I simply froze
the game when the player reached the end, but did not want to limit the human game
designers to this, given that some of the tools they used to build the games made this
more challenging.
• You must spend less than eight hours on the game, but you may spread these eight
hours over any length of time. This constraint was meant to keep the games produced
by the humans at roughly a “prototype” level of quality, given that the non-human
designers had no way to iteratively improve the games.
• The games must be playable online.
Three designers agreed to take part, each producing one game. I contacted two of these
designers through Chris DeLeon, who took part in this study. Chris DeLeon is the founder
of Gamkedo Club, and the two remaining designers were members. Gamkedo Club is a
mentored practice community for game developers with members worldwide collaborating
online. Each designer was paid 60.00 USD upon agreeing to take part and 60.00 USD
afterwards, for a total of 120.00 USD. This value was chosen as it represented 15.00 USD
per hour if the designers took the maximum amount of time. Due to my involvement in
this process, a separate video game playing expert without knowledge of this study outside
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Figure 7.12: A screenshot taken from the beginning of Kise’s game.
of these contracts verified the games were sufficient and met the constraints listed above.
Notably, I did not see the human-made games until the study launched. I highlight each
designer and their game in the order in which the games were completed below. Informa-
tion about the game designers and games was collected after the designers submitted their
games and had them approved by the third party.
• Kise (K): The first game designer goes by Kise and described herself as a hobby-
ist game developer. I have included a screenshot taken from the beginning of her
game in Figure 7.12. She developed her game in javascript, and took inspiration
from the game Super Meat Boy. She only made use of the ground sprites, a single
player sprite, and a sparkle to signify the end of the level. The player retains accel-
eration in the x-dimension, leading to a “slidey” feeling. The game is playable at
http://guzdial.com/StudyGames/0/.
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Figure 7.13: A screenshot taken from the beginning of Chris DeLeon’s game.
• Chris DeLeon (CD): The second game designer was Chris DeLeon. He described
himself as an “online educator”. His game was also developed in javascript, and
I include a screenshot of it in Figure 7.13. This is much more of a puzzle game,
with the goal being to collect all of the coins (some hidden in the blocks) without
falling off the screen or without the blue creature touching you. Again there were
no animations for the player character, but there were for the blue enemy creature.
Notably the player cannot jump on the icy blue platforms, meaning that it is possible
to become trapped in an unwinnable state. One can find more from Chris DeLeon at
ChrisDeLeon.com. The game is playable at http://guzdial.com/StudyGames/1/.
• Trenton Pegeas (TP): The third game designer was Trenton Pegeas. When asked
to describe himself he stated he’d “like to classify as indie, but closer to hobby-
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Figure 7.14: A screenshot taken from the beginning of Tenton Pegeas’ game.
ist”. Unlike the other two, he created his game in Unity. He also created by far
the more complex game, both in terms of creating the largest level and including
the most sprites and entities in his game. The player character and enemies all
animation using all of the available sprites from Figure 7.7. The player follows
a fairly linear path winding along the level from their starting position, interact-
ing with different entities until they make their way to a goal. One can find more
from Trenton Pegeas at https://twitter.com/Xist3nce Dev. The game is playable at
http://guzdial.com/StudyGames/2/.
Conceptual Expansion Games
I generated three conceptual expansion games (shortened to “expansion games”) with the
conceptual expansion search as described in Algorithm 3, but employing the heuristic de-
scribed above. Specifically, from the initial starting point defined by the mapping, the
system samples ten random neighbors from the space of potential conceptual expansion
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Figure 7.15: A screenshot taken from the beginning of the first expansion game.
output. If a neighbor has a better score in terms of the heuristic, it becomes the current
conceptual expansion game graph. If the search samples all ten random neighbors with-
out finding an improvement it assumes it reaches a local maxima and returns the current
conceptual expansion game graph.
After each conceptual expansion game graph was generated it was added to the knowl-
edge base of existing games for the system, which impacted the novelty and surprise por-
tions of the heuristic. Thus the second game had the first game in its knowledge base and
the third game had both the first and second games in its knowledge base. Below I briefly
describe all three games in the order they were generated.
I could not completely remove myself from the process, as I had to copy and paste
the output scripts onto appropriate components in the Unity game engine and choose key
input mappings from the ones available to the human designers. However I contend that
this is a minimal intervention that is unlikely to impact the final perceived quality of the
games. Further, I had to do the same for all the non-human generated games, both these
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Figure 7.16: A screenshot taken from the beginning of the second expansion game.
games and the games output by the three existing combinational creativity approaches. For
a background color I chose a single off-blue color from the spritesheet, which I used for
all non-human games. I also got rid of the grid system used by the second variation, as it
unnaturally constrained the output to be more like the knowledge base games.
Notably the expansion games outperformed the combinational creativity baseline games
in terms of the final heuristic values for the novelty metric, which is surprising given that
they had additional points of comparison. This is likely due to the larger output space of
conceptual expansion.
• Expansion Game 1 (E1): The first expansion game generated by the system, and
therefore notably the only one based solely on the existing games, is not much of a
platformer. Instead the system produced something like a surreal driving or flying
game, with the player moving constantly to the right and needing to avoid almost
all in game entities since the player dies if it touches them. The player avatar ani-
mates slightly when the player moves up or down, but otherwise remains unchanged.
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Figure 7.17: A screenshot taken from the beginning of the third expansion game.
Nothing else animates. The game is playable at http://guzdial.com/StudyGames/3/.
• Expansion Game 2 (E2): The second expansion game, which included the prior
game in its knowledge base for the novelty and surprise measures, was also not much
of a platformer. If the player moved left or right they would slowly go in that direction
while gently falling along the y-axis. If the player went up they shot up quickly,
meaning that the player has to balance going up to a set rhythm, somewhat like the
game Flappy Bird. If the player went too high or too low they died and if they stood
still they died. There is nothing to dodge in this game, meaning that once the player
gets the rhythm of hitting the up arrow or space bar it is a simple game. The player
avatar animations slightly when it goes up but not otherwise. The game is playable
at http://guzdial.com/StudyGames/4/.
• Expansion Game 3 (E3): The third expansion game, which included the prior two
games in its knowledge base for the novelty and surprise measures, was even more
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like Flappy Bird. I include a screenshot in Figure 7.17 The player normally falls at a
constant speed. The avatar moves slowly left or right when the player hits the left or
right arrow. If the player hits the up arrow or space bar the avatar shoots up, with the
inverse happening if the player hits the down arrow. The game is largely the same as
the second game except for the more surreal level architecture and an area of “anti-
gravity” (as dubbed by a study participant) whenever the player is above or below a
patch of heart sprites. The player stretches when they go up or down, but nothing
animates otherwise. The game is playable at http://guzdial.com/StudyGames/5/.
Baseline Games
To determine the extent to which conceptual expansion was better suited to this task com-
pared to existing combinational creativity approaches, I included one game made by each of
the three combinational creativity approaches highlighted throughout this document (amal-
gamation, conceptual blending, and composition adaptation).
In all cases I employed the same process to derive these games as the conceptual ex-
pansion search, only instead of sampling from the space of possible conceptual expansions
I instead sampled from the particular output spaces of each approach. The only change
I made to these existing approaches was in allowing for more than two inputs, but given
that all three approaches employed the same mapping as the conceptual expansion I largely
side-stepped this issue as most nodes in this mapping were mapped to a single existing
node. I chose to include a single game from each approach as each approach has been
historically designed to only produce one output for every input. I briefly highlight each
game below.
• Amalgamation (A): The amalgamation process meant that whole existing game
graph nodes were used for each node of the proto-game graph. This lead to per-
haps the second most platformer-like of the generated games, with the player largely
having the physics of kirby from Kirby’s Adventure (as understood by the Engine
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Figure 7.18: A screenshot taken from the beginning of the amalgamation game.
learning system), though slightly broken due to some nodes from the Kirby game
graph not being included. A screenshot of the game can be seen at Figure 7.18. Per-
haps the oddest part of this was the inclusion of blue columns that slowly drifted
upward at the start of the game. This was due to a mapping to a decorative element
from the Kirby games which the engine learning system incorrectly learned moved
upwards. Because of the Kirby-esque physics it is almost impossible to lose this
game. The game is playable at http://guzdial.com/StudyGames/6/.
• Conceptual Blending (B): The conceptual blend combined as much of the mapped
existing game graph nodes as possible for each node of the proto-game graph. This
lead to a game strikingly similar to the second and third expansion game, except
with the notable difference that at the end of every frame the player transformed
into the crab arm sprite as seen floating in the middle of Figure 7.19. Thanks to
a serendipitous mapping that lead to treating the crab sprite as ground this lead
to a surprisingly semantically coherent (if strange) game. The game is playable at
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Figure 7.19: A screenshot taken from the beginning of the conceptual blend game.
http://guzdial.com/StudyGames/7/.
• Compositional Adaptation (C): The compositional adaptation approach lead to a
game that I believe was the most like a standard platformer, given that it was essen-
tially a smaller version of the amalgam game. The game again used the system’s
understanding of Kirby physics, but without the amalgamation requirement to incor-
porate as much information as possible it is more streamlined. The game is essen-
tially a series of small, very simple platforming challenges. The only strange thing
was the random patches of numbers floating in the air, having had decorative ele-
ments from other games mapped onto them. I include a screenshot of the start of the
game in Figure 7.20. The game is playable at http://guzdial.com/StudyGames/8/.
7.5.6 Human Subject Study Method
The study was advertised through social media, in particular Twitter, Facebook, Discord,
and Reddit. Participants were directed to a landing page where they were asked to review
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Figure 7.20: A screenshot taken from the beginning of the compositional adaptation game.
a consent form, and then press a button to retrieve an ID, the links to the three games they
would play, and a link to the post-study survey. Each player played one human game, one
expansion game, and one baseline game in a random order. The ID reflected this in its first
three values and then had an additional 3 random digits. Players were asked to give each
game “ a few tries or until you feel you understand it”. After this the player took part in the
post-study survey.
The primary purpose of the survey was to determine how the expansion games com-
pared to the baseline and human games in terms of novelty, surprise, and value. The par-
ticipants were thus asked to rank the games across the same set of experiential features I
applied in the level design study from Chapter 3. Specifically participants were asked to:
1. Please rank the three games according to how fun they were to play. The participants
were given the options “Most Fun”, “2nd Most Fun”, and “Third Most Fun”.
2. Please rank the three games according to how frustrating they were to play. The
participants were given the options “Most Frustrating”, “2nd Most Frustrating”, and
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“Third Most Frustrating”.
3. Please rank the three games according to how challenging they were to play. The
participants were given the options “Most Challenging”, “2nd Most Challenging”,
and “Third Most Challenging”.
4. Please rank the three games according to how surprising they were to play. The
participants were given the options “Most Surprising”, “2nd Most Surprising”, and
“Third Most Surprising”.
5. Please rank the three games according to which of the games you would most like to
play a complete, polished version of. The participants were given the options “Most
Liked”, “2nd Most Liked”, and “Third Most Liked”.
6. Please rank the three games according to which of the games you thought was the
most creative. The participants were given the options “Most Creative”, “2nd Most
Creative”, and “Third Most Creative”.
Questions 1, 2, 3, and 5 were all meant to capture different elements of game value, though
I note I focused on challenge and thus most focus on the answers to question 3. Question 4
spoke to how surprising the game was and question 6 to how creative the game was overall.
I did not ask a question concerning novelty directly because novelty in this case was a
measure of the difference between the output game and three specific games and I did not
want to limit participants to only those who had played these games. Further, objectively I
could measure that the conceptual expansion games had higher novelty metrics compared
to the combinational creativity baseline games.
After each question participants had the option to leave a comment explaining their
ranking with the text “(Optional) Why did you make that ranking?”. Once the participant
finished the ranking questions they were asked to assign which of the games they felt was
made by a human and which by an AI with the text “For each of the three games you
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played, which do you think was designed by a human and which by an AI?”. Participants
had been informed “some” of the games were made by humans and “some” by AI, but not
which was which. I note this was made somewhat easier given that all the AI-generated
games were made in Unity, while two of the three human games were made in javascript.
Following these questions reflecting on their experience participants were asked a series
of demographic questions, most on a Likert scale. Specifically, participants were asked:
1. How often do you play video games generally? Participants were given the options
daily, weekly, monthly, yearly, and never.
2. How often do you play platformer video games? Participants were given the same
options as above.
3. How familiar are you with video game design/development? Participants were asked
to give a rating between 1 (Novice) and 5 (Expert).
4. How familiar are you with Artificial Intelligence? Participants were asked to give a
rating between 1 (Novice) and 5 (Expert).
5. What is your gender? Participants were given a textbox for input.
6. What is your age range? Participants were given the options 18-22, 23-33, 34-54,
and 55+.
7.5.7 Human Subject Study Results
One-hundred and fifty-six participants took part in this online study. Of these, one-hundred
and seventeen identified as male, twenty-seven as female, six as non-binary, and the re-
maining six did not answer the question. Eighty-eight of the participants placed them-
selves in the 23-33 age range, Forty-one in the 18-22 age range, and twenty-five in the
34-55 age range. There was a strong bias towards participants familiar with video game
design and development, with one-hundred and eight participants ranking their familiarity
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as 3 or more. Similarly, one-hundred and twelve of the participants played games at least
weekly, though only eighty-two played platformer games at least monthly. These results
suggest that this population should have been well-suited to evaluating video games. There
was also a strong bias towards the participants being AI experts with eighty-one selecting
four or more, with an additional thirty-two selecting three. Thus these participants should
have been well-suited to evaluating AI-generated video games, though perhaps too skilled
at differentiating between human and AI generated games.
My principle hypothesis was that the conceptual expansion games would do better in
terms of value and surprise compared to the baseline games, with the human games consid-
ered a gold standard. Notably I do not include novelty in this as I have an explicit, objective
measure for novelty, while both the value and surprise metrics depended on approximations
of human perception. I can break these into the following hypotheses for the purpose of
parsing the results.
H1. The expansion games will be more similar to the human games in terms of challenge
in comparison to the baseline games.
H2. The expansion games will be overall the most surprising.
H3. The expansion games will be more like the human games in terms of the other at-
tributes of game value.
H4. The expansion games will be more creative than the baseline games.
Hypothesis H1 essentially mirrors the measure I designed for value, creating games that are
challenging in the ways that the existing, human-designed games are challenging. H2 in
turn mirrors the measure I designed for surprise, which aims to be more surprising than the
human-designed games. H3 is meant to determine the importance of the choice of heuristic
when it comes to conceptual expansions. In other words, despite not designing a heuristic
that reflects other types of game value like being fun, not frustrating, and leading to players
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wanting to play more, does conceptual expansion still reflect these attributes of the original,
human-designed games? H4 then is meant to determine if conceptual expansion on its
own reflects the human creative process better than the existing combinational creativity
approaches. In the following sections I break down different aspects of the results in terms
of these hypotheses.
Notably participants had no issue differentiating between the human and artificially
generated games outside of a few outliers. Further, the websites the games were played on
differed between two of the human games and all other games due to not making use of
Unity, which would make this task much easier. I therefore do not include these results in
my analysis.
Quantitative Results By Author Type
The first step was to determine the aggregate results of people’s experience with the games,
broken into the three types I identified above (human, expansion, baseline). One can con-
sider this as separating the games into different groups according to the nature of their
source or author as long as one treats the baseline combinational creativity approaches as
part of the same class of approach as in [183]. By bucketing the games into one of three
author types there were essentially six possible conditions participants could be placed in,
based upon the order in which they interacted with games from these three types. Be-
cause of randomly assigning participants, the one-hundred and fify-six participants were
not evenly spread across these six conditions. The smallest number assigned was to the
category in which participants played a human game first, an expansion game second, and
a baseline game third, with only nineteen participants. Thus I randomly selected nine-
teen participants from each of the six categories, and use these one-hundred and fourteen
participant results for analysis in this section.
I summarize the results according the the median value of each ranking in Table ??.
I report median values as the rankings are ordinal but not necessary numeric. I further
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Table 7.3: A table comparing the median experiential ranking across the different games according
to author type.
Human Expansion Baseline
Fun 1st 3rd 2nd
Frustrating 2nd 2nd 2nd
Challenging 1st 2nd 3rd
Surprising 3rd 1st 2nd
Liked 1st 3rd 2nd
Creative 2nd 2nd 2nd
discuss the results more fully below and give the results of a number of statistical tests in
terms of the four hypotheses. Notably due to the number of hypotheses and associated tests
I use a significance threshold of p < 0.01. For all comparisons I run the paired Wilcoxon
Mann Whitney U test, given that these are non-normal distributions.
Hypothesis H1 posits that the expansion games should rank more like the human chal-
lenge rankings than the baseline challenge rankings. The median values in Table ?? give
some evidence to this. Further, there are significant differences between the human and
baseline challenge rankings (p = 9.62e − 06), and between the expansion and baseline
challenge rankings (p = 7.61e − 09). However, I am unable to reject that the human and
expansion challenge rankings come from the same underlying distribution (p = 0.041). H1
is thus supported by these results.
H2 suggests that the expansion games should be more surprising than either of the other
two types of games. The median ranking being first and therefore most surprising for the
expansion games lends credence to this. Using the paired Wilcoxon Mann Whitney U test
with appropriate alternatives, I found that the expansion games were ranked significantly
higher in terms of surprise than both the human (p = 1.95e − 13) and baseline (p =
4.83e − 06) rankings. Further, the baseline games were ranked as more surprising than
the human game rankings (p = 3.81e − 09). H2 is thus supported. These results further
suggest that combinational creativity approaches may generally produce more surprising
results than human generated games for this particular problem.
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H3 suggested that the expansion games would be ranked more like the human games
for other elements of game value, which I investigate in terms of the fun, frustrating, and
most liked results. In terms of fun the median rankings do not support this hypothesis, with
expansion coming third more frequently than the baseline ranking. However, the statistical
test was unable to reject the null hypothesis that the baseline and expansion fun rankings
came from the same distribution (p = 0.39). But the human rankings were significantly
higher than both the baseline (p = 1.03e−08) and expansion rankings (p = 1.23e−09). For
the frustrating question all of the games median rankings were exactly the same, all of them
having a median rank of second. However, the statistical tests allow me to compare the
distributions more evenly with the expansion games ranked as significantly more frustrating
overall in comparison to both the human (p = 1.61e − 03) and baseline (p = 1.84e − 04)
rankings. The human and baseline frustrating rankings were too similar to reject the that
they arose from the same distribution (p = 0.25). Finally the most liked results parallel the
fun results, with the human games ranked significantly higher than baseline (p = 1.24e −
09) or expansion (p = 1.32e− 09) rankings, but with the baseline and expansion rankings
unable to reject the null hypothesis that they arose from the same distribution (p = 0.66).
This evidence does not support H3, with the expansion games only found to be about as
fun and liked as the baseline games, and more frustrating than these games.
H4 states that the expansion games will be viewed as more creative than the baseline
games. However as with frustration the median ranking of all of these games suggests
that the participants evaluated the games equivalently on this measure. Unlike frustration
though the statistical tests are unable to pick apart these results, with no comparison able
to reject that they derive from the same distribution (p > 0.7). Thus H4 is not supported by
these results.
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Quantitative Results By Game
There are several reasons why taking an aggregate view of the games may not be ideal.
First, both in the case of the human and baseline games there are three very different au-
thors, with the human games being created by three humans and the baseline games created
by three distinct combinational creativity approaches. Second, the conceptual expansion
games build off one another in terms of surprise and novelty, which cannot be captured in
aggregate. Third, humans were ranking individual games, not the sources of these games.
For this section I instead analyze the results in terms of each game individually. Taken
this way there can be thought to be 27 distinct categories in terms of a random selection
of three of these nine games, and this is without taking into account the ordering of these
games. Given the random assignment the results are too skewed to run statistical tests
given these categories (there are only two participants who interacted with Kise’s game
(K), Expansion game 2 (E2), and the adaptation game (A), as an example). Thus instead
I treat these rankings as ratings, given that a multi-way ANOVA cannot find any signif-
icant impact from ordering on any of the experiential factors (p > 0.01). In this case
I determine the game with the fewest number of results (the blend with only forty-three
participants), and randomly select this number of results for each of the nine games, for
a total of three-hundred and eighty-seven ratings per experiential measure (compare this
to the four-hundred and sixty eight total ratings available). I employ these ratings for the
analysis in this section, due to the number of comparisons I employ the same conservative
significant threshold of p = 0.01, and I use the unpaired Wilxocon Mann Whitney U test
throughout this section.
The ratings give more nuanced results in terms of hypothesis H1. Hypothesis 1 states
that the expansion games (E1, E2, and E3) should be more rated more like the human games
(K, CD, and TP) than the baseline games (A, B, and C) in terms of challenge. For E2 and
E3 there was no significant difference between their challenge ratings and the challenge
ratings of any of the human games, but there were significant differences found between
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Table 7.4: A table comparing the median ratings across each measure for each game. Median ratings
of “1” marked in bold to make the table easier to parse.
K CD TP E1 E2 E3 A B C
Fun 1 1 1 2 3 3 2 2 2
Frustrating 2 2 3 2 1 1 2 2 2
Challenging 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 2
Surprising 3 3 3 2 1 1 2 2 2
Liked 1 1 1 2 3 2 2 3 2
Creative 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
the challenge ratings of the amalgamation (A) and blend (B) games. However, E2 and E3’s
challenge ratings did not differ significantly from the challenge ratings of the composition
game (C). E1’s challenge ratings only differed significantly with Kise’s game (K), they
were too like the other challenge ratings to differ significantly for any of the other games.
Thus, while in aggregate the results support H1, taken individually there is only partial
support for H1.
Hypothesis H2 suggests that the expansion games (E1, E2, and E3) should be rated
more surprising than either the human games or baseline games. E2 and E3 both had
significantly higher surprise ratings than all but the amalgamation (A) and blend (B) games.
However, while not significant according to the unpaired Wilxocon Mann Whitney U test,
their median surprise ratings were still higher than these two games, as demonstrated in
Table ??. Comparatively, E1 only had significantly higher surprise ratings than the three
human games. There was no significant difference between E1’s surprise ratings and the
surprise ratings of any of the baseline games. This follows from the way the surprise portion
of the heuristic functioned, which would have pushed E2 and E3 to have been considered
more surprising than the expansion games output before them. Thus H2 is again supported.
Taken in aggregate the results in the prior section did not support H3, which stated
that the expansion games would be evaluated more like the human games than the baseline
games in terms of other measures of game value outside of challenge. Looking at the results
by game the picture becomes more nuanced.
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In terms of the fun ratings, while largely the games follow their aggregate rankings,
E1 stands out as an outlier from the other two expansion games. In fact E1 is found to be
rated significantly more fun compared to E2 (p = 4.22e− 08), E3 (p = 3.601e− 05), and
the blend game (p = 2.49e). However, I cannot reject that this rating distribution comes
from the same rating distribution as the amalgam (p = 0.03) and composition (p = 0.27)
games. Similarly, there is no significant difference between E1 and CD (p = 0.16), both
the remaining human games are rated significantly more fun (p < 0.001). This suggests
that E1 is more fun than the blend game and roughly as fun as Chris DeLeon’s game (CD),
the amalgam game (A), and the composition game (C).
For the frustration ratings E2 and E3 stand out as clear outliers from the remaining
games, being rated as the most frustrating the majority of the time. These games are clearly
the cause of the expansion games being found to be significantly more frustrating when
taken in aggregate compared to the other types of games, which individual tests confirm
(p < 0.01). However, there is no significant difference comparing the E1 frustrating ratings
and any of the other games. This suggests E1 is about as frustrating as all of the non-
expansion games.
For the liked rating, which as a reminder related to the game the participant would
most like to play a complete version, both E1 and E3’s ratings differ from the aggregate
expansion games median rating of 3. While E2 is significantly lower rated than all other
games on this measure (p < 0.01), both E1 and E3 are not. E1 is rated significantly less in
terms of this measure than Trenton Pegeas’ Game (TP), and significantly higher rated than
the blend game, with no significant difference from any of the other non-expansion liked
ratings. E3 on the other hand is rated significantly lower than all three human games, with
no other significant differences comparing any of the other liked rating distributions.
Overall these results suggest more support for H3, given that at least E1 seemed to
be more like at least one of the human games in terms of measures of game value. This
points to a potential issue with the heuristic, which potentially overly biased games to-
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Figure 7.21: Boxplots of the creativity ratings for each of the games.
wards surprise and novelty at the cost of other positive elements of the input games that
impacted these experiential features. The effect of this would have been compounded for
E2 and compounded again for E3 given the changing knowledge bases associated with
these games. I will discuss this further in the next section.
Given H4, I would expect to find the expansion games rated as more creative compared
to the other games. However, breaking apart the games again lead to equal median values,
pointing to the same issue identified in Chapter 3 that untrained participants appear to have
difficulty consistently evaluating creativity. However, this is not the case as I visualize via
boxplots in Figure 7.21. In particular, both E3 and the amalgam are rated significantly more
creative than Kise’s game (p < 0.01). However, it does not differ significantly from any of
the other games ratings. Thus I can only consider there to be mixed support for H4.
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7.5.8 Discussion
The results suggest strong support for H1 and H2, specifically that the games output by
the conceptual expansion game generator closely relate to human made games in terms of
challenge and are more surprising than human-made games or other combinational creativ-
ity games. Further, the output conceptual expansion games differed from the input games
more than the output of historical combinational creativity approaches. This seems to fol-
low from my choice of heuristic, which involved very specific measures for value, surprise,
and novelty. Notably all the combinational creativity approaches used the same heuris-
tic to search their spaces of potential output, but the output space of conceptual expansions
seemed to have options that had higher measures of these values. This had both positive and
negative consequences. While the expansion games outperformed the baselines in terms of
challenge and all games in terms of surprise, the latter two games seemed to gain surprise
at the expense of other types of game value besides challenge (specifically being less fun,
more frustrating, and less liked). This could in part be due to the nature of the heuristic,
where novelty and surprise were the majority of the heuristic value or due to the heuristic
only focusing on challenge as a representation of value.
There are two major limitations of this game generation process and evaluation. First,
I focused entirely on the genre of platformers instead of a more general genre-agnostic
game generation approach. Second, the difficulty of evaluating the open ended creative
expression of video game creation.
There are a great number of game genres outside of platformers. Some game genres
do lend themselves better to the game graph representation and my machine learning ap-
proaches for level design and game rules. For example, it would be easy to extend this to
two-dimensional action adventure games or racing games where all action occurs on the
screen (e.g. each frame of the game can be considered a Markovian or semi-Markovian
state) and where spatial relationships are of primary importance. However, in genres where
this is not the case this game generation process would struggle. For example, in games
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with hidden information like certain puzzle games, interactive fiction game, or any games
that substantially rely on text.
Focusing on platformers for this work was helpful in terms of facilitating evaluations
and opening up the possibility of future work. There has been prior work in platformer
level design, which I could then draw upon for the sake of comparison to validate the
quality of the level design information in the game graphs, as I did in Chapter 3. Further,
platformers and the Mario series in particular represents the most popular video games
financially [184]. I could therefore reasonably expect sufficient interest and expertise for
the human subject study of the third variation. In terms of future works, platformers can
be understood as a simplification of reality with simplified structure and physics. Thus it
made sense that if I could demonstrate success in this genre it should be able to transfer to
other genres. However, I recognize I have not yet done that work.
Evaluating video game creation or any open-ended creative task is a challenge. Thus I
focused on an objective evaluation for variation 1 and did not attempt a formal evaluation
of variation 2. However, because of this there are some potential issues for variation 3.
In my attempt to make the comparison task easier by having all of the games use the
same spritesheet and work under similar constraints there is the possibility that I biased the
human game authors. For example, take the survey question asking participants to rank the
games in terms of surprise. Given that the human game authors were requested to make
a platformer “interpreted however [the author] liked” and the artificially authored games
did not generally resemble platformers this may have lead participants to rank the artificial
games more highly in terms of surprise. However, I note two pieces of evidence First, the
human authors did not all interpret platformer the same way, in particular Chris DeLeon,
who created more of a puzzle game. Second, the baseline games also did not strongly
resemble platformers, but the expansion games were still ranked as more surprising than
those overall.
I could have phrased the platformer requirement to the human authors in a way that
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specifically paralleled how the artificial approaches worked. Ideally this would then al-
leviate the potential issue of biasing the authors too strongly towards standard platformer
game designs. For example, I could have asked the human authors to make a game inspired
by ”Mario, Mega Man, and Kirby”. However I would anticipate this having the opposite
effect, too closely constraining the authors to create games like those three games. As
an example I would not expect to see a game like Chris DeLeon’s puzzle platformer game
with those instructions. None of the three input games had single-screen puzzles like Chris’
game that required specific sequences of actions to solve.
7.6 Conclusions
In this chapter I presented three variations of conceptual expansion over game graphs for
game generation. Taken together this represents my attempted solution to the video game
invention problem. As stated in the first chapter, the video game invention problem would
require that the given knowledge base was insufficient to create a novel, surprising, and
valuable answer given non-computational creativity approaches. I demonstrated this most
clearly in the first variation’s evaluation, where both the GA and conceptual blending ap-
proaches, given the same knowledge base, were outperformed by conceptual expansion.
Thus, the question is whether the output games represented a novel, surprising, and valu-
able answer. The answer to the first one is a clear yes, given objective measures of novelty
and given the human-validated measure of surprise. The last is less clear, but it is certainly
true that for particular measures of value in this domain conceptual expansion produced
valuable output.
These results indicate the importance of heuristics or other types of content selection
strategies when it comes to conceptual expansion. The heuristics in this chapter were fo-
cused on game challenge and biased towards novelty and surprise. This was partially due to
the fact that there exist no validated, computational measures of general value in the domain
of games. Conceptual expansion still outperformed its baselines in terms of the particular
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heuristic I employed (thus creating games with challenge like a human-designed games
when I rewarded that). However, conceptual expansion search did not replicate other valu-
able elements of its input games outside of challenge. This suggests that in domains with
more clear computational measures of value, conceptual expansion search may do well as
it would be incentivized to retain or create structure that reflected that value. Further, a
potential criticism of conceptual expansion thus far may be that its application is limited to
games. In this next chapter I investigate both a more clear heuristic and the novel domains
of image classification and image generation.
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CHAPTER 8
COMBINETS: APPLYING CONCEPTUAL EXPANSION TO NEURAL
NETWORKS
Modern deep learning systems perform well with large amounts of training data on known
classes but often struggle otherwise. This is a general issue given the invention or discovery
of novel classes, rare or illusive classes, or the imagining of fantastical classes. For exam-
ple, if a new traffic sign were invented tomorrow it would have a severe, negative impact
on autonomous driving efforts until enough training examples were collected.
Deep learning success has depended more on the size of datasets than on the strength of
algorithms [2]. A significant amount of training data for many classes exists. But there are
also many novel, rare, or fantastical classes with insufficient data that can be understood
as derivations or combinations of existing classes. For example, consider a pegasus, a
fantastical creature that appears to be a horse with wings, and therefore can be thought of
as a combination of a horse and a bird. If we suddenly discovered a pegasus and only had a
few pictures, we couldn’t train a typical neural network classifier to recognize a pegasus as
a new class nor a generative adversarial network to create new pegasus images. However
we might be able to approximate both models given existing models trained on horse and
bird data via conceptual expansion.
In this chapter I investigate the application of conceptual expansion to deep neural net-
work models. This can be thought of as equivalent to the invention problem for image
classification and generation neural networks. This chapter allows me to demonstrate the
potential of conceptual expansion in domains with strong selection criteria (e.g. accuracy
for image classification). It also allows me to demonstrate the application of conceptual
expansion to more general data structures (neural networks) outside of the novel represen-
tations I have developed throughout the rest of these chapters in my approach to the video
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game invention problem. Finally, this problem domain allows me to demonstrate the ap-
plication of conceptual expansion to problems with a single input model, which is made
possible by conceptual expansions component-based combination function.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. I briefly cover related background
work, specifying those existing works that are relevant to the invention problems for image
classification and generation. I then discuss the application of conceptual expansion to
this domain and my alteration of the conceptual expansion search algorithm presented in
the prior chapter. I then present a series of experiments for image classification neural
networks and image generation neural networks to clarify the limitations and strengths of
conceptual expansion in this domain.
8.1 Background
Various approaches exist that reuse knowledge from models trained on large datasets for
a particular problem to try to solve problems with smaller datasets, such as zero-shot and
transfer learning. In these approaches, knowledge from a trained source model is applied to
a target problem by either retraining the network on the target dataset [133] or leveraging
sufficiently general or authored features to represent new classes [126]. The latter of these
two approaches is not guaranteed to perform well depending on source and target problems,
and the former of these is limited in terms of what final target models can be learned. Many
implementations of these approaches rely on some secondary feature representation that is
either hand-authored [129, 131, 132] or learned from a secondary dataset. [133, 134, 135,
136, 137]. As an alternative one can author an explicit model of transfer such as metaphors
[133] or hypotheses [140]. In this chapter I focus only on the prior work that does not
include any secondary knowledge representation, either human-authored or learned from
some other dataset given that I focus specifically on the problem of recombining existing
knowledge to create new knowledge.
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8.2 Conceptual Expansion in Neural Networks
Imagine tomorrow we discover that a pegasus exists. Initially we would lack enough im-
ages of this newly discovered flying horse to build a traditional classifier or image genera-
tor. However, suppose we have neural network classifiers and generators trained on classes
including horses and birds. Conceptual expansion could allows us to reuse the learned fea-
tures from machine learned model(s) to produce new models without additional training or
additional transfer features.
One can consider the case where a class or concept (classX) is a combination of other
classes (class1, ...classn) and that the learned features of models of classes class1, ...classn
can be recombined to create the features of a model of classX . In these cases, I hypothe-
size that conceptual expansions can represent models one cannot necessarily discover using
conventional machine learning techniques with the available data. Furthermore, I hypoth-
esize that these conceptual expansion models may perform better on specific tasks than
standard models in cases with small amounts of available data, such as identifying or gen-
erating new classes of objects.
One can use a heuristic informed by this small amount of training data to guide the
selection for the final conceptual expansion. As a reminder a conceptual expansion of
concept X is represented as the following function:
CEX(F,A) = a1 ∗ f1 + a2 ∗ f2...an ∗ fn (8.1)
Where F = {f1, ...fn} is the set of all mapped features and A = {a1, ...an} is a set of
filters each dictating what of and what amount of mapped feature fi should be represented
in the final conceptual expansion. In the ideal case X = CEX (e.g. a combined model
of birds and horses equals the ideal pegasus model). The exact shape of ai depends upon
the feature representation. If features are matrices, as in a neural net, each ai is also a
matrix. In the case of matrices the multiplication is an element-wise multiplication or
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Figure 8.1: Visualization of the initial construction of the new (eleventh) class based on the mapping.
Hadamard product. As an example, in the case of neural image recognition, {f1, ..., fn}
are the variables in a convolutional neural network learned via backpropagation. Deriving
a conceptual expansion is the process of finding an A for known features F such that
CEX(·) optimizes a given objective or heuristic towards some target concept X .
In this representation, the space of conceptual expansions is a multidimensional, pa-
rameterized search space over possible combinations of any input models. There exists
an infinite number of possible conceptual expansions for non-symbolic features, which
makes naively deriving this representation ill-advised. As in the prior chapter the ap-
proach requires one to first derive a mapping. The mapping determines what particular
prior knowledge—in this case the weights and biases of a neural network—will be com-
bined to address the novel case. This will determine the starting point of the later search
process for exploring the space of possible conceptual expansions.
Given a mapping, one can construct an initial conceptual expansion—a set of F =
{f1, ..., fn} and an A = {a1, ..., an}—that is iterated upon to optimize for domain specific
notions of quality (in the example pegasus scenario image recognition accuracy). In the
following sections I discuss the creation of the mapping and then the refinement of the
conceptual expansion.
8.2.1 Mapping Construction
Constructing the initial mapping is relatively similar to the mapping construction in the pre-
vious chapter. As input I assume there exists an existing trained model or models (CifarNet
trained on CIFAR-10 for the purposes of this example [185]), and data for a novel class
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Algorithm 4: Conceptual Expansion Search
input : available data data, an initial model model, a mapping m, and a score score
output: The maximum expansion found according to the heuristic
1 maxE← DefaultExpansion(model)+m;
2 maxScore← score;
3 v← [maxE ];
4 improving← 0;
5 while improving < 10 do
6 n← maxE.GetNeighbor(v);
7 v← v + n;
8 s← Heuristic(n, data);
9 oldMax← maxScore;
10 maxScore, maxE← max([maxScore, maxE ], [s, n ]);





(whatever pegasus images we have). I construct a mapping with the novel class data by ex-
amining how the model or models in the knowledge base perform on the data for the novel
class. The mapping is constructed according to the ratio of the new images classified into
each of the old classes. For example, suppose one has a CifarNet trained on CIFAR-10 and
additionally one has four pegasus images. Say CifarNet classifies two of the four pegasus
images as a horse and two as a bird. In that case construct a mapping of: f1 consisting of
the weights and biases associated with the horse class, and f2 consisting of the weights and
biases associated with the bird class. The A values for both variables would be be 0.5—the
classification ratio—meaning a floating point a value for the biases and an a matrix for the
weights. I visualize this process in Figure 8.1.
8.2.2 Conceptual Expansion Search
The space of potential conceptual expansions grows exponentially with the number of input
features, and the mapping construction stage gives an initial starting point in this space from
which to search. I present the pseudocode for this chapter’s variation on the conceptual
expansion search in Algorithm 4. Line 1 creates an initial expansion by combining a default
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expansion with the mapping information. The exact nature of this depends on the final
network architecture. For example, the mapping may overwrite the entirety of the network
if the input models and final model have the same architecture or just the final classification
layer if not (as in the case of adding an additional class). In this case a default expansion is
a conceptual expansion equivalent to the original model(s), in that each variable is replaced
by an expanded variable with its original fi value and an ai of 1.0 (or matrix of 1.0’s). This
means that the initial expansion is functionally identical to the original model, beyond any
weights impacted by the mapping. This initial conceptual expansion derived at the end of
the mapping construction will be a linear combination of the existing knowledge, but the
final conceptual expansion need not be a linear combination.
Once the process has a mapping this process searches for a set of F and A for which
the conceptual expansion performs well on a domain-specific measure Heuristic (e.g. pe-
gasus classification accuracy). As with the prior chapter I employ a greedy optimization
search that checks a fixed number of neighbors before the search ends. The GetNeighbor
function randomly selects between one of the following: altering a single element of a
single ai, replacing all of the values of a single ai replacing values of xi with a randomly
selected alternative xj , or adding an additional xi and corresponding random ai to an ex-
panded variable. Notably in this algorithm I include a set of visited expansions v in order
to avoid sampling a neighbor that has already been visited. The final output of this process
is the maximum scoring conceptual expansion found during the search. For the purposes
of clarity I refer to these conceptual expansions of neural networks as combinets.
8.3 CifarNet Experiments
In this section I present a series of experiments meant to demonstrate the strengths and
limitations of conceptual expansions for image classification with deep neural networks.
I chose CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [185] for these experiments as they represent well-
understood datasets. It is not my goal to achieve state of the art on CIFAR-10 or CIFAR-
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Table 8.1: A table with the average test accuracy for the first experiment. The orig. column displays
the accuracy for the 10,000 test images for the original 10 classes of CIFAR-10. The 11th column
displays the accuracy for the CIFAR-100 test images.
100 50 10 5 1
Fox 11th orig. 11th orig. 11th orig. 11th orig. 11th orig.
combinet 34.0±3.5 81.8±2.2 26.0±5.2 81.59±1.9 28.3±3.5 79.1±1.6 23.0±8.5 80.6±1.2 12.0±9.8 80.7±7.2
standard 7.0±2.7 62.04 0.0±0.0 62.17 0.0±0.0 62.34 0.0±0.0 62.44 0.0±0.0 76.44±3.5
transfer 5.0±4.3 87.2±0.5 0.0±0.0 87.9±0.2 0.0±0.0 88.1±0.4 0.0±0.0 87.7±0.2 0.0±0.0 88.0±1.1
zero-shot 11.0±0.7 86.2±0.4 11.0±1.0 86.2±0.8 9.6±2.3 86.2±0.2 10.0±4.6 86.0±1.4 6.0±3.3 83.2±2.5
Plain 11th orig. 11th orig. 11th orig. 11th orig. 11th orig.
combinet 53.0±10.0 84.0±3.6 45.7±7.6 84.2±7.8 31.3±22.0 83.9±2.4 28.3±12.6 82.3±2.2 23.0±17.4 84.0±2.4
standard 50.0±7.7 62.54 42.0±3.2 62.18 16.0±12.8 61.67 0.0±0.0 62.27 0.0±0.0 62.27
transfer 4.5±3.0 86.92 0.0±0.0 86.91 0.0±0.0 86.96 0.0±0.0 87.20 0.0±0.0 87.20
zero-shot 23.0±0.7 86.2±0.5 23.6±1.1 86.2±0.3 22±2.8 86.1±13.9 18.6±3.8 83.7±3.4 15.6±7.3 82.7±2.9
100; I instead use these datasets to construct problems in which a system must identify
images of a class not present in some initial training set given limited training data on the
novel class. I then apply my approach to these problems, comparing them with appropriate
baselines. For the source deep neural network model I chose CifarNet [185], again due
to existing understanding of its performance on the more traditional applications of these
datasets. I chose not to make use of a larger dataset like ImageNet or a larger architecture
[186], as I aim to compare how conceptual expansion can construct new features given a
limited set of input features. I do not include a full description of CifarNet but note that it
is a two-layer convolutional neural net with three fully-connected layers.
For each experiment, I ran the conceptual expansion search algorithm ten times and
took the most successful combinet found across the ten runs in terms of training accuracy.
I did this to ensure I had found a near optimal conceptual expansion. This combined with
the inclusion of a visited set improves the optimality of the conceptual expansion search
algorithm compared to the prior chapter. However, I still anticipate that future work will ex-
plore more sophisticated optimization strategies. Further, I note that this approach was still
many times faster than initially training the CifarNet on CIFAR-10 with backpropagation.
The first experiment expands a CifarNet trained on CIFAR-10 to recognize one ad-
ditional class selected from CIFAR-100 that is not in CIFAR-10. I vary the amount of
training data available for the newly introduced class. This allows me to evaluate the per-
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formance of the conceptual expansion approach under a variety of controlled conditions.
The second experiment fully expands a CifarNet model trained on CIFAR-10 to recognize
the one-hundred classes of CIFAR-100 with limited training data. Finally, I investigate the
running example throughout this paper: expanding a CifarNet model trained on CIFAR-10
to classify pegasus images.
8.3.1 CIFAR-10 + Fox/Plain
For the initial experiment I chose to add fox and plain (as in a grassy field) recognition
to the CifarNet, as these classes exist within CIFAR-100, but not within CIFAR-10. It
is worth noting that CIFAR-10 is made up of the classes: airplane, automobile, bird, cat,
deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, and truck. I chose foxes and plains for this initial case study
because they represented illustrative examples of conceptual expansion performance. There
exists a number of classes in CIFAR-10 that can be argued to be similar to foxes, but no
classes similar to plains. Thus in the former case learning features capable of discriminating
between fox and the similar classes in CIFAR-10 will be important.
For training data I drew from the 50,000 training examples for the ten classes of CIFAR-
10, adding a varying number of training instance of fox or plain. For test data I made use
of the full 10,000 CIFAR-10 test set and the 100 samples in the CIFAR-100 test set for
each class. For each size slice of training data (i.e. 1, 5, 10, 50, and 100) I constructed five
unique random slices. I chose five for consistency across all the differently sized slices,
given that there was a maximum of 500 training images for fox and plain, and the largest
slice size was 100. I present the average test accuracy across all approaches and with all
sample sizes in Table 8.1. This table shows the results when I provide five slices of fox or
plain images in the quantities of 1, 5, 10, 50, or 100. For each slice, I provide the accuracy
on the original CIFAR-10 images and the accuracy of identifying the 11th class (either fox
or plains).
I evaluate against three baselines. The first baseline (standard) trains CifarNet with
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backpropagation with stratified branches on the 10,000 CIFAR-10 images and newly intro-
duced foxes or plains. This baseline makes the assumption that the new class was part of
the same domain as the other classes as in [128]. For the second baseline I took inspira-
tion from transfer learning and student-teacher models [138, 139, 187], and train an initial
CifarNet on only the CIFAR-10 data and then retrain the classification layers to predict the
eleventh class with the newly available data. I note that transfer learning typically involves
training on a larger dataset, such as ImageNet, then retraining the final classification layer.
However, I wished to compare how these different approaches alter the same initial fea-
tures for classifying the new class. For the third baseline I drew on the zero-shot approach
outlined in [146], using the average activation of the trained CifarNet classification layer
on the training data to derive feature classification vectors. In all cases I trained the model
until convergence.
There exist many other transfer approaches, but other approaches tend to require ad-
ditional human authoring of transfer methods or features and/or an additional dataset to
draw from. I focus on comparing the behavior of these approaches in terms of altering
or leveraging learned features. I did not draw on any historical combinational creativity
approaches for baselines given that in this domain I cannot treat the components as bags of
symbolic features as I do in all prior chapters.
As can be seen in Table 8.1, the combinet consistently outperforms the baselines at
recognizing the newly added eleventh class. I note that the expected CifarNet test accuracy
for CIFAR-10 is 85%. Combinets achieve the best accuracy on the newly added class
while only losing a small amount of accuracy on average on the 10 original classes. The
combinet loss in CIFAR-10 accuracy was almost always due to overgeneralizing. The
transfer approach did slightly better than the expected CIFAR-10 accuracy, but this matches
previously reported accuracy improvements from retraining [187].
Foxes clearly confused the baselines, leading to no correctly identified test foxes for
the standard or transfer baselines at the lowest values. Compared to plains, foxes had sig-
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nificant overlap in terms of features with cats and dogs. With these smaller size samples
transfer and standard were unable to learn or adapt suitable discriminatory features. Com-
paratively, the conceptual expansion approach was capable of combining existing features
into new features that were more successfully able to discriminate between these classes.
The zero-shot approach did not require additional training and instead made use of sec-
ondary features to make predictions, which was more consistent, but still not as successful
as my approach in classifying the new class. In comparison plain was much easier to
recognize for the baselines, likely due to the fact that it represented a class that differed
significantly from the existing ten. However, combinets were still able to outperform the
baselines, with novel features that could better differentiate the plain class.
Note that combinets do not always outperform these other approaches. For example,
the standard approach beats out combinets, getting an average of 83% accuracy with access
to all 500 plain training images, while the combinet only achieves an accuracy of roughly
50%. This suggests that combinets are only suited to problems with low training data with
this current approach.
8.3.2 Expanding CIFAR-10 to CIFAR-100
For the prior experiments I added a single eleventh class from CIFAR-100 to a CifarNet
trained on CIFAR-10. This experiment looks at the problem of expanding a trained Cifar-
Net from classifying the ten classes of the CIFAR-10 dataset to the one-hundred classes of
the CIFAR-100 dataset.
For this experiment I limited the training data to ten randomly chosen samples of each
CIFAR-100 class. I altered the approach to account for the change in task, constructing an
initial mapping for each class individually as if we were expanding a CifarNet to just that
eleventh class. I utilized the same three baselines as with the first experiment.
I note that one would not typically utilize CifarNet for this task. Even given access to
all 50,000 training samples of CIFAR-100 a CifarNet trained using backpropagation only
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Figure 8.2: The fifteen pegasus images found via Flickr and resized to the standard CIFAR-10
dimensions of 32x32 pixels.
achieves roughly 30% test accuracy for CIFAR-100. I mean to show the relative scale of
accuracy with conceptual expansion and not attempt to achieve state of the art on CIFAR-
100 with the full dataset. I tested on the 100,000 test samples available for CIFAR-100.
The average test accuracy across all 100 classes are as follows: the combinet achieves
11.13%, the standard baseline achieves 1.20%, the transfer baseline achieves 6.43%, and
the zero-shot baseline achieves 4.10%. I note that this approach is the only one to do
better than chance, and significantly outperforms all other baselines. However no approach
reaches anywhere near the 30% accuracy that could be achieved with full training data for
this architecture.
8.3.3 Pegasus
I return to the running example of an image recognition system that can recognize a pe-
gasus. Unfortunately I lack actual images of a pegasus. To approximate this I collected
fifteen photo-realistic, open-use pegasus images from Flickr, these can be found in Figure
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8.2. Using the same combinet as the above two experiments I ran a 10-5 training/test split
and a 5-10 training/test split. In this case the training data was the first 10 and first 5 images
from Figure 8.2 respectively. For the former the final model recognized 4 of the 5 pegasus
images (80% accuracy), with 80% CIFAR-10 accuracy, and for the latter it recognized 5 of
the 10 pegasus images (50% accuracy) with 82% CIFAR-10 accuracy.
8.4 DCGAN Experiment
In this section I demonstrate the application of conceptual expansions to generative ad-
versarial networks (GANs). Specifically, I demonstrate the ability to use conceptual ex-
pansions to find GANs that can generate images of a class without traditional training on
images of that class. I also demonstrate how this approach can take as input an arbitrary
number of initial neural networks, instead of the one network for the classification experi-
ments. This more closely parallels taking three input game graphs from the prior chapter. I
make use of the DCGAN [188] as the GAN architecture for this experiment, as it has known
performance on a number of tasks. I make use of the CIFAR-100 dataset from the prior
section and in addition use the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 [189], the CAT [190], the
Stanford Dogs [191], FGVC Aircraft [192], and the Standford Cars [193] datasets. I make
use of these five datasets as they represent five of the ten CIFAR-10 classes, but with sig-
nificantly more images and images of higher quality. Sharing classes between experiments
allows one to draw comparisons between results.
I trained a DCGAN on each of these datasets till convergence, then used all five of these
models as the original knowledge base for this approach. Specifically, I built mappings by
testing the proportion of training samples the discriminator of each GAN classified as real.
I then built a combinet discriminator for the target class from the discriminators of each
GAN. This is equivalent to the process used for deriving Cifarnet image classifiers above,
with the discriminator treated as a two-class classifier (real or fake). Finally I built a com-
binet generator from the generators of each GAN, using the combinet discriminators as the
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Figure 8.3: Most fox-like output according to the model for each baseline and sample size.
heuristic for the conceptual expansion search. I nickname these combinet discriminators
and generators combiGANs. As above I made use of the fox images of CIFAR-100 for the
novel class, varying the number of available images.
I built two baselines: (1) A naive baseline, which involved training the DCGAN on the
available fox images in the traditional manner. (2) A transfer baseline, in which I took a
DCGAN trained on the Stanford Dogs dataset and retrained it on the fox dataset. I also built
two variations of combiGAN: (1) A combiGAN baseline in which I used the discriminator
of the naive baseline as the heuristic for the combinet generator (Combi+N). (2) Same as
the last, but using the transfer baseline discriminator (Combi+T). I further built a baseline
trained on the Stanford Dogs, CAT dataset, and Fox images simultaneously as in [143], but
found that it did not have any improvement over the other baselines. I do not include the
zero shot baseline from the prior section as it is only suitable for classification tasks.
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Figure 8.4: Four fox-like images hand-picked by the authors from the first 1,000 images output by
the combiGAN trained on 500 foxes.
Table 8.2: Summary of results for the GAN experiments.
combiGAN combi+N combi+T Naive Transfer
Samples I KL I KL I KL I KL I KL
500 3.83±0.32 0.33 4.61±0.22 0.28 3.05±0.23 0.31 2.98±0.25 0.33 3.38±0.19 1.05
100 4.23±0.15 0.10 4.38±0.37 0.29 4.40±0.19 0.43 1.76±0.04 0.33 3.26±0.23 0.36
50 4.05±0.24 0.22 4.03±0.35 0.12 1.69±0.05 2.36 1.06±0.00 10.8 3.97±0.22 0.21
10 4.67±0.44 0.44 4.79±0.28 0.13 3.06±0.19 1.20 1.20±0.01 10.8 4.40±0.19 0.11
8.4.1 CombiGAN Results
I made use of two metrics: the inception score [194] and Kullback-Leibler (KL) diver-
gence between generated image classification and true image classification distributions.
I acknowledge that inception score was originally designed for ImageNet; since I do not
train on ImageNet, I cannot use this as an objective score, but I can use it as a comparative
metric of objectness. For the second metric I desired some way to represent how fox-like
the generated images were. Thus I made use of the standard classifier trained on 500 foxes,
though I could have made use of any classifier in theory. I compare the distribution over
classes of real CIFAR-100 fox images and the fake images with the KL divergence. I gen-
erated 10,000 images from each GAN to test each metric. I summarize the results of this
experiment in Table 8.2.
I note that in almost all cases my approach or one of its variations (combi+N and
combi+T) outperform the two baselines. In the case with 10 training images the trans-
fer baseline beats my approach on the fox-like measure, but this 0.11 differs only slightly
from the 0.13 combi+N value. In Figure 8.3, I include the most fox-like image in terms
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of classifier confidence from the training samples (real) and each baseline’s output. I note
that the combiGAN output had a tendency to retain face-like features, while the transfer
baseline tended to revert to fuzzy blobs. I also include four hand-picked fox-like images
from the 500 sample case in Figure 8.4.
8.5 Discussion and Limitations
Conceptual expansion applied to neural networks—combinets and combiGANs—outperforms
standard approaches on image classification and generation problems with limited data and
without additional knowledge engineering.
I anticipate the future performance of conceptual expansion of deep neural networks
to depend upon the extent to which the existing knowledge base contains relevant infor-
mation to the new problem and the existence of a domain-appropriate content selection
function (e.g. training accuracy for image classification). In the last chapter I demonstrated
the behavior of conceptual expansion with a heuristic that did not fully reflect value in
that domain. Comparing the results to the image classification domain, where accuracy is a
clear representation of value, the importance of a heuristic that reflects this domain-specific
value is clear. This can be further seen given that the conceptual expansion approach per-
formed more successfully with image classification compared to image generation, though
it outperformed appropriate baselines in both cases.
Conceptual expansion of deep neural networks appears less dependent on training data
than existing transfer learning approaches as evidenced by the comparative performance
of the approach with low training data, This is further evidenced by those instances where
conceptual expansion outperformed itself with less training data. I anticipate further explo-
ration of this in future work, investigating what important knowledge base features lead to
successful conceptual expansion applications.
I expect these results to generalize to other image classification problems, but recognize
my choice of datasets as a potential limiting factor. CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 have very
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low resolution images (32x32 RGB images). Further, I do not make use of traditional data
augmentation techniques such as noising or horizontal flips of the images. I note once
again that I chose these datasets for these experiments to focus on feature adaptation. My




In this final chapter I reflect on my thesis statement, the work I presented in this document,
and several potential avenues for future work. At the beginning of this document I gave
this statement:
For creativity problems that require the combination of aspects of distinct ex-
amples, conceptual expansion of generative or evaluative models can create a
greater range of artifacts or behaviors, with greater measures of value, surprise,
and novelty than standard combinational approaches or approaches that do not
explicitly model combination.
I presented evidence towards this statement in two primary domains: game design and
image classification, with secondary domains of game level design, game level evaluation,
and image generation. I demonstrated the greater range of artifacts in Chapter 6, in a
comparative study of the relative output spaces of conceptual expansion, amalgamation,
conceptual blending, compositional adaptation, and random combinations. I demonstrated
the greater measures of value in the hold-one-out quantitative game graph study (Chapter
7), the combinets quantitative study (Chapter 8), and the human subject study (Chapter
7). Notably these studies demonstrate the importance of the phrase “measures of” in this
statement. As the results of the human subject study demonstrated, how these measures are
defined directly impacts the performance of the approach.
It may be unclear from this statement when it is appropriate to apply conceptual ex-
pansion to a novel problem domain. There are a number of costs in the application of
conceptual expansion. First, there must be some knowledge base of existing solutions to a
related problem domain. For example, the trained game graph representations discussed in
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Chapter 7 or the deep neural network models (DNNs) in Chapter 8. There is a development
time cost (as with the game graphs) in instances where no existing knowledge representa-
tion exists and regardless there is a training or encoding task time cost for filling in these
knowledge representations. Second, the instances in this knowledge base must be in a mod-
ular knowledge representation, having individual components that can be recombined (such
as the nodes of the game graph or the weights of the DNNs). This restricts the type of prob-
lems one can apply conceptual expansion as there are knowledge representations that are
more or less modular. For example, it is much easier to break apart and recombine graphs
or networks than images or strings. Third, there must be some initial way to establish a
mapping, which determines an initial starting conceptual expansion and gives a good basis
for how to apply the knowledge from the knowledge base to solve a new problem. There
is a development cost here for any new problem domain as it requires domain-specific and
representation-specific knowledge.
The process described above can then allow me to more clearly state the claims implicit
in the thesis statement. For problem domains in which it is possible to undertake the above
process and which it is possible to learn or encode sufficient existing knowledge that a re-
combination of this knowledge can create a solution, conceptual expansion can outperform
existing combinational creativity approaches and domain-specific baselines given the same
knowledge. The issue then becomes how one determines when one has sufficient existing
knowledge to solve some problem. In some cases, as in adding fox recognition to an image
classifier capable of recognizing cats and dogs, there is an intuitive understanding of when
there is sufficient knowledge (cats and dogs). I note that I have not yet derived domain-
agnostic metrics or qualities to determine when this is the case more generally. I leave this
for future work.
For the remainder of this chapter I discuss my contributions in terms of major areas of
impact and potential future work.
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9.1 Contributions
I frame my discussion of contributions in terms of two areas that I view as benefiting the
most from this work: procedural content generation via machine learning (PCGML) [15]
and computational creativity.
9.1.1 PCGML
Procedural content generation via machine learning (PCGML) is the study of automatically
generating game content via models trained on existing game content. The area of primary
focus for PCGML thus far has been on generating level design via machine learning [73,
195, 72, 79, 74, 76]. To this particular area I contribute a novel approach in the probabilistic
graphical models discussed in Chapter 3. This approach is also the only one that learns to
generate structure that can contain all game entities, while most other approaches simplify
the allowable game structure (for example, removing decoration). Further, to the best of
my knowledge, none of these models have been validated for content evaluation or gener-
ation with a human subject study. Thus the human subject study is itself a contribution as
a model for PCGML evaluation. One general drawback of PCGML is that it requires data
of a type of level to generate new levels of that type. While there has been some attempts
to recombine data from multiple games to create new types of levels [70, 71], these ap-
proaches haven’t demonstrated the ability to represent unseen human-authored level types
as I demonstrate in Chapter 5.
There has been significantly less work at attempting to explicitly learn mechanics from
games via machine learning for the purposes of generation. There exists some prior work at
learning affordances, local relationships between game entities [124] and some prior work
at learning hybrid automata (finite state machines) for the player character [101]. However,
this prior work focuses on learning these representations for a single game (Super Mario
Bros.), and they cannot be used to create playable games. To the best of my knowledge,
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the engine learning approach discussed in Chapter 4 is the only existing work that looks to
learn an explicit model of all game mechanics capable of simulating the original game. My
demonstration of its application to other games, even of a limited type in platformer games
designed for the NES, is another contribution.
There have been other approaches to game generation, most notably the ANGELINA
system [91]. However, all prior work has employed rules-based or search-based approaches
that require a large amount of human authoring. For example, the recent Gemini system
[171] requires one-hundred and sixty-three hand-authored constraints to generate arcade-
like games. In comparison the game generation systems in Chapter 7 are based upon
machine learning. This has its own limitations and challenges, for example the issue of
semantic readability of the output, but represents an entirely new approach to this problem
and a new area of research.
9.1.2 Computational Creativity
Computational creativity approaches have historically focused on single-domain applica-
tions. For example, computational creativity approaches that can only produce music or
visual art [1]. There have been approaches, such as conceptual blending [44] that have
been applied to a variety of domains such as stories and games [51, 69, 71], but they are
less common. Thus my introduction of conceptual expansion and application of it into mul-
tiple domains stands as a clear contribution as a general computational creativity approach.
While combinational creativity has been previously identified as a type of creativity
[3], previously there has not been an effort to collect or survey the different approaches
for combinational creativity. Thus my identification of this class of approaches is another
contribution to the broader area of computational creativity. Further, where previously
there have been a variety of highly-specialized combinational creativity approaches I have
demonstrated that conceptual expansion subsumes several of these prior approaches across
several domains, while handling arbitrary input and continuous variables by default.
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There has been a number of applications of conceptual blending, but it has been unclear
in some prior cases how to evaluate these systems outside of time-consuming human sub-
ject studies. Thus my demonstrate of evaluating such systems in regards to existing human
creative work, as I do with the Super Mario Bros.: The Lost Levels levels in Chapter 5, is
another contribution to this field.
Recently there has been some computational creativity work that draws on machine
learning as the source of it’s knowledge [196]. However, the vast majority of the field
still relies on rules-based or search-based approaches, which makes it difficult to deter-
mine whether the source of the creativity is in the human authoring or the behavior of the
system. By introducing instead applying these approaches to machine learned models and
representations I have allowed for a new vector in the study of artificial creativity.
9.2 Future Work
I identify three, high-level areas of focus for future work: mixed-initiative applications, the
conceptual expansion optimization problem, and automated game playing.
9.2.1 Mixed-Initiative Applications
In Chapter 7 I demonstrated the potential for mixed-initiative applications of the concep-
tual expansion-based game generation. However, I did not evaluate this mixed-initiative
approach formally, or demonstrate how it could work with anyone other than myself work-
ing with the system. I have already been investigating the possibility of mixed-initiative,
co-creative tools in the domain of video game levels [197, 198] using standard procedural
content generation via machine learning (PCGML) tools. It follows then to continue this
research into the possibility of taking these lessons and making them more accessible to
non-experts through the creation of tools.
One benefit of mixed-initiative approaches is the benefit of the human’s semantic knowl-
edge. As can be seen from the generated games, many do not make semantic sense and
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come across as fairly surreal. For example, games with decorative floating strings of
numbers. This makes determining which games were created by humans versus AI fairly
straightforward. A human could potentially help constrain or correct the output space to
only those conceptual expansions that made sense to other humans.
9.2.2 Conceptual Expansion Optimization Problem
Conceptual expansion creates an output space exponential in size to the number of variables
across its input set. In all of the conceptual expansion applications in this document I
employed a fairly straightforward greedy optimization to search from the initial conceptual
expansion defined by the mapping. There are two major issues with this current approach.
First, the construction of this mapping varied between the different domains, requiring
domain-specific knowledge and strategies to construct in each case. In an ideal world there
would either be a domain-agnostic mapping construction approach in order to make this
method more general, or a means of searching the space of potential conceptual expansions
without the definition of an initial starting point from the mapping. Notably I did not
explicitly test the importance of the mapping, but note that without it, the results would
likely be more akin to the random combination baseline in Chapter 6.
Second, this optimization is fairly limited. In both of the primary domains the final
conceptual expansion was reached after only a small number of iterations, meaning a rela-
tively small section of the output space was searched. One potential would be to draw on
an alternative optimization approach that might allow one to find even stronger conceptual
expansions. For example, an evolutionary search or genetic algorithm approach might al-
low one to search a more varied space of potential conceptual expansions. Alternatively an
approach like MIMIC [199] might allow one to find global maxima in the output space of
conceptual expansion for given input. While both of these approaches would be more time
consuming, they also have the potential to further improve these results.
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9.2.3 Automated Game Playing
In recent years the area of automated game playing has garnered much more research at-
tention [110, 119, 120, 121]. The engine learning approach described in Chapter 4 and
the application of conceptual expansion as a transfer mechanism could both serve to ben-
efit automated game playing. In the former case, there are many approaches that allow
for perfect game playing in cases where an AI agent is capable of forward simulation, for
example Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS). If one could perfectly or nearly perfectly learn
an engine for a game this could be used as a forward model for the purposes of simulation.
Further, either this model or a deep neural network applied to automated game playing
(like in Deep Q learning [110]) could potentially be transferred between games through the
application of conceptual expansion as transfer learning, as in Chapter 8.
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